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Amorphous silica doped with alkali, alkaline-earth and boron ions is an important class
of materials used in many technological applications. Computer simulations are able to
provide atomic pictures of the glass structures and detailed insight into compositional−
atomic structure relationships. In this thesis several glasses of current interest for nuc-
lear waste immobilisation and microelectronics are studied, using classical and ab initio
methods.
A method to calculate the glass transition temperature in alkali borosilicate glasses,
with pre-deﬁned molar composition, was implemented and validated through the com-
parison with the available experimental data. The addition of alkali and boron oxides
to pure SiO2 glass resulted in a vast decrease in the glass transition temperature. A
systematic study of the density, atomic and electronic structure for lithium sodium boro-
silicate glasses with varying SiO2 / B2O3 ratio and ﬁxed molar composition of the alkali
oxides is reported. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were performed in order
to model the local atomic structure of molybdenum in nuclear waste glasses. Analysis
of the structural motifs and the environment of the molybdenum atoms provided direct
insight into the solubility of Mo in the glass structures. The results signiﬁcantly extend
the understanding of how the chemical nature and molar composition of the glass host
aﬀect the bonding in Mo-containing nuclear glasses and demonstrate that tailoring the
glass composition to speciﬁc heavy metal constituents can facilitate incorporation of
heavy metals at high concentrations.
A series of mixed alkali/alkaline-earth silicate glasses was investigated in order to
understand the impact of the nature of the cations on the mobility of the alkaline-earth
ions within the glass network. The size of the alkaline-earth cation was found to aﬀect
the short-range order and the short-time dynamical behaviour. An asymmetrical linear
behaviour in the activation energy for diﬀusion with increasing cation size diﬀerence
was observed. The electronic properties of excited states in sodium silicate glass were
investigated with ab initio modelling. The existence of two diﬀerent conﬁgurations for
the excited state are predicted, which correspond to two discrete ranges of luminescence
energies. The diﬀerent short-range ordering of Na cations corresponds to a structural
precursor responsible for the calculated values of the luminescence energy.
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1.1 Structure of the glass
The silicate glasses are amorphous solids which do not exhibit long-range order. The
short- and medium-range order of their structure have been characterised in detail by
advanced experimental techniques, such as X-ray absorption ﬁne structure (XAFS),13
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)46 and neutron diﬀraction,710 com-
bined with molecular dynamics simulations.5,1119
The structural properties of amorphous SiO2 glass are well described by the con-
tinuous random network model (CRN) proposed by Zachariasen.20 According to this
model, silicon atoms in vitreous SiO2 are invariably coordinated by 4 oxygen atoms,
forming well deﬁned SiO4 tetrahedra, as shown in ﬁgure 1.1. These tetrahedra form a
polymerised network, where each tetrahedron shares an oxygen atom with four other
SiO4 units, and the oxygen atoms shared by two tetrahedra are labelled as bridging oxy-
gens (BO). It is also assumed that there is a random distribution of inter-tetrahedral
angles in the glass network and this is the origin of the lack of long-range order observed
in amorphous silica.
Figure 1.1: Tetrahedral coordination geometry for silicon atoms, formation of SiO4
tetrahedra within the glass network, and corner sharing connection through bridging
oxygen atoms. Blue ball is Si and red ball is O.
According to Zachariasen, speciﬁc rules determine which type of systems can form
CRN oxide glasses,20 and they are:
• No oxygen atom may be linked to more than two cations.
• The cation coordination number must be small: 3 or 4.
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• Oxygen polyhedra share corners, not edges or faces.
• For three dimensional networks at least three corners must be shared.
In general, all the above rules should be satisﬁed for glass formation to occur, while
these rules have been found to be quite good, not only for predicting glass formation
but also for describing the structure of the main glass forming oxides: SiO2, GeO2 ,
B2O3 and P2O5.21,22 It is noted that Si, Ge, B and P are usually referred to as network
formers of the glass network.
However, the majority of technologically signiﬁcant glasses contain additional oxides,
as impurities in the pure glass. Amorphous SiO2 and/or B2O3, doped with alkali and
alkaline-earth oxides,23 is used for various applications and they form the basis for a
wide range of commercially available glass products. Silicate and borosilicate glasses
modiﬁed with these cations are used as window glasses, solid electrolytes and for nuclear
waste disposal.
The modiﬁed continuous random network (MCRN) model is able to describe the
structural properties of these glasses successfully.20 The random network of the SiO4
tetrahedra is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed by the addition of impurities, which usually are
alkali and alkaline-earth ions. The modiﬁer cations break the bonds between the Si
and O atoms and they are linked predominantly to the SiO4 tetrahedra with weak and
non-directional bonds to oxygen atoms, which are referred to as non-bridging oxygen
(NBO), as can be seen, for example, in ﬁgure 1.2(a) for a sodium silicate glass. The
cation modiﬁers tend to cluster within the glass structure at low concentrations (see
ﬁgure 1.2(b)), while, conversely, they form channels at high concentrations. These
channels can percolate through the bulk and create primary diﬀusion pathways, which
play a key role in the transport properties of the glass.
Figure 1.2: Results from a molecular dynamics simulation of a Na2O−3SiO2 glass com-
position. (a) The addition of Na2O leads to the creation of non-bridging oxygen atoms
within the glass structure, bonded to one Si and one Na; (b) The Na cations have a het-
erogeneous distribution and they form clusters inside the glass. Blue ball is Si, yellow
ball is Na and red ball is O.
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1.2 Ion migration
Solids with high ionic conductivity presently attract considerable scientiﬁc interest be-
cause of their potential applications as solid electrolytes24,25 in electrochemical devices
such as batteries26,27, chemical sensors28,29 and "smart windows".30 The remarkable
property of super ionic solids is the selective ionic mobility in an otherwise nearly frozen
material.31,32 The mobility of the ions plays a critical role in the physical properties of
many silicate glasses. For instance, in alkali silicate glasses, the resistance of the glass to
dissolution, i.e. the chemical durability, depends on the rate of transport of alkali ions
to the surface of the glass.33 The mobility, in turn, depends on the atomic structure
of the glass, which deﬁnes the possible pathways available for migration. It is noted
that, in contrast with crystalline materials, the identiﬁcation of these pathways in an
amorphous structure is not a straightforward task, as its disordered nature makes it
complicated to interpret macroscopic transport measurements in terms of microscopic
mechanisms, simply because of the diﬃculties involved in unravelling the atomic scale
structure of the glass.34
It is generally appreciated that the ions diﬀuse within the glass structure by a
hopping process, and the mechanisms of migration can be viewed as "jump and reside"
mechanisms.3537 The ions jump between well-deﬁned sites, which correspond to sites
that the coordination geometry of the local environment around the ions is of similar
character. The work of Park and Cormack was the ﬁrst modelling study to describe
the jumps of alkali ions from one site to another in a mixed lithium potassium silicate
glass.38 They examined in detail the migration of the two alkali cations, in order to
identify the jump processes involved, and they revealed that the alkali ions have a
larger probability of jumping into sites that were previously occupied by the same type
of alkali ion, than into other type of sites, highlighting their preference of jumping into
sites with similar local environments. In addition, they found that the alkali ions diﬀuse
through the alkali rich regions, which are possible for the network modifying cations
within the glass structure. Recently, Cormack et al. studied the migration of sodium
cations in silicate glasses and they identiﬁed jumps of Na ions in empty positions within
the glass structure, revealing a vacancy-like mechanism for the cation migration.39
It has been observed that if some of the alkali component in an alkali containing
glass is replaced by a diﬀerent alkali species, then the ionic diﬀusivity of both alkali ions
decreases in the mixed alkali composition, compared to the corresponding single-alkali
glasses.4042 A notable feature of the mixed alkali eﬀect is its non-linear behaviour, as
the change in diﬀusion coeﬃcients, or related properties such as ionic conductivity, is
highly non-linear and can be several order of magnitude.43 It is noted that the mixed
alkali eﬀect is an excellent example of a compositionally dependent phenomenon, since
the transport properties of the alkali ions (or other mobile ions, which can have the role
of the cation modiﬁer) are ultimately governed by the structure of the glass, and the
challenge for a computer simulation is to reproduce, qualitatively, these compositional
dependences.44
4 Nuclear waste glasses
During the few past decades, the mixed alkali eﬀect in alkali silicate glasses has been
thoroughly explored via experimental work and molecular dynamics simulations.40,41,4553
Several phenomenological and physical models have been proposed to describe the eﬀect,
such as the strong54,55 and the weak5660 electrolyte models, the diﬀusion controlled
relaxation model61,62 and the jump diﬀusion model.63 Recently, the introduction of
the dynamic structural model6467 has helped to demonstrate a more coherent pic-
ture.40,52,6870 This model is based on an energy landscape approach, in which the
unoccupied cationic sites initially are associated with a relatively high potential energy,
and as the previously unoccupied sites become occupied the surrounding atoms in the
glass network are ordered. In addition, X-ray absorption,71,72 NMR73,74 and infra-red
spectroscopic75,76 measurements, together with data from neutron and X-ray scatter-
ing,77 revealed that the mixed alkali eﬀect has a structural origin associated with a
cationic potential energy mismatch eﬀect. It is also noted that the dynamical struc-
tural model has been supported by results from both Monte Carlo modelling77 and
molecular dynamics simulations.19,36,66
1.3 Nuclear waste glasses
In the current conditions of cost-eﬀective and environmentally-friendly energy produc-
tion, the use of nuclear energy has been suggested as an alternative approach to carbon
based methods, for a quite long time.78,79 However, the applicability of nuclear energy
on a large scale has been constrained by the obstacle that creates the necessity to im-
mobilise the large stockpiles of high level nuclear waste that have been produced over
the previous 50 years,80,81 by commercial energy generation and nuclear weapons de-
velopment.82,83 The high level nuclear waste is a by-product of the chemical separation
of re-usable "unburnt" uranium and plutonium from spent nuclear fuel, which leaves
behind waste ﬁssion products and minor actinides,84 and its composition varies slightly
between diﬀerent reactor types, fuel cells and operating conditions. The storage of high
level nuclear waste in a liquid form has been considered, during the previous years, as
an adequate short-term solution,85 nevertheless, the mobile nature of the liquid requires
a high degree of maintenance.
The conversion of a waste into a waste form is called immobilisation. Several types of
matrix materials and techniques are available for the immobilisation of nuclear waste,86
and the ultimate goal for all of them is to generate a waste form that is stable, can
be eﬃciently treated and is suitable for long-term geological disposal.85 However, the
choice of waste form to use for nuclear waste immobilisation is a diﬃcult decision,
and it is noted that durability is not the sole criterion.87 In any immobilisation method,
where radioactive materials are used, the process and operational conditions can become
complicated, particularly if operated remotely and equipment maintenance is required.
Therefore, priority is given to reliable, simple, rugged technologies and equipment which
may have advantages over complex or sensitive devices.87 In addition, the choice of the
immobilisation technology depends on the physical and chemical nature of the waste,
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and also the acceptance criteria for the long term-storage and disposal facility to which
the waste will be consigned.
A series of regulatory, process and product requirements has led to the investigation
and adoption of a variety of matrices and technologies for nuclear waste immobilisation.
In most countries high level nuclear waste has been incorporated into alkali borosilicate
or phosphate vitreous waste forms for many years and vitriﬁcation is an established
technology.
Amorphous silica was used originally as the base-glass for high level waste due to its
high chemical durability. However, the high temperatures (typically ≈ 1800 K) required
to produce a pure SiO2 glass led to the direction of using diﬀerent glass compositions.
Network formers, other than Si, are added to the glass conﬁguration, and particularly,
the inclusion of boron oxide can bring the melting temperature down to ≈ 1300 K,
without signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the glass network. Further additions of sodium and lith-
ium oxides are able to reduce further the glass transition temperature and improve the
solubility of the waste into the glass network.8789 Hence, an alkali borosilicate glass
waste form is one of the preferred choices for the storage of high level nuclear waste, be-
cause of its high chemical durability and the adaptability towards diﬀerent techniques.
Moreover, a further beneﬁt of using borosilicate glasses is that they are particularly
resistant to the eﬀects of radiation when in storage and importantly remain thermally
stable at the temperatures produced by radiogenic processes (≈ 500◦C).90 It is noted
that other glass compositions have been also investigated and tested as candidates9194
for nuclear waste immobilisation, such as phosphate glasses, as well as a variety of other
solid materials including ceramics and glass-ceramics.85,95102 The exact compositions
of nuclear waste glasses are tailored for easy preparation and melting, avoidance of
phase separation and uncontrolled crystallisation, and acceptable chemical durability.
Vitriﬁcation is a technology that has been used for high level nuclear waste immob-
ilisation for more than 40 years in France, Germany, Belgium, Russia, UK, Japan and
USA. The vitriﬁcation involves melting of waste materials with glass-forming additives,
so that the waste contaminants are incorporated into the macro- and micro-structure of
the ﬁnal vitreous product.87 The chemical process of vitriﬁcation is dissolution, where
the base-glass is eﬀectively a solvent into which the high level waste dissolves and con-
tributes to the structure of the glass. This technique is most suitable for aqueous
radioactive wastes and it has a number of attractive technological advantages:87
• Simple production technology adapted from the glass production industry.
• Great capability of the glass to immobilise various elements.
• High chemical durability of glasses in natural wasters.
• Large tolerance of the glass to radiation damage.
• Small volume of the resulting waste form.
6 Nuclear waste glasses
Consequently, the high chemical resistance of the glass allows it to remain stable in
corrosive environments for thousands and even millions of years, while the excellent
durability of the vitriﬁed radioactive waste ensures a high degree of environment pro-
tection. Waste vitriﬁcation, along with the high waste volume reduction, enables the
utilisation of simplest and cheapest disposal facilities and, thus, despite of high initial
investment and operational costs, accounting for transportation and disposal expenses,
the overall cost of vitriﬁed radioactive waste can be lower than non-vitriﬁed options.
The vitriﬁcation technology comprises several stages, starting with evaporation of
excess water from liquid radioactive waste, followed by batch preparation, calcination,
glass melting, and ending with vitriﬁed waste blocks and potentially small amounts of
secondary waste. There are two diﬀerent procedures available for vitriﬁcation; in the
one-stage process both waste calcination and melting occurs in the melter, while in a
two-stage process the waste is calcined prior to melting.87 Thin ﬁlm evaporators are
typically used and the remaining salt concentrate is mixed with the necessary additives,
and is directed to one or another process apparatus. In both cases two streams come
from the melter, the glass melt, which contains most of the radioactivity, and the oﬀ gas
ﬂow, which contains oﬀ gases and aerosols. The vitriﬁcation can be performed eﬃciently
at temperatures below 1500 K, because of the volatility of the ﬁssion products. It is
noted that the hazardous waste constituents are immobilised by direct incorporation
into the glass structure, as they are dissolved in the glass melt, some such as Si and B
being included into the glass network on cooling, while others such as Li, Na, K, Ca
and Mg are conﬁned as modiﬁers.
One of the technological problems arising during vitriﬁcation of heavy metal con-
stituents is segregation of crystalline and/or poly-crystalline phases, which usually have
much higher melting temperature than that of the host glass, and hence they can be con-
sidered as solid inclusions in the glass melt. In addition, if they reach macroscopic size
they can form deposits at the walls of the crucible and obstruct the ﬂow of the glass
melt, leading to a disruption of the vitriﬁcation process, and hence of the operation
facilities.
Molybdenum is an element that is found in high concentrations in high level nuclear
waste and it is known to have low solubility in borosilicate glasses.103 For instance,
MoO3 present in excess of 1 wt % results in the phase separation of complex molten
salts during vitriﬁcation, and the formation of the so-called yellow (due to its colour)
phase. This phase is associated with formation of crystalline particles, phase-separated
from the rest of the molten glass. Yellow phase creates a number of technical and
scientiﬁc challenges. In particular, (i) yellow phase concentrates at the bottom of the
melter and sticks the nozzle of euent molten glass, which accelerates corrosion of the
melter; (ii) yellow phase also contains a wide range of ﬁssion products and is highly
water soluble, which could lead to increased leaching of radioactive nuclei from the
vitriﬁed wastes.104 The yellow phase formation during melt cooling must be controlled
throughout the preparation of radioactive nuclear glassy waste forms, and the challenge
on the scientiﬁc side is to identify atomic-scale processes that lead to the formation of
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molybdate crystals and also ﬁnd approaches to suppressing these processes.
1.4 Localised states and defects
An extensive use of powerful laser radiation in many industrial and research applications
such as optical communications,105 data storage,106 photolithography107 and laser pro-
cessing108 of diﬀerent materials gives rise to the problem of stability of optical materials
under intensive optical illumination. The main components of the majority of optical
devices are still silicate glasses,109 and therefore their durability is of high importance
for the above applications. The problem of interaction between optical radiation and
matter is associated with diﬀerent thermal eﬀects and diﬀerent types of photoionisation,
while the interaction with light is considered in the frame of elementary excitation of
diﬀerent electronic states in the material under study.110 Excitons, electrons and holes
are representatives of elementary electronic excitations in crystals and glasses. Excita-
tion of electrons from the valence band or ground states of impurities or defects creates
mobile electrons in the conduction band, and hence, electron and hole migration, fol-
lowed by trapping or recombination, is the basis for the most part of photo-induced
processes.111
The electronic properties of amorphous materials are determined by the short- and
medium-range order of their structure. In the wide-gap insulating glasses some basic
properties of electronic states, such as the intrinsic absorption spectrum, are determined
speciﬁcally by the short-range order. The study of many diﬀerent disordered systems
allow the introduction of a classiﬁcation of the electronic states as delocalised and
localised states, separated by a mobility threshold.112 The motion of the delocalised
electronic excitations is deﬁned by the medium range-order structure. However, the lack
of long-range order in glasses accounts for the poor transport of absorbed energy and the
disorder structure of glass should lead to localisation of elementary excitations. Hence,
below the mobility threshold, the localised electron states, which manifest themselves
on the intrinsic absorption threshold, i.e. in the range of the bottom of the conduction
band in glasses, can play a signiﬁcant role in many properties of an amorphous material
under irradiation.113
A theoretical approach, started with Mott's work at 60's, is available to describe
the optical properties and photo-stimulated phenomena in glasses. Mott and Davis
deﬁned the localised states in amorphous materials as traps with an overlapping of the
wavefunctions and they have summarised them based on experimental data from chal-
cogenides.112 The electronic and geometric structures of the localised states are related
to structural motifs of the glass host, and the luminescence method is the experimental
tool can be used in order to make observations of these states in a short-range or-
der.114,115 Localised states were discovered in silica glasses and alkali silicate glasses,116
as well as in germanate117 and phosphate glasses,118 by the study of luminescence, ab-
sorption and photoelectron emission. In contrast to crystals, localised electron states in
disordered systems are not considered to be related to point defects, but correspond to
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energy states of the host atoms.119
In order to describe the absorption spectra of Na−doped SiO2 glass, Mott and
Davis112,120 proposed a model based on Siegel's data,121 which assumes that a complex
of non-bridging oxygen and sodium ions produces donor levels in the SiO2 band gap,
2.5 eV above the valence band. An excitation of sodium silicate glass by photons whose
energy lies in the fundamental absorption region leads to the creation of self-trapped
excitons.112 Trukhin et al. concluded that an ensemble of structurally non-equivalent
luminescence centres are responsible for the long-wavelength intrinsic absorption tail of
sodium silicate glasses and the polarised luminescence, for the case that the excitation
takes place with polarised light.122,123 Hence, because of this property, these local an-
isotropic luminescence centres were attributed to localised states of the host material,
and they were designated as L-centres in sodium silicate glasses.
As mentioned above, the glass does not have a long-range order in its vitreous
network, and this makes the notion of an extended network defect, like a dislocation
for instance, worthless. On the contrary, in the short-range order of the amorphous
structure, the concept of point defects is employed, which corresponds to the removal of
an atom from its ideal position. The most popular and extensively studied defect trap in
oxide glasses is the E
′
-centre, which is associated with an oxygen vacancy defect in the
glass network, and can be described as an unpaired electron trapped in a dangling orbital
of an atom (Si, Ge, B, P or Al) bonded to three oxygen atoms. The E indicates that the
oxygen vacancy is an electron trapping site, while the number of primes corresponds to
the number of electrons trapped at this site. It is noted that many types of E
′
-centre
can be formed and have been observed in quartz and silicate glasses.
The alkali electron centre is a quite well known electron trap that can be detected
in silicate glasses. As described in 1.1, alkali cations act as network modiﬁers in silicate
glasses, and their addition leads to the creation of non-bridging oxygen atoms with
the alkali cations charge compensating. Each alkali cation introduces and compensates
for one non-bridging oxygen,124 and this results in the formation of electrical dipoles
within the glass structure, composed of a negatively charged non-bridging oxygen and a
positively charged alkali ion, A+.125 The extra electron of the non-bridging oxygen can
be excited during irradiation and captured on the A+ to form A0 (alkali electron centre
- E
′
) leaving the non-bridging oxygen in a metastable state,125127 which, in eﬀect,
neutralises the dipole. One possibility, after electron trapping on single alkali cations,
is that the electron traps may aggregate to form larger complexes, as due to the loss of
the dipole, these electron traps are able to migrate within the glass structure and form
clusters with other alkali modiﬁers.126128 It is noted that even though the other alkali
cations brought into the clusters have not necessarily trapped an electron of their own,
in general, the trapped electrons become spin-paired in large conglomerations.128,129
One of the most important defects responsible for the optical and electronic proper-
ties in alkali silicate glasses is the non-bridging oxygen hole centre, NBOHC, which has
been studied extensively by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).130140 Irradiation
of alkali silicate glasses results in the formation of metastable spin centres, and EPR
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signals revealed that, in most cases, there are two induced absorption bands attributed
to hole centres, OHC1 and OHC2, in higher and lower energy respectively.
The OHC1 is a 3O−Si−O− radical formed by charge compensation at the non-
bridging oxygen atom. There are two contradictory views about the exact way that
OHC1 is formed and the degree to which it involves alkali cations. One suggests that,
following the hole trapping, the compensator alkali cation moves away from the site of
the trapped hole, leaving uncompensated the Q3 unit,130 whereas the other assumes
that the alkali cation does not leave the trapping site and it is located in the direct
neighbourhood of the hole centre, remaining strongly coupled to the NBO atom.137 The
OHC2 centre is less characterised than the OHC1. Cases133 and Griscom130 suggested
that the spin is shared between two NBO 2p orbitals lying in the NBO−Si−NBO plane,
with the alkali cations being out of this plane. Upon thermal activation, an alkali ion
migrates into the plane and the unpaired electron localises on a single NBO atom.130
Hence, the OHC2 can be visualised as a hole trapped on the Q2 species with one of the
compensating alkali cations missing.
Recently, Shkrob et al.141 demonstrated, using pulsed EPR and ENDOR (electron
nuclear double magnetic resonance), that the OHC1 is a 3O−Si−O− radical coupled to
a nearby alkali ion, but the cation does not leave the trapping site, supporting in that
way the representation proposed by Kordas et al.137 It seems that the NBO−alkali bond
elongates rather dissociates, and such a picture naturally accounts for the formation of
L-centres upon electron tunnelling to OHC1. In the OHC2 centre the alkali cation is
not coupled as strongly as in OHC1, and it is proposed that the OHC2 centre is a hole
trapped on a tetrahedral 2O−Si−O2−2 unit or a planar O−Si−O−2 unit.
1.5 Scope of this thesis
In this work a range of multicomponent silicate glasses that pose a number of scientiﬁc
and technological challenges is investigated using classical and ab initio simulations.
The calculations presented in this thesis provide atomistic models related to immobil-
isation of nuclear waste glasses, ion migration in mixed cation silicate glasses and optical
properties of alkali silicate glasses.
The methods used to model the glass compositions studied in this thesis are de-
scribed in chapter 2. The principle of classical molecular dynamics is presented, to-
gether with the algorithms implemented to solve numerically the equations of motion.
The discussion about classical interatomic potentials, and the background theory related
to statistical mechanics will give the opportunity to underline the key features related
to a molecular dynamics simulation. In the second part of this chapter the density func-
tional theory approach is presented, as it is the method used for the quantum mechanical
calculations carried out in this thesis. All the important aspects necessary to provide
an overview of the method are described; Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, the Kohn-Sham
scheme, exchange-correlation functionals, basis sets and pseudoptentials. A quantum
mechanical representation of molecular dynamics, the ab initio Born-Oppenheimer mo-
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lecular dynamics approach, is presented afterwards, and in the ﬁnal part of this chapter,
all the speciﬁc details and techniques used to generate and characterise the simulated
glasses are discussed. In addition, a short description of the several calculated properties
for the modelled systems is provided.
Mixed alkali borosilicate glasses show a complex composition−structure relationship,
which has an eﬀect on many of their properties. In chapter 3 the relation between the
chemical composition and the glass transition temperature is examined with molecular
dynamics simulations, and this kind of eﬀort will help to the industrial collaborator
in Japan (IHI) with rational design of new glasses. The modelled glass systems are
relevant to the experimental compositions from IHI, and this study is focused on the
implementation and validation of a suitable method to calculate the glass transition
temperature and compare the modelling results to the experimental data. In addition,
the structure and the electronic properties of a series of lithium sodium borosilicate
glasses, with pre-deﬁned concentrations of the oxides, are investigated using ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations and ground-state density functional theory calculations.
Molecular dynamics is one of the theoretical approaches to understand the mechan-
isms of yellow phase formation in high level nuclear waste glasses. However, describing
the nature of chemical bonding of molybdenum in nuclear glasses and predicting accur-
ately its solubility limits is a diﬃcult task because of the complex chemical composition
of the glass host. In chapter 4 the ﬁrst computational approach based on ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations to model the local atomic structure of molybdenum in
mixed alkali and mixed alkali alkaline-earth borosilicate glasses is presented, in order to
investigate the dependence of the solubility of the molybdenum on the chemical nature
and molar composition of the glass host. The results signiﬁcantly extend the under-
standing of bonding in Mo-containing nuclear waste glasses and evaluate the yellow
phase formation within the glass structures. This work contributes towards the eﬀort
to design glasses, in which the crystallisation of alkali and/or alkaline-earth molybdates
during the vitriﬁcation process is suppressed.
Experimental research has revealed that in mixed alkali alkaline-earth silicate glasses
diﬀerent mixed cation eﬀects, than that of the mixed alkali eﬀect, occur in the ionic
diﬀusivity of the alkaline-earth cations. In chapter 5 the ﬁrst molecular dynamics sim-
ulations of mixed cation silicate glasses of the composition A2O−2MO−4SiO2, with A
= Li, Na, K and M = Ca, Sr, Ba are presented, in order to investigate the eﬀect of the
nature of the cations on the mobility of the alkaline-earth ions within the glass network.
A detailed structural analysis is performed to analyse the local environments around the
diﬀerent alkaline-earth cations. The results from the modelling of the transport prop-
erties of the alkaline-earth ions are in a qualitative agreement with the experimental
observations, and provide an atomic scale representation of the processes that result in
the enhancement or suppression of their ionic diﬀusion.
Sodium silicate glasses are among the most widely used materials in contemporary
optics. However, their electronic structure and the mechanisms of electronic processes
are still poorly understood. In chapter 6 the ﬁrst ab initio calculations of the electronic
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and geometric structures of localised states in sodium silicate glass are presented. The
atomistic and electronic structures of the ground and excited states are calculated,
together with the electronic properties of the individual electron and hole traps. The
predicted excitation and luminescence transition energies are in good agreement with
experimental data, and the calculations provide a detailed atomistic picture of localised
states in these important glasses.
A ﬁnal synopsis is given in chapter 7, in order to summarise the calculated results
presented in this thesis and their impact on the relevant study in each chapter. In addi-
tion, further potential calculations related to the glasses and their properties modelled




Computational studies have become very popular during the last two decades because of
the increasing power of computers and the development of eﬃcient numerical algorithms.
The computer simulations are in silico experiments, which act as a bridge between
real experiments and theories, and also they are able to connect the microscopic to
macroscopic behaviour of the system.34,142,143 They are an established tool to study
complex systems, relatively simple and inexpensive, where everything can be measured,
in principle, and gain insight into the properties of materials. A computer simulation
can investigate a system on a level of detail which is not possible in real experiments
or analytical theories. From one side, simulations can provide essential information
in the atomistic level, useful to rationalise and tailor speciﬁc experimental processes
or propose new experiments. From the other side, a simulation can solve a problem,
through a numerical method, and gives the opportunity to validate and/or improve an
already existed theoretical model. In addition, through a simulation it is feasible to
calculate particularly important macroscopic properties under conditions which are not
accessible experimentally, or which would require very expensive experiments.
In their early days computer simulations were mainly used to address questions
related to statistical physics (by using hard and soft spheres).34 Later on, when machines
became more accessible and more powerful, simulations became a tool to study the
properties of real materials. The two main practises of conducting computational studies
on materials are classical approaches and ab initio methods. In the ﬁrst case, the most
common approach is the classical molecular dynamics, where the interactions between
the particles that constitute the material are described by an interatomic potential.
The parameters of the potential are tuned in that way such that certain macroscopic
properties of the simulated system match with experimental or ab initio data of the
material. In the second case, the ab initio methods evolved from the idea of density
functional theory and are based on quantum mechanics. In the ab initio formalism the
interaction potential does not rely on a ﬁxed functional form, but the electronic degrees
of freedom of each atom are used instead to compute the force that acts on each atom of
the system. Thus, a priori the only input needed for these calculations are the species
of the particles.144
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In this thesis, classical and ab initio methods, either separately or in combination,
are used in order to simulate the systems under study. The choice of the method is
based on the particular properties of the systems to be calculated, the availability of an
accurate classical potential able to reproduce the glass structure and also the available
computational resources.
2.2 Classical Molecular Dynamics
2.2.1 Set up the problem: equations of motion
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational method for the modelling of
materials, which includes the eﬀects of both temperature and time.34,145 It has been
used with some considerable success to probe the structure and the dynamics of a
vast range of modelled systems. The application of MD to the study of a system may
provide an atomic scale picture of the structure, an understanding of composition-atomic
structure relationships and an insight into the atomic migration mechanisms active in
materials. The principle of the MD is simple; the evolution of an ensemble of atoms,
which is started from any initial point, is followed as a function of time to sample the
generated trajectory in phase space.44
Hence, the aim of the MD is to determine the trajectory of the particles.145,146
The equations of motion can be represented in Langrangian, Hamiltonian or Newtonian
form, which are all equivalent. Using the last one, the positions and velocities of each





where mi is the mass and ~ri is the position of an atom i, while ~Fi is the force acting
on this atom. For a set of N interacting particles moving in a conservative ﬁeld the
forces acting on a particle can be determined through the potential energy function V




= −∇~riV ({~ri}) (2.2)
where {~ri} = (~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rN ) is the complete set of 3N particle coordinates.
This approach leads to a set of 3N coupled second-order ordinary diﬀerential equa-
tions needs to be solved to obtain the trajectories of the atoms. In principle, all physical
properties of the collection of N particles can be calculated from the knowledge of its
phase space trajectory. The integration demands both the force and the ﬁrst deriv-
ative to be continuous which implies that the potential energy function and its ﬁrst
and second order derivatives should be also continuous.147 Moreover, the speciﬁcation
of 6N integration constants is required, 3N for the positions and 3N for the velocit-
ies of the particles, which correspond to the initial conditions of the system at t = 0,
{~ri(0), ~˙ri(0)}i=1,2,...,N . The initial positions {~ri(0)} can be determined from available
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crystallographic and structure data from the literature, usually obtained from diﬀraction
patterns, while the initial velocities {~˙ri(0)} can be random or may be chosen to satisfy
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corresponding to a desired temperature. Another
approach is to start with zero velocities for the particles which then are rescaled until
the temperature reaches the target temperature and preserves this value.
2.2.2 Solve the problem: integration schemes
The potential energy of an atom is dependent on the interactions with the other atoms
in the system and since each particle interacts with all the others a N−1 body problem
asks for solution, which means that the equations 2.2 cannot be solved analytically. The
set of the coupled 2nd order diﬀerential equations can be approximately solved instead
by using a numerical method for the integration.
Treating time as a discrete quantity t = k∆t and by given knowledge of the ini-
tial conditions the set of the 3N equations of motions can be solved to yield positions
and velocities at later times t + ∆t, {~ri(t + k∆t), ~˙ri(t + k∆t)}k=1,2,...,L. Following this
approach, a discrete trajectory in the phase space is generated over consecutive time
intervals ∆t called timestep. The choice of the value of the timestep is a crucial decision
for the success of the numerical integration scheme. A large value of ∆t leads to less
integration steps over a certain amount of simulation time, and therefore, less computa-
tional cost. However, the larger the ∆t, the poorer the sampling of the trajectory in the
phase space and thus a less accurate solution for the equation of motions to approximate
the correct classical trajectory. In principle the smaller the timestep the more exact the
solution to equations of motion becomes. The goal is an operational balance between
accuracy of the results and computational expense.
An eﬃcient numerical algorithm, called integrator, is needed to propagate the solu-
tion and hence the trajectory step-by-step. A good and well behaved integrator has
to be simple and fast enough, and also be able to provide stable trajectories by using
relatively large ∆t. In addition, the temporal evolution must be reversible and the
mechanical energy has to be conserved. The integrator needs to compute the forces not
too frequently and the phase space volume needs to be preserved according to Liouville
theorem. Diﬀerent numerical algorithms are available to integrate the equations of mo-
tion all based on Taylor expansion in t to obtain positions and velocities at a later time
t+ ∆t.
A simple numerical integration scheme is the Verlet algorithm.148,149 This integrator
has many advantages including great stability and time-reversibility. To derive the
Verlet algorithm the Taylor expansion of the position vector at time t for two diﬀerent
timesteps ±∆t needs to be considered:
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The sum of the two expansions above results in the following recursive expression of the
Verlet algorithm:
~ri(t+ ∆t) = 2~ri(t)− ~ri(t−∆t) + ~ai(t)∆t2 +O(∆t4) (2.5)
The acceleration ~ai(t) is calculated by the corresponding force, which in turn is determ-
ined from the position ~ri(t) trough the equation 2.2. Consequently, this integration
scheme stores the positions and forces only, and the errors in this algorithm are of 4th
order, which are very small in comparison with the intermolecular distances.147 The
disadvantage of the Verlet integrator is mainly the absence of a velocity term, which
makes the estimation of the velocities of the particles not a straightforward task, since
the position vector at t + ∆t needs to be determined ﬁrst and then the two Taylor
expansions from equations 2.3 and 2.4 needs to be subtracted. Thus, the velocities are





The obstacle is that to calculate the positions at t+ ∆t, the knowledge of the positions
not only at time t but also at the previous step t − ∆t is needed and thus the Verlet
scheme it is not a self-starting algorithm. It is highlighted also that the errors in the
calculation of the velocities are of 2nd order, which makes these calculations much less
accurate than those of the positions.
The velocity Verlet integration algorithm,150 which is an extension of the original
Verlet algorithm, improves the eﬃciency of the scheme by overcoming the need of the
Verlet integrator to store previous simulation frame data in order to calculate velocities.
The position and velocity of each atom are calculated as:





~ui(t+ ∆t) = ~ui(t) +
1
2
[~ai(t) + ~ai(t+ ∆t)]∆t+O(∆t
3) (2.8)
In this scheme the velocities are calculated directly from the second equation. This
algorithm can be viewed as predictor-corrector, where with knowledge of the positions
and velocities of atoms at a speciﬁc time, it is possible to calculate their positions and
velocities at some time in the future. The state of the system in the future can be cal-
culated by simply repeating this procedure until the desired time is reached. It is noted
that the velocity Verlet algorithm is one of the most widely used in materials model-
ling studies, as it fulﬁls all the requirements of a good integrator, provides numerical
accuracy and its implementation is an easy task.
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2.2.3 Empirical interatomic potential
In classical MD simulation of complex systems, the accuracy and the quality of the
calculated results are dependent on the quality of the description of the forces acting on
the atoms in the modelled system, and thus depend on the potential model that deﬁnes
the rules governing interactions within the system.147 The intermolecular force ﬁelds
are conservative, and hence the forces can be calculated through the potential energy
function, which determines the types of the diﬀerent interactions between atoms and
describes the manner the potential energy of a system containing N atoms depend on
the atomic coordinates {~ri}i=1,2,...,N . The many-body expansion of the total potential
















V3(~ri, ~rj , ~rk) + ... (2.9)
where the notation indicates a summation over all distinct pairs between i and j without
counting any pair twice and {~ri} = (~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rN ) represents the complete set of 3N
particle coordinates. The ﬁrst term, V1(~ri) = Vi, is the single-particle energy, which is
normally zero, except for the case that an external force ﬁeld is acting on the particles,
the second term, V2(~ri, ~rj) = Vij , are the two-body interactions or pairwise potential,
in which the interaction of a pair of atoms depends solely on the distance between the
atoms and the third term, V3(~ri, ~rj , ~rk) = Vijk, are the three-body interactions that
describe the alteration of pairwise interactions due to the presence of a third atom.
Usually for the modelling of oxide glasses only the two-body interactions are considered
and higher order terms are neglected.
Therefore, an accurate pairwise potential is a critical input to the equation 2.2 in or-
der to obtain an accurate trajectory of the particles in the phase space. A classical Born
interpretation of the system is adopted, in which atoms are treated as interacting point
particles, and electrons not explicitly taken into account. The two-body interactions
are described through a force ﬁeld, which is deﬁned by a set of speciﬁc parameters and
(most often) analytical functions, depending on the mutual positions of the particles.
Hence, the total potential energy of the system can be represented as the sum of the







where r = |~ri − ~rj | is the pair separation and the interaction of each pair of atoms
depends merely on this distance. The potential energy of a pair of interacting species
can be decomposed to short- and long-range contributions:
Vij(r) = Vlong(rij) + Vshort(rij) (2.11)
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The long-range or Coulombic term arises due to the electrostatic repulsion/attraction
between the ions and its computation requires speciﬁc methods, such as the Ewald sum-
mation151 for example. The short-range term deﬁnes the Van der Waals interaction
between two ions. The short-range contribution is predominant at small interatomic
distances and, hence, determines the behaviour of the atoms. The short-range inter-
action has no power beyond a cut oﬀ distance, which needs to be determined in the
calculation and its value is chosen so to be consistent with energy conservation and
computational eﬃciency. In case that two particles approach to close to each other, the
electron cloud may overlap giving rise to a repulsive force, which originates from the
Pauli exclusion principle. Consequently, the addition of the Pauli repulsive potential
energy needs to be considered in the total expression of the potential model in order to
give a better description of the resulting forces.
An interatomic potential model is usually parametrised by ﬁtting structural and,
sometimes, elastic and vibrational properties from experimental data or quantum mech-
anical calculations, corresponding to speciﬁc conditions of temperature and pressure.147
The pairwise potential usually describes adequately the expressions of the potential en-
ergy surface around the minimum, i.e. the equilibrium separations, and it is rather
speciﬁc to the modelled system, which means that it shows small transferability un-
der compositional changes and/or variations of the physical conditions. Nevertheless,
classical MD simulations with the usage of an accurate interatomic potential are com-
putationally inexpensive and give the opportunity to model large sized systems and
sample trajectories for long timescales.
2.2.4 Periodic boundary conditions
In practice, physical system sizes, of the order of 1023 atoms, are computationally out of
reach and MD simulations can model only small samples of the "real" material. Hence,
in an MD simulation a sample of the macroscopic system is placed in a ﬁnite box with
speciﬁc geometry called simulation cell. The speciﬁcations of the simulation cell, in
terms of shape, size and total number of atoms, are related to the molar composition
and density of the modelled system.152 Several challenges are raised related to the ability
of this "small" system to describe suﬃciently the properties of a macroscopic sample.
For instance, a volume element in a material is constrained by the surrounding bulk,
and at a surface these constraints break down and sometimes quite extensive atomic
relaxation can occur. In a macroscopic system, only a small percentage of the atoms
are at the surface and therefore contribute little to bulk properties. However, this is not
the case for the small number of atoms constituting the simulation cell, in which, due to
the surface area to volume ratio, a few atoms are located on the simulation box surface
and, thus, have diﬀerent environment than those in the bulk. Consequently, the atoms
placed on the surface experience diﬀerent forces than the atoms in the bulk, which may
aﬀect the properties of the modelled system and hence can hinder attempts to obtain
bulk properties from such a system.
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In an MD simulation, to avoid the contributions from surface eﬀects and also to
overcome the obstacle of the ﬁnite size of the simulation cell, periodic boundary con-
ditions (PBC) are implemented to reproduce the inﬁnite bulk around the MD sample
by replication of the simulation cell in the x, y and z directions. Since the simulation
cell together with the total number of atoms are replicated in all space directions the
motion of the atoms in the basic simulation box is correlated with their motion in the
respective images. An atom leaving the basic simulation box at one side, it re-enters
the box through the opposite side with the same velocity, while any atom crossing a
periodic boundary is wrapped around to appear at the other side of the simulation
cell. Consequently, within this framework there are no walls at the boundaries and
no surface molecules, while also the total number of atoms in the simulation cell is
maintained constant. PBC are applied in molecular dynamics to simulate bulk glasses,
liquids, crystals or mixtures, and the simulation cell may take various shapes according
to the characteristics of the modelled system. It is noted that this introduces period-
icity to glasses that would not be present in a real material. A cubic simulation box
with periodic boundary conditions creating an isotropic medium is adopted for all the
computationally generated glasses that reported in this thesis.
The choice of the boundary is arbitrary and inﬂuences the short- and long-range
interactions between the atoms in the modelled system. The imposed artiﬁcial peri-
odicity should be bear in mind when considering properties inﬂuenced by long-range
correlations. For the short-range interactions, in case that the potential range is not
too long, the minimum image convention approach can be applied.34 Then, the short-
range interactions are calculated by assuming that the potential energy of each atom
is dominated by its interaction with the nearest atoms or nearest periodic images of
its neighbours. It is noted that the atoms interact only when they are separated by
a distance smaller than a speciﬁc cut oﬀ distance at which the potential is truncated.
This cut oﬀ distance is determined so to be smaller than or equal to half the simulation
box length in order to ensure consistency with the minimum image convention.
2.2.5 Statistical ensembles
The output properties of the numerical integration of the equations of motion 2.2 are
the positions and velocities of the atoms which consist the modelled system. However,
a macroscopic property, such as the temperature of the simulation, as well as any other
bulk property of the system needs to be reconciled with the atomic quantities probed by
the simulation. The statistical mechanics provides the bridge between the atomic scale
and macroscopic properties and the central idea is the concept of the thermodynamical
ensemble.
A thermodynamical ensemble represents all the diﬀerent ways in which the positions
and the velocities of all the atoms in a system can arrange themselves. Each of these
states has one or more extensive quantities in common, which are the independent
thermodynamic variables of the system, from which all other quantities can be obtained.
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Bulk properties are extracted from an ensemble by considering the ensemble average,
which essentially means that the macroscopic property of interest is obtained by taking
average of the observable value over all the states in the ensemble, where the average is
weighted in favour of more probable low energy states. The micro-states are distributed
over the phase space with a speciﬁc probability density and the average value 〈A〉 of a




where f(Ω) is the probability density of a micro-state Ω. The probability density of
every ensemble is unique, i.e. f(Ω) = fensemble(Ω) and therefore:
〈A〉 ≡ 〈A〉ensemble =
∫
A(Ω)fensemble(Ω)dΩ (2.13)
where 〈A〉ensemble is the ensemble average taken over large number of replicas of the
modelled system.
Consequently, this implies that the system should be allowed to evolve in time as
long as possible so that it will eventually pass through all possible states. However,
in most cases, it is possible to sample only a ﬁnite number of these states. In eﬀect
during the equilibration state of an MD simulation, each timestep represents a member
of the ensemble and as the simulation evolves it provides a way of sampling the more
thermodynamically favourable members of the phase space. This leads to the ergodic
hypothesis,153 which denotes that the time average over the states of a single structure
is equal to the ensemble average over many structures, 〈A〉time = 〈A〉ensemble. Thus, MD
simulations are able to generate enough information to satisfy the ergodic hypothesis,
and get reliable knowledge regarding to structural, dynamical and thermodynamical
properties in order to study the physical system. Therefore, a suﬃcient amount of the
trajectory in the phase space is required and hence needs to be sampled over relatively
long timescales.
The macroscopic properties that remain constant during the simulation often char-
acterise an ensemble. For instance, the total energy E of the modelled system remains
constant in the integration of the equations of motion 2.2 for a system of N particles in
a cell of ﬁxed volume V . In other words, the state of the system at each MD timestep is
a member of an ensemble where the number of the atoms (N), volume (V ) of the simu-
lation cell and the total energy (E) are extensive variables.154 This corresponds to the
microcanonical ensemble, NV E, which is the "natural" ensemble in an MD simulation,
i.e. a computational method to propagate a system, along a path of constant energy in
the phase space and, therefore, it is able to reproduce correctly the true dynamics of the
simulation. In practice, the NV E ensemble is used in MD simulations for equilibration
runs, until an average temperature of the system is reached, and for production runs,
to collect the part of the trajectory which will be analysed in order to calculate the
relevant properties of the modelled system.
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The thermal processes that give rise to the modelled system during the MD simula-
tion are described through the temperature, which is a macroscopic measurable property
mainly due to the kinetic energies of the atoms. The temperature T of a system with












where mi is the mass and ~pi is the momentum vector of an atom i, and kB is the
Boltzmann's constant. However, the number of the atoms in the system is small with
respect to the Avogadro number and also considerable localised ﬂuctuations in the
atomic motion take place, which make the control of the temperature a challenging task.
In fact these ﬂuctuations are mandatory for the system to explore the conﬁgurational
space and proceed along its thermodynamical trajectory.155
In order to control the temperature in the MD simulations a thermostat is used,
which ﬁxes the temperature a priori at a speciﬁc value, acts as a source of thermal
energy and supplies or removes heat from the system whenever is necessary.34,142 This
is the idea of the canonical ensemble, which must allow ﬂuctuations of the temperature
during the simulation, whilst making sure that the time averaged temperature remains
constant. The canonical ensemble corresponds to a collection of all systems with thermo-
dynamic state characterised by a ﬁxed number of atoms N in a ﬁxed volume V at ﬁxed
temperature T , i.e. NV T . The micro-states of this ensemble may take only discrete
values of energy and the probability of ﬁnding the system in a particular microscopic
state j with energy level Ej is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
There are several approaches to perform MD simulations with the NV T ensemble.
One approach is the velocity rescaling method, in which the velocities of the particles
are rescaled at each timestep (or after a preset number of steps) so that the kinetic
energy gives the desired target temperature. The velocities are rescaled by a factor λ to








In the limit that the velocities are rescaled at every timestep, the kinetic energy will re-
main constant in time with zero ﬂuctuations. The statistical mechanics of the canonical
ensemble though implies that the ensemble must allow temperature ﬂuctuations during
the simulation. In other words, the velocity rescaling approach does not capture the
correct energy deviations which occur during the propagation of the modelled system
in time. Berendsen suggested a diﬀerent rescaling approach,156 in which a timescale is
assigned for the updating of the velocities of the particles, rather than assuming that
they are completely scaled to the target temperature at each timestep. Underlying this
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approach is the assumption that the system is weakly coupled to an external heat bath
with a speciﬁc coupling time constant τ , which corresponds to the timescale of the heat
transfer, i.e. the timescale on which the target temperature is reached. Hence, in the












where ∆t is the timestep of the MD simulation. It is noted that, in principle, the
Berendsen thermostat does not generate any known ensemble and becomes equal to the
rescaling described above when τ → ∆t. Typical values of the relaxation constant are
τ = 0.1 - 0.4 ps for a timestep ∆t = 1 fs.
An alternative approach of maintaining a system at constant temperature was de-
vised by Nosé,157,158 in which a reformulation of the equations of motion taking place.
In this method the system is again considered to be coupled with an external heat bath
at temperature equal to the desired temperature, and a supplementary variable is in-
troduced, which mimics the thermal bath and has the eﬀect to renormalise the time.
Consequently, an extra degree of freedom is added to the Hamiltonian of the system,
which results in extra kinetic and potential energy for the extended system. The implic-
ation of this result is that a microcanonical simulation in the extended system returns a
canonical ensemble for the original system, which means that the equations of motion,
which are drawn from this modiﬁed Hamiltonian, do not represent a microcanonical
ensemble or a subset of it, since a canonical distribution of the positions and the velo-
cities of the atoms is obtained. In case that a high energy state is experienced, energy
is transferred from the atoms to the heat bath over a set period of time, as the system
is gradually driven back in to thermodynamic equilibrium. The time period over which
this occurs is known as the thermostat's relaxation time.
The Nosé-Hoover thermostat (originally proposed by Nosé and developed independ-
ently by Hoover159) uses the friction coeﬃcient ξ to describe the modiﬁed equations of
motion and control the ﬂuctuations of the temperature. Then, the time evolution of
the positions and the velocities of the atoms is governed by the following equations:
d~pi
dt















[T (t)− Treq] (2.18)
where g = 3N + 1 is the number of degrees of freedom and Q is the eﬀective "mass"
of the thermostat associated with the additional variable which is introduced to the
modelled system. The parameter Q is important for regulating the rate of exchange of
the system energy with the imaginary heat bath and hence it is related to the relaxation
time of the thermostat. It is noted that in equation 2.17 the velocity update of an
atom resembles Newton's equation with an additional force that is proportional to the
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velocity of the atom, and corresponds to the friction term. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat
rigorously generates the canonical ensemble thermodynamics and can approximate the
true dynamics of the system because the time evolution of the atoms is deterministic,
and does not involve stochastic changes. However, it is noted that this thermostat can
at times exhibit pathological behaviour for speciﬁc modelled systems.
Often it is desirable to maintain a simulated system at both constant temperature
and pressure. In such cases the MD simulation is performed with the isobaric-isothermal
ensemble, which is characterised by a ﬁxed number of atoms N , a ﬁxed pressure P and a
ﬁxed temperature T , i.e. NPT . This ensemble is used to study structural modiﬁcations
due to pressure or a phase transition and, in principle, it is the most realistic and the
closest to experimental procedures. In a thermodynamic sense, the volume becomes a
dynamical variable and systems at constant pressure are able to exchange volume with
their surroundings (e.g., by mimic the action of a piston on the box). The cell volume
therefore is allowed to change and, consequently, simulated systems at constant pressure
involve volume ﬂuctuations. There are two families of NPT ensembles; the isotropic,
in which the volume changes but the shape of the simulation box is imposed to remain
the same, and the anisotropic, in which not only the volume but also the cell vectors of
the simulation box are allowed to change. For MD simulations in the NPT ensemble
the thermostat is combined with a barostat to control the pressure of the system and
keep it close to a desired value. A number of diﬀerent barostat techniques exist for
maintaining a target pressure by way of adjusting the simulation volume and many of
these are counterparts to thermostats that are described above.
In the Berendsen barostat the pressure, likewise the temperature in the thermostat,
is weakly coupled to a "pressure bath" and the volume of the system is rescaled at
periodic intervals to keep the instantaneous pressure P (t) during the MD simulation
close to a requested value Preq. The Berendsen barostat controls directly the pressure






(P − Pbath) (2.19)
where τp is the barostat coupling time constant with a role similar to the thermo-
stat relaxation constant. In the isotropic implementation of the barostat, at each MD
timestep the cell volume of the system is rescaled by a factor η and the coordinates,
and cell vectors, by η1/3 where:
η = 1− β∆t
τp
[P (t)− Preq] (2.20)
where β is the isothermal compressibility of the system.
The Hoover barostat is an extended ensemble barostat, in which, similarly with the
case of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, the system is coupled to an imaginary "pressure
bath", using an extended Hamiltonian where new degrees of freedom are introduced.
It is noted that this approach was pioneered by Andersen155 and is often termed the
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Andersen barostat. When the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat are used for the
NPT ensemble in an MD simulation the equations of motion are expressed as follows:
d~pi
dt
= ~Fi − (ξ + χ)~pi (2.21)
where ξ is the thermostat friction coeﬃcient and χ is the equivalent friction coeﬃcient
for the barostat. The Hoover barostat controls the volume ﬂuctuations of the modelled
system by using the respective friction coeﬃcient as:
dV (t)
dt






[P (t)− Preq] (2.23)
where τp is the barostat's relaxation time.
2.3 Ab initio methods
An ab initio approach requires no parameters except for the fundamental properties
of the material being studied and the forces on the atoms are obtained from their
electronic degrees of freedom. The ultimate goal of this approach is to solve the time-
independent non-relativistic Shrödinger equation and calculate the total energy for a
particular conﬁguration of atoms.
HˆΨk({~ri}; {~RI}) = EkΨk({~ri}; {~RI}) (2.24)
where for a system consisting of n electrons and N nuclei the complex many-body wave-
function depends on all the atomic and electronic positions Ψk(~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rn; ~R1, ~R2, ... ~RN )
and the Hamiltonian of the system consists of a sum of ﬁve terms:





























|~RI − ~RJ |
(2.25)
Here, I and J run over the N nuclei, while i and j denote the n electrons in the
system, Z is the charge and M is the mass of the respective nuclei. It is noted that the
Hamiltonian operator is written in atomic units, which means that the charge and mass
of an electron as well as the Planck's constant are ﬁxed to unity (e2 = m = h¯ = 1), and








. In the equation 2.25 the ﬁrst two
terms describe the total kinetic energy of the n electrons (Tˆelec) and the N nuclei (Tˆnuc)
respectively. The third and ﬁfth term represent the repulsive potential energies due
to electron-electron (Vˆelec−elec) and nucleus-nucleus (Vˆnuc−nuc) interaction respectively,
while the fourth term corresponds to the attractive electrostatic interaction between
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the electrons and the nuclei (Vˆelec−nuc).
The many-body wavefunction Ψk({~ri}; {~RI}) is a non-trivial and unknown coupling
between all the particles of the system and it is too hard to deal with directly. In
order to reduce the diﬃculty of this task approximations needs to be considered. The
Born-Oppenheimer (or adiabatic) approximation treats quantum mechanically only the
electronic degrees of freedom and not the ones of the nuclei.160 Nuclei are heavier than
the light electrons and, therefore, the nuclei move much slower than the electrons (by ≈
103 - 105 times). Hence, it can be assumed that the nuclei are clamped at ﬁxed positions
at some particular time t and the electrons are moving in the ﬁeld of ﬁxed nuclei.161
Thus, the kinetic energy of the nuclei is zero and their potential energy is merely a
constant. Consequently, the electronic Hamiltonian of the system can be rewritten in a
reduced expression:
Hˆelec = Tˆelec + Vˆelec−elec + Vˆelec−nuc (2.26)
The degrees of freedom of the electrons are basically decoupled from the ones of the
nuclei, therefore, the electronic wavefunction Ψk depends parametrically on the nuclear
coordinates {~RI} and the time-independent Schrödinger equation can be solved for the
electronic system in an external potential created by the nuclei:
HˆelecΨk({~ri}) = EelecΨk({~ri}) (2.27)
The total energy of the system is then the sum of the Eelec and the constant nuclear
repulsive potential energy:
Etot = 〈Ψk|Hˆelec|Ψk〉+ Vnuc−nuc (2.28)
The solution of equation 2.27 gives a set of eigenfunctions for the wavefunction and
eigenvalues for the total energy. In order to reduce further the computational complexity
only the ground state solution, Ψ0, can be considered, which corresponds to the state
with the lowest energy. For a system of n electrons and any given external potential
Vext, for the electron-nuclei interaction, the variational principle deﬁnes a procedure to
determine the ground state wavefunction Ψ0, the ground state energy E0, and any other
properties of interest. In other words, the ground state energy is a functional of the
number of electrons and the external potential: E0 = E[n, Vext].160
The analytical solution to equation 2.27 is obtainable only for a few very small sys-
tems (H atom, He atom and H+2 ). An exact solution for the homogeneous electron gas
also exists.162 However, the number of electrons in a real material is of the order of
1023 which makes the solution of the equation 2.27 a formidable task and essentially
impossible to solve analytically. The main complication is that the many-body wave-
function Ψk depends on the 3 × n spatial coordinates of the electrons {~ri}, n being the
number of electrons.
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Therefore, diﬀerent approaches and further approximations need to be considered
in order to overcome this diﬃculty and obtain a numerical solution to the problem.
2.4 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is an approach that exploits certain ground state
properties of a many-electrons system in an external ﬁeld, thus in materials modelling
the Coulomb ﬁeld of the nuclei. The conventional approaches use the wavefunction Ψk
as the central quantity, as it contains the full information of the system. The prime
feature of DFT is that it aims to resolve the ground state electronic density of the
system ρ0(~r) in order to replace the many-body wavefunction Ψ0({~ri}) and, therefore,
reduce the dimensionality of the problem to 3 degrees of freedom rather than 3N with
N being the total number of electrons in the system. In that case, the electronic density





Ψ∗0(~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rN )Ψ0(~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rN )d~r2...d~rn (2.29)
and determines the probability of ﬁnding any of the N electrons within volume element
d~r.
Following up the Thomas-Fermi model, in 1927, which assumes that the ground state
of the system depends on the electronic density ρ(~r) for which the energy is minimised
under the constraint of N =
∫
ρ(~r)d~r, the current formalism of DFT was rigorously
established by Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham around 50 years ago.163165
2.4.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
The ﬁrst Hohenberg-Kohn theorem163 states that the external potential Vext(~r) (which
corresponds to the Velec−nuc) is, to within an additive constant, a unique functional
of the electronic density ρ(~r). If this statement is true, it demonstrates that the elec-
tronic density uniquely determines the Hamiltonian operator 2.27. This follows as the
Hamiltonian is speciﬁed by the external potential and the total number of electrons,
which can be computed from the density simply by integration over all space. There-
fore, in principle, the electronic wavefunction Ψk({~ri}) is a unique functional of the
electronic density Ψk[ρ(~r)] and, thus, all the ground state properties of the system can
be obtained from its density. Consequently, the energy can be written as a functional
of the electronic density ρ(~r) with one-to-one correspondence:
E[ρ(~r)] = 〈Ψk[ρ(~r)]|Hˆelec|Ψk[ρ(~r)]〉
= Telec[ρ(~r)] + Velec−elec[ρ(~r)] + Velec−nuc[ρ(~r)]




where the functional F [ρ(~r)] contains the functional for the kinetic energy of the elec-
trons Telec[ρ(~r)] and that for the potential energy due to electron-electron interaction
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Velec−elec[ρ(~r)]. In addition, the interaction between the electrons and the nuclei, i.e.
the external potential, is written explicitly in terms of ρ(~r).
However, a conﬁrmation that a certain electronic density is the desirable ground
state density ρ0(~r) is needed. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem163 states that the
functional F [ρ(~r)] that delivers the ground state energy of the system, delivers the
lowest energy if and only if the input density is the true ground state density.
E0 = E[ρ0(~r)] ≤ E[ρ(~r)] (2.31)
In other words, this means that for any trial density ρ(~r), which is associated with
some external potential Vext(~r), the energy obtained from the functional F [ρ(~r)] in the
equation 2.30 represents an upper bound to the true ground state energy. The E0 results
from the minimisation of the functional F [ρ(~r)] at the exact ground state density ρ0(~r).
Hence, the functional F [ρ(~r)] is the holy grail of DFT. If it was known the exact
solution of the Schrödinger equation would be obtainable and, since it is a universal
functional completely independent of the system under study, it applies equally eﬃcient
not only to small systems (the H atom) but also to massive molecules such as, for
instance, DNA. In equation 2.30, which represents the energy functional, even though
the interaction with the external potential is trivial, the explicit form of the F [ρ(~r)]
functional (for both of its terms), unfortunately, lies completely in the dark and this
corresponds to a major challenge.160,166
2.4.2 The Kohn-Sham scheme
To solve this problem, Kohn and Sham proposed, in 1965, the so-called single-particle
approach to approximate the functionals for the electron kinetic energy and electron-
electron interaction.164 They introduced a ﬁctitious system of N non-interacting elec-
trons with the same density as the interacting, real, system, which can be described by
a Slater determinant of N {φi(~r)} single-particle orbitals. The electronic density and




|φi(~r)|2 = ρ(~r) (2.32)





The suﬃx emphasises that TKS is not equal to the true kinetic energy (Telec−elec[ρ(~r)])
but is that of the reference system of non-interacting electrons, which reproduce the
true ground state density.
In addition, a signiﬁcant component of the electron-electron interaction corresponds
to the classical Coulomb interaction (or Hartree energy) and can be extracted from the
respective term of the functional F [ρ(~r)]:






|~r − ~r′| d~rd~r′+ Eqm[ρ(~r)]
= VHartree[ρ(~r)] + Eqm[ρ(~r)]
(2.34)
where Eqm[ρ(~r)] is the non-classical (quantum mechanical) contribution to the electron-
electron interaction, i.e., self-interaction correction, exchange and Coulomb correlation.
These approximations neglect all the many-body interactions included in the func-
tional F [ρ(~r)]. All the complexity arising from the quantum mechanical many-body
interactions is then introduced into a term called the exchange-correlation energy EXC ,
which is deﬁned as:
EXC [ρ(~r)] = (Telec−elec[ρ(~r)]− TKS [ρ(~r)]) + (Velec−elec[ρ(~r)]− VHartree[ρ(~r)]) (2.35)
The exchange-correlation energy corresponds to the heart of the Kohn-Sham single-
particle approximation and is the functional that contains everything that is unknown.
In other words, it is simply the sum of the error made in using a non-interacting kinetic
energy and the error made in treating the electron-electron interaction classically.
Hence, the total energy functional from equation 2.30 (without the nuclei-nuclei
interaction) can be written based on the Kohn-Sham reformulation as:
EKS [ρ(~r)] = TKS [ρ(~r)] + VHartree[ρ(~r)] + Velec−nuc[ρ(~r)] + EXC [ρ(~r)] (2.36)
The question which arises is how the orbitals in the non-interacting reference system
can be uniquely determined. An eﬀective potential is deﬁned such that the ground state
density of the real interacting system is reproduced from the Kohn-Sham system. This
potential is the sum of the functional derivatives of the potential energy due to electron-
nuclei interaction, the Hartree energy and the exchange correlation energy with respect

















From writing the energy functional 2.36 explicitly in terms of the density built from
the single-particle orbitals {φi(~r)} and applying the variational principle can be found






φi(~r) = iφi(~r) (2.38)
where φi(~r) are the one-particle Kohn-Sham orbitals and i are the eigenvalues of these
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orbitals.
The set of the non-linear equations 2.32, 2.37 and 2.38 are the one-electron Kohn-
Sham equations which describes the behaviour of non-interactive electrons in an eﬀect-
ive local potential. The VKS depends on the density, and therefore the Kohn-Sham
equations have to be solved iteratively. In other words, a self-consistent solution of the
equation 2.38 is required. The starting point is a generated guess of the initial electronic
density which is inserted into the eﬀective potential in order to solve the equation 2.38
and obtain the single-particle orbitals. Then, the new density is calculated from the
orbitals and if the diﬀerence between this density and the density from the previous step
is less than a predetermined cut oﬀ, the Kohn-Sham equations have been converged and
the ground state density has been obtained, otherwise the updated density needs to be
inserted back to the eﬀective potential and the single-particle orbitals recalculated.
The single-particle orbitals {φi(~r)} reproduce the electronic density of the many-
body system, therefore, the Kohn-Sham scheme achieves an one-to-one correspondence
of the ground state density and ground state energy of a ﬁctitious system consisting of
non-interacting fermions and the real many-body system described by the Schrödinger
equation. It is important to realise that if the exact forms of the EXC and VXC were
known, the Kohn-Sham strategy would lead to the exact ground state density via equa-
tion 2.32 and the exact ground state energy via equation 2.36. Based on this view, the
Kohn-Sham DFT is an empirical methodology, as the EXC [ρ(~r)] cannot be evaluated
exactly, and further approximations needs to be considered.
2.4.3 Exchange-correlation functionals
Despite the fact that EXC [ρ(~r)] contributes substantially less than the other terms to
the total electronic energy of the system, its determination is crucial for an accurate
description of the interactions in a chemically complex system.167,168
The simplest approximation, proposed originally by Kohn and Sham,164 is the local
density approximation (LDA) and is the basis of all approximate exchange-correlation
functionals. Behind the suggestion of this model is the uniform electron gas,162 a system
in which electrons move on a positive background charge distribution such that the total
ensemble is neutral. The central idea of LDA is the assumption that the EXC can be




where XC(ρ(~r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a uniform electron
gas of density ρ(~r). This energy per particle is weighted with the probability ρ(~r) that
there is an electron at this position. The quantity XC(ρ(~r)) can be further split into
exchange X(ρ(~r)) and correlation C(ρ(~r)) contributions. The exchange part, X , which
represents the exchange energy of an electron in a uniform electron gas of a particular
density, was originally derived by Bloch and Dirac in the late 1920's:169









but there is no explicit expression known for the correlation part C . Nevertheless, highly
accurate numerical quantum Monte Carlo calculations of the homogeneous electron gas
are available in the literature.162 The accuracy of the LDA for the exchange energy is
typically within 10%, while the normally much smaller correlation energy is generally
overestimated by up to a factor 2.
The LDA performs well in situations where the density ρ(~r) is a slowly varying
function. The structure of molecules and solids is described reliably within LDA for
many systems. However, for properties such as ionisation energies of atoms, dissoci-
ation energies of molecules and cohesive energies the LDA has poor performance, as it
overestimates them typically by 20-30%.170 This moderate accuracy that LDA delivers
is certainly insuﬃcient for most applications related to materials modelling. In addi-
tion, LDA can also fail in systems which are dominated by electron-electron interaction
eﬀects, like heavy fermions for example.170
A more advanced approximation, the so-called generalised gradient approximation
(GGA), is based on more complex operators.171 The information about the gradient
of the charge density ∇ρ(~r) is included in order to account for the non-homogeneity of
the true electron density and move beyond LDA. Then, the exchange-correlation energy




Thanks to much thoughtful work, important progress has been made in deriving
successful GGA functionals, with PBE171 (which used in this thesis) and BLYP172,173
being amongst the most popular. However, is noted that it is not always the case that
these functionals with the higher approximations give more reliable results compared
with LDA. Hence, the choice of the exchange-correlation functional should be based on
the relevant properties that need to be calculated for the system under study.
It is well known that the standard LDA and GGA functionals have some prominent
failures related to the calculation of particular properties. These are notably the tend-
ency to provide underestimated values, by up to 40%, of the band gap of semiconductors
and insulators174 and the trouble in describing the localised states in materials in which
the electrons tend to be localised and strongly interacting.175 It is important to realise
that in many systems the exchange contribution, EX , to the energy is dominant over
the correlation energy, EC .
An interesting class of functionals, introduced by Becke,176 are the hybrid function-
als, which combine orbital-dependent Hartree-Fock with conventional GGA functionals
and their general form reads:
EhybridXC = αE
HF
X + (1− α)EGGAXC (2.42)
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where EHFX is the non-local exchange term from the Hartree-Fock energy, except the
Kohn-Sham single-partice orbitals {φi(~r)} are used instead of the Hartree-Fock orbitals










|~r − ~r′| d~rd~r′ (2.43)
The coeﬃcient α determines the amount of the exact-exchange mixing. It is a
parameter that cannot be assigned from ﬁrst principles and so is ﬁtted semi-empirically.








where EDFTXC is obtained from an explicit DFT functional (LDA or GGA). However,
from later studies, it emerged that the optimum amount of exchange mixing should be
reduced to α ≈ 0.25, although the precise value needs to be employed depends upon
the ﬁtting data from the system under study.177
The hybrid functionals achieve signiﬁcant improvement over GGA functionals in the
calculation of the band gaps and the description of the localised states, and successfully
demonstrate the necessity to incorporate fully non-local information in order to deliver
greater accuracy.
The hybrid functional used in this thesis for the relevant calculations in chapters 3







X + (1− α)EPBEX + EPBEC (2.45)
TC is a truncated Coulomb operator where the 1|~r−~r′| term becomes zero if the distance
|~r − ~r′| exceeds a pre-deﬁned rc cut oﬀ value. It is noted that α = 0.25 and rc = 2
are the values, for the fraction of the exact-exchange mixing and the lower integration
boundary respectively, used in the calculations.
A DFT calculation using a hybrid functional is computationally expensive as the
calculation of the exact-exchange scales to the N4 of the number of basis functions
used in a calculation, as can be seen in the equation 2.43. The auxiliary density matrix
method (ADMM)179 can be employed to reduce the computational cost in the calcula-
tion of the exchange integrals. This approach makes use of an auxiliary basis set with
less number of basis functions than the original basis set to construct a much smaller
density matrix, and thus, the density is mapped onto a much sparser Gaussian basis set,
containing less diﬀuse and fewer primitive Gaussian functions than the one employed in
the rest of the calculation. The exact-exchange can then be calculated by using these
smaller in size basis set and density matrix, hence reducing the number of calculations
needed and, consequently, making the hybrid DFT calculation much faster.
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2.4.4 The Gaussian plane wave method
In the Kohn-Sham scheme the objective is to solve the non-linear and self-consistent
one-particle equations 2.32, 2.37 and 2.38 numerically. There is a need for an accurate
representation of the single-particle orbitals φi(~r) and hence the electronic density, in
order to obtain the ground state energy, which is the solution of a constrained minim-
isation of the Kohn-Sham energy 2.36. Therefore, the Kohn-Sham orbitals usually are
described using a set of basis functions, the so-called basis set {φa(~r)}. The Gaussian
basis sets and the plane wave basis sets are among the most popular basis sets typically
used for the solution of the Kohn-Sham equations. In the ﬁrst approach the basis func-
tions are localised (or atom centred), whereas in the second approach the basis functions
are delocalised (or non-atom centred), and each of them has its own advantages and
disadvantages.
In the Gaussian basis sets the molecular orbitals are approximated using the linear
combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) method.160 In this approach a set of L pre-
deﬁned basis functions are introduced and the Kohn-Sham orbitals are written as a





where cai are the expansion coeﬃcients of the atomic orbitals and in principle L→∞.
In practice though, a ﬁnite number of basis functions is used such that to be suﬃcient
for the accurate description of the relevant calculated properties. The type of the atomic
orbitals which is usually used is a contracted Gaussian function, which is a ﬁxed linear

















where Nk is a normalisation factor, l = lx + ly + lz is the angular momentum and
ζν (zeta) is a parameter which controls the width of the orbital. A double-zeta (DZ)
Gaussian basis set for example includes two basis functions for each atomic orbital. In
order to increase the quality of the basis set, Gaussian functions of angular momentum
higher than the one in the valence orbitals of each atom need to be included. These basis
functions are called polarisation functions and they enhance the ﬂexibility of atoms to
form chemical bonds in any direction and hence improve calculated atomic structures.
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An example of this type of basis functions is the so-called DZV P , which is a double-
zeta with polarisation functions contracted Gaussian basis set, and is used for the DFT
calculations presented in this thesis.















It is noted that the expansion coeﬃcients are usually collected in the so-called density
matrix with elements P ab.
The Gaussian basis sets are atomically centred functions which correspond to chem-
ical insight and they provide a compact description of the Kohn-Sham orbitals.160,166
They enable the analytical calculation of matrix integrals which make them compu-
tationally eﬃcient. In addition, they give the opportunity to perform all-electrons
calculations. However, one of their main disadvantages is that they fail to describe the
single-particle orbitals near the nuclei, where the orbitals should have a cusp, instead of
being ﬂat. Moreover, they can suﬀer due to the incompleteness of the basis set, which
gives rise to the so-called basis set superposition error. The basis functions are non-
orthogonal, have wrong asymptotic behaviour and they are atomic position dependent
which make them bad candidates for calculating forces. Also, the convergence of a
calculation using Gaussian basis set is not a straightforward matter but is based on
systematic improvement.
In the case of plane wave basis sets it is assumed that the system is placed inside a






where Ω is the volume of the cell and ~G are the wavevectors of the reciprocal lattice.








Since the density is the square of the wavefunctions, in a plane-wave basis set the
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The electronic density can expanded exactly in a plane wave basis with a cut oﬀ four
times the basis set cut oﬀ. The transition from the real space grid to the reciprocal space
and back is obtained by using fast Fourier transform techniques in order to determine
the expansion coeﬃcients ci(~G) and hence calculate the density ρ˜(~G).
The plane wave basis sets are delocalised functions and due to their periodic nature
correspond to a natural choice when describing periodic systems.166 The basis functions
are orthogonal and independent of the nuclei position which make the calculation of the
forces a trivial issue. The fast Fourier transform applied to eﬃciently switch between
the real and reciprocal space result in a faster calculation of the Hartree energy. The
quality of the basis set is controlled from one parameter and plane waves, in principle,
form a compete basis set. The convergence of a calculation using plane wave basis
set is also a straightforward matter. However, a large number of basis functions is
required to describe accurately the Kohn-Sham orbitals and hence the electronic density.
Moreover, the plane waves represent regions of empty space with the same accuracy as
a region which contains an atom, leading to unnecessary computational cost. Although
in principle plane waves form a complete basis set, it is necessary to truncate the basis
set in order to make a calculation feasible.
The Gaussian plane wave (GPW) method180 combines the two types of basis sets
described above and aims to exploit the advantages of both approaches. It is designed
in a way such that there are two representations of the density of the system, one in
a Gaussian basis set and another in a plane wave basis set, in order to use the more
advantageous basis set for the various elements of the calculation.
The density matrix P ab for the expansion coeﬃcients of the Gaussian basis set is
the central property needs to be determined. The density of the localised basis set is
then mapped through a fast Fourier transform to an auxiliary plane wave basis set.
The usage of a pseudopotential (described in the following section) to replace the core
electrons of the system allows for easier mapping of the density. Then, fewer Gaussian
functions are required to produce the characteristic cusp behaviour near the nuclei,
and due to the smoothly varying nature of the pseudopotentials fewer plane waves are
required.
Using this double representation of the electronic density the Kohn-Sham energy
functional (equation 2.36) is constructed within the GPW framework as:






















The electronic kinetic energy and the potential energy due to electron-nuclei interac-
tion are calculated analytically using Gaussian basis functions. The external potential
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is described by norm-conserving pseudopotentials with a potential separation in a local
V PPloc and non-local part V
PP
nl . The density within a plane wave basis set is used to
calculate the Hartree energy and the exchange-correlation energy. The total density in
the Hartree energy expression is deﬁned as:





and ~R are the wavevectors of the regular grid.
Therefore, employing a Gaussian basis set has the advantage of allowing one to
use fast analytical integration schemes, developed in quantum mechanical methods, to
calculate most of the Kohn-Sham matrix elements, while the use of an auxiliary plane-
wave basis set gives the opportunity to use fast Fourier transform algorithms for rapid
convergence of the long-range Hartree terms. Thus, the GPW approach obtains linear
scaling Kohn-Sham matrix construction and, hence, signiﬁcantly reduces the computa-
tional cost of DFT calculations. Consequently, this method gives the opportunity for
studies of quite large systems to be performed. The GPW method is implemented in
the QUICKSTEP program180 which is within the CP2K code181 and is used for the
DFT calculations presented in this thesis.
2.4.5 Pseudopotentials
The pseudopotential method is based on the possible, in almost any system, partition
of the electrons between core and valence states.161 This is feasible, as the core orbit-
als change little from their atomic counterparts, they are insensitive to the chemical
environment and they are not involved in the bonding. In contrast, the majority of
chemically important processes in solids, like formation and breaking of the bonds,
depend upon the remainder, the valence orbitals. The valence states show a highly
oscillating behaviour which is acquired mainly due to Pauli exclusion principle or, in
other words, due to orthogonality constraints to core orbitals.
Although the Kohn-Sham equations have been shown to be tractable when plane
waves are used to expand the single-particle orbitals, an all-electron calculation, in-
cluding both core and valence states, would still be computationally ineﬃcient using a
plane wave basis set. The reason is that a large number of basis functions is required to
treat correctly the tightly bound core orbitals and the oscillatory nature of the valence
electrons, which lead to a prohibitively expensive calculation.182
In the pseudopotential approximation183185 the core energy levels are removed and
the Pauli exclusion principle is enforced via a repulsive pseudopotential that acts on
a set of pseudo wavefunctions, which are describing the valence orbitals. The usage
of pseudopentials eliminates in this way the core electrons from the calculation and
removes the wiggles from the valence orbitals. This allows for eﬃcient application of a
plane wave expansion, as the size of the basis set is reduced, which consequently speeds
up the DFT calculation. Moreover, the reduction of the number of electrons reduces
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the number of degrees of freedom and relativistic eﬀects can also be included into the
eﬀective Kohn-Sham potential.
The pseudo wavefunctions have no radial nodes within a chosen cut oﬀ distance
from the nuclei, rcor (core radius), which makes them much more smooth than the real
wavefunctions, and thus the approach provides a smoothly varying electronic density.
The real and pseudo valence wavefunctions, and hence the electronic densities, agree
beyond the rcor. The pseudoptential needs to be transferable, i.e., to be accurate
in diﬀerent environments and the approach should reproduce the necessary physical
properties of the full problem.
A class of pseudopotentials called norm-conserving proposed by Hamann et al.186
and is a simple procedure to extract pseudopotentials from atomic calculations. These
pseudopotentials are designed in that way so the integral of the square modulus of the
pseudo valence wavefunction match with that of the real wavefunction for a chosen pro-
totype atomic conﬁguration. Popular pseudopotentials of this type are those developed
by Goedecker, Teter and Hutter (GTH).187 They consist of a local part, which includes a
long-range and a short-range term, and a non-local part, which is described with spher-
ical Gaussian type functions. GTH pseudopentials are used in the DFT calculations
presented in this thesis.
2.5 Ab initio Molecular Dynamics
An approach to perform ab initio molecular dynamics is the so-called Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD). Within the adiabatic approximation the nuclei are con-
sidered as classical point particles and only the electrons are treated quantum mechan-
ically.160 Thus, classical mechanics is applied to move the atoms by using forces which
are derived from the electronic wavefunction. The calculation of the forces is based on
the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, according to which for exact eigenstates and complete
basis sets the contributions from variations of the wavefunction vanish exactly. So, in the
BOMD approach the wavefunction is restricted to the ground state adiabatic wavefunc-
tion at each instant of time and the nuclei move on the ground state Born-Oppenheimer
potential energy surface, which is obtained by solving the time independent electronic
Schrödinger equation.161 The total energy of the system is given by the equation 2.28
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Since the forces are determined, the equations of motion for the nuclei can be rep-
resented through the Newton's second law:







where the EKS({φi(~r)}, {~RI(t)}) corresponds to the Kohn-Sham total energy 2.36 and
can be calculated from the single-particle orbitals. It is noted that the electronic struc-
ture changes due to the resulting motion of the ions and therefore the total ground state
energy needs to be recalculated. In the BOMD approach the self-consistent one-particle
Kohn-Sham equations are solved at each time step.161 Thus, the ground state energy
and forces are calculated at each time step and then the trajectory of the ions is ob-
tained through the integration of the classical equations of motion by using the same
methods as in classical MD (velocity Verlet algorithm for instance). Since no electron
dynamics is considered, as it is assumed that the electrons follow adiabatically the clas-
sical nuclear motion, the equations of motion can be integrated on the time scale of the
nuclear dynamics by using a time step in the order of magnitude of femtoseconds.
This approach allows the proper sampling of the phase space, as the motion of the
particles in conﬁguration space is realistic, and consequently delivers the correct dynam-
ics of the system.161 The drawback of this approach is that the electronic structure prob-
lem needs to be solved at each time step, which makes the BOMD simulation compu-
tationally expensive. However, the development of eﬃcient numerical algorithms188,189
for the solution of the Kohn-Sham equations and the extrapolation of the ground state
wavefunction at each time step has led to an exceptional improvement of the eﬃciency
of the BOMD simulations, and calculations of systems containing several hundred of
atoms are possible.
In this thesis the BOMD approach, as implemented in CP2K package,181 is used for
the simulations presented in chapters 3 and 4. It is worth mentioning that the BOMD
simulations accompanied with the sophisticated GPW method for the DFT calcula-
tions and the ASPC method for the extrapolation of the ground state wavefunction are
computationally eﬃcient calculations within this framework. The NV T or/and NPT
ensemble is used depending on the purpose of the relevant calculation, and a description
of these statistical ensembles can be found in the section 2.2.5.
For the NVT simulations in chapter 4 the Nosé-Hoover chains thermostat190 is
used to control the temperature ﬂuctuations. The standard Nosé-Hoover thermostat is
desribed in section 2.2.5 and through the equations 2.17 and 2.18, where the friction
coeﬃcient ξ is used. However, its deterministic character can lead to a non-ergodic
thermostat, which may result in oscillations around the target temperature. The Nosé-
Hoover chains thermostat, which is an extension of the standard thermostat, solves these
issues by introducing a number of ﬁctitious equations of motion Nc (chains), which are
coupled together, to control the temperature and rescale the ionic velocities according
to the target temperature. Then, the temperature ﬂuctuations are controlled through
the following set of expressions:
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In this scheme the friction coeﬃcient ξ depends on a series, "chain", of Nc−1 equations
and the presence of Nc chains ensures the sampling of a canonical distribution for the
positions and the momenta. This thermostat is ergodic and it has been shown to be
able to handle successfully even the most diﬃcult modelled systems.190
The CSV R191 thermostat and barostat are used for the BOMD simulations in
chapter 3. This thermostat can be considered as an extension of the standard Berend-
sen thermostat and its scheme is derived from a modiﬁcation of the standard velocity
rescaling. In the velocity rescaling method the total kinetic energy Ekin is assumed
to be equal to the average kinetic energy Ekin at the target temperature in order to
calculate the rescaling factor with which the velocities of the particles are multiplied.
Bussi et al.191 proposed a diﬀerent approach to determine the rescaling factor, in which
the kinetic energy is not equal to its average value but a target value is desired instead,
which can be delivered from the canonical equilibrium distribution of the kinetic energy.
A stochastic procedure is followed in order to obtain the correct ensemble, and a smooth
approach is applied, in which the rescaling process is distributed among a number of
time steps.
The CSV R thermostat rescales the velocities via the following expression:









where τ is the relaxation constant, which determines the time scale of the thermostat,
Nf is the number of degrees of freedom and dW is the so-called Wienen noise. The
ﬁrst term on the right hand side of the equation corresponds to the standard Berendsen
thermostat, while the second term is the additional stochastic term.191 When the mod-
elled system is far from the equilibrium position, the deterministic part in the equation
dominates and the thermostat drives fast the system to equilibration. Since the equilib-
rium is reached, the thermostat samples, under the assumption of ergodicity, the proper
NV T ensemble. It is noted that for τ = 0 the function of the thermostat corresponds
to the stochastic velocity rescaling approach. The approach described above can also
be used to sample the NPT ensemble through a suitable combination of the thermostat
with a barostat. In that case, not only the momenta but also the barostat velocity is
rescaled with the same method.
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2.6 The generation of amorphous structures
When an assembly of atoms, with a suitable composition, is cooled quickly from the
molten state, a glass can be formed, and the melt-and-quench approach is the most
popular method in glass simulations, in order to generate amorphous structures. In this
approach a good description of the interatomic forces acting in the modelled system is
used in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulations to mimic the thermal processes
experienced during a quench, and so induce the amorphous state. An example of melt-
and-quench used to generate one of the glass compositions studied in this thesis is
illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1. A typical melt-and-quench protocol is consisted of the following
parts:
1. Melt: an atomic system is heated to a high temperature to induce a liquid like
state.
2. Equilibration: the system is equilibrated in this high temperature.
3. Quench: the molten system is rapidly cooled down to 300 K to create the amorph-
ous structure. A stepwise process is usually applied, with uniform intervals of
temperature decrements.
4. Equilibration and data collection: The system is allowed to equilibrate at 300 K
and the statistics are collected from the molecular dynamics trajectory.
Figure 2.1: Temperature proﬁle during the stepwise melt-and-quench approach followed
to generate a Na2O−2CaO−4SiO2 glass structure of ≈ 5000 atoms, with molecular
dynamics simulations. The system is heated and equilibrated at high temperature, and
subsequently cooled down to 300 K, with a cooling rate of ≈ 3 K/ps. The total simulation
time is about 3 ns.
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Two important aspects to be assessed in glass simulations are related to the inev-
itable limited space and time scales to generate a glass model. Whether is limited by
memory or time considerations, the number of atoms that consists the simulated sys-
tem is small, in comparison to the Avogadro's number, and the modelled samples can
have size of tens of nanometers. Therefore, periodic boundary conditions, as described
in section 2.2.4, are used to create an inﬁnite solid. The time-scales of the molecu-
lar dynamics simulations are limited to hundreds of nanoseconds, which are very short
compared to the experimental time that is needed to form a glass. The procedure of
the glass formation in the computer is another aspect, which inﬂuences the eﬀective
temperature of the simulation, and the key property is the cooling rate, which describes
how the thermal energy is removed from the glass. It is noted that even for very slow
rates of cooling during a computer simulation, these are still considerably faster than
that used experimentally to form a glass.
The size of the models and the time-lengths of the simulations are usually con-
strained by the available computational resources. Even with powerful state-of-the-art
machines available, combining large systems (N > 105) with slow cooling rates (<
10−2 K/ps) still corresponds to a formidable task. However, in recent modelling studies
is highlighted that the impact of size and cooling rate eﬀects is indeed small on the
accurate modelling of the structural properties of glasses.192194
2.7 Potential models
The validity of the glass simulation relies on the accuracy of the potential model used
for the classical molecular dynamics calculations. Two diﬀerent classical interatomic
potential models have been used for the molecular dynamics simulations presented in
this thesis, in order to describe the forces in the modelled systems. It is noted that the
choice of the force ﬁeld in each chapter depends on the objective of the respective study
and also on the availability of the parameters of the relevant models for the complex
molar composition of the simulated glasses.
In chapters 3 and 4, a pairwise potential model is used to simulate the glass struc-
tures, which contains two terms: (i) a Coulombic potential for the long-range interac-
tions; and (ii) a Lennard-Jones type potential for the short-range interactions.195 Hence,














where qi and qj are the charges of the atomic species i and j respectively, 0 is the vacuum
permittivity and rij is the interatomic distance. A and B are the input parameters
for the Lennard-Jones function speciﬁc to the interacting species. The two A and B
parameters196 for every ion of the glass structures simulated in the relevant chapters
that this force ﬁeld is used are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Parameters for the short-range potential in the 2.61 force ﬁeld, which are
based on the consistent valence force ﬁeld with additional values suitable for the simu-
lation of borosilicate glasses being used.







In chapters 5 and 6, the force ﬁeld developed by Pedone et al.197 is used for the clas-
sical molecular dynamics simulations, which is based on a rigid ionic model with partial
charges, in order to handle the partial covalency of the silicate glasses. This potential
model contains three terms: (i) a long-range Coulombic potential; (ii) a Morse poten-
tial for the short-range interactions; and (iii) a repulsive term, which is used to describe
the repulsive contributions and is applicable only to the cases of high temperature and





+Dij [{1− exp[−aij(rij − r0)]}2 − 1] + Cij
r12ij
(2.62)
where zi and zj are the charges of the atomic species i and j respectively, 0 is the
vacuum permittivity and rij is the interatomic distance between the two speciﬁc atomic
species. Dij , aij and r0 are the input parameters for the Morse function and Cij is the
parameter for the repulsion term.
The four parameters197 of the potential model for every ionic pair of the glass
structures simulated in the relevant chapters that this force ﬁeld is used, together with
the partial charge of the alkali, alkaline-earth, silicon and oxygen ions, are listed in
Table 2.2.
It is noted that this potential model has been used with some considerable success in
many previous modelling studies of silicate glasses of various molar compositions.198202
2.8 Modelling properties
2.8.1 Glass transition temperature
The glass transition is the reversible transition in amorphous materials from a hard
and relatively brittle state into a molten state, and in silicate glasses it is related to
the energy required to break and re-form covalent bonds in an random network of
covalent bonds. The liquid-glass transition is associated with a discontinuous change
in the structure and, hence, it does not have a sharp transition temperature. Instead,
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Table 2.2: Parameters for the Morse function and the repulsion term in the 2.62 force
ﬁeld, which were derived by ﬁtting both structural and mechanical properties of inorganic
oxides.
Atom pair Dij (eV) aij (Å−1) r0 (Å) Cij (eV Å12)
Li+0.6 − O−1.2 0.001114 3.429506 2.681360 1.0
Na+0.6 − O−1.2 0.023363 1.763867 3.006315 5.0
K+0.6 − O−1.2 0.011612 2.062605 3.305308 5.0
Ca+1.2 − O−1.2 0.030211 2.241334 2.923245 5.0
Sr+1.2 − O−1.2 0.019623 1.886000 3.328330 3.0
Ba+1.2 − O−1.2 0.065011 1.547596 3.393410 5.0
Si+2.4 − O−1.2 0.340554 2.006700 2.100000 1.0
O−1.2 − O−1.2 0.042395 1.379316 3.618701 22.0
it can be viewed as a transformation range that extends over several Kelvin or even
more, and upon cooling or heating through this range, one observes a discontinuity in
the temperature variation of the thermal expansion coeﬃcient and the speciﬁc heat.
However, the temperature that these eﬀects are observed depends on the temperature
variation rate and, in a more general aspect, on the preparation protocol of the glass
sample. It is highlighted that the glass transition temperature is also inﬂuenced by the
molar composition of the glass.
Therefore, the glass transition temperature, Tg, in silicate glasses is usually deﬁned
by convention. The idea of the calculation of the glass transition temperature for the
glass compositions modelled in this thesis is based on ﬁgure 2.2. A volume−temperature,
V (T ), plot is constructed from the results of the molecular dynamics simulations and
the discontinuity in the slope is indicative for the identiﬁcation and the distinguish of
the liquid and solid states. Hence, two linear ﬁttings are applied in the two (liquid/solid)
states respectively, and the intersection of the two straight lines is able to provide an
estimation of the glass transition temperature for the simulated glass structure.
2.8.2 Short-range order structure
A useful structural property that can be extracted from a molecular dynamics simulation
is the pairwise radial distribution function (PDF), which measures how atoms organise
themselves around one another, and it is proportional to the probability of ﬁnding two








where Nkj (r,∆r) is the number of atoms of the j
th species found at the instant time tk
in a spherical shell of radius r and thickness ∆r, with the shell centred on an atom of
the ith species, V (r,∆r) is the volume of the shell, Ni is the number of atoms of the
ith species and ρj =
Nj
V is the density of atoms of the j
th species. During a molecular
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of volume−temperature diagram used for the calculation of the
glass transition temperature in the simulated glass structures. The intersection between
liquid and solid state corresponds to an estimation of the glass transition temperature.
dynamics run, the Nj(r,∆r) term of the equation above is measured at M times and
then is averaged, in order to calculate the relevant average interatomic distance between
ith and jth species.
The integration of the gij(r) between two positions, r1 and r2, provides information









It is noted that usually in modelling studies of the structure of glasses, one is in-
terested most in the geometry of the ﬁrst coordination shell of the atoms, in order to
describe their local atomic structure within the glass network, and hence provide details
about their local environments. Therefore, the interatomic distance and the respective
coordination number, which correspond to the ﬁrst peak of the gij(r) are calculated
from the simulation results.
2.8.3 Medium-range order structure
The amount of bridging and non-bridging oxygen atoms associated with the SiO4 tet-
rahedra is an important index in the description of the simulated glass structure. The
ring size distribution is a useful tool to characterise the intermediate-range order struc-
ture of the glass models, and it is deﬁned as the number of tetrahedra involved in the
smallest closed chains formed by bridging oxygen atoms and network formers in the
glass network. It is noted that rings that can be decomposed into two or smaller rings
usually are not counted in the distribution. Although the ring size distribution is not
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obtainable experimentally for silicate glasses, the structural models in the literature are
frequently discussed in terms it.12,198,199,202
In the simulated glass compositions studied in this thesis, the medium range order
of the glass structure is characterised using the R.I.N.G.S statistics package.204 In the
calculations the ring size is described in terms of the number of network forming (Si
and/or B) nodes, and hence an n-fold (n-members) ring is containing n nodes. The
Guttman's shortest path criterion205 is used to deﬁne a ring inside the glass network,
and based on that, a ring corresponds to the shortest path which comes back to a given
node from one of its nearest neighbours. It is noted that the calculation of the rings
depends on the simulated Si−O g(r), as the cut oﬀ from the ﬁrst Si coordination shell
is used as an input parameter.
2.8.4 Velocity autocorrelation function & Vibrational spectrum
An autocorrelation function describes the extent to which a system retains the memory
of its previous values, in other words, how long it takes for the system to lose its memory.
A representative example is the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF), Cvv(t), which
indicates the degree that the velocity at time t is correlated with the velocity at time
0. It is a property that can be quantiﬁed from a molecular dynamics simulation by
averaging over the total number N of atoms in the modelled system:203





〈~vi(t0) · ~vi(t0 + ∆t)〉
〈~vi(t0) · ~vi(t0)〉 (2.65)
where ~vi(t0) is the velocity of an atom i at an initial time t0 and ~vi(t0 + ∆t) is the
velocity of the same atom at some later time, with ∆t being the timestep used for the
integration of the equations of motion in the molecular dynamics simulation. It is noted
that the angle brackets in the equation above correspond to the time average.
The velocity autocorrelation function usually exhibits an initial value of 1 and at
long times has a value around zero, and the time taken to lose the correlation is often
called relaxation time. It is noted that the screening of the simulated trajectory needs
to be for a time frame that is longer than the relaxation time, and hence suﬃcient
data can be extracted from the simulation to calculate the correlation function and
investigate the short-time dynamical behaviour of the atomic species in the modelled
glass structure.
The structural and dynamical calculations from a molecular dynamics simulation can
be transformed between time and frequency domains, or between normal and reciprocal
space. The velocity autocorrelation function can be used, at low temperature, as a tool
to investigate the vibrational properties of the simulated glass structure, and compare
them to experimental measurements. The vibrational spectrum of the glass can be









Hence, the vibrational density of states (VDOS) is: Φ(ω) = F 2(ω). It is noted that
usually the frequencies of the peaks in the VDOS of the simulated glass structures are
obtained from the real part of the Fourier transform in the equation 2.66.
2.8.5 Ionic diﬀusion
Molecular dynamics allows one to follow the time evolution of the system, and hence the
method is naturally suited to following dynamical processes in condensed phases. The
output collected from the simulation contains all the information needed to describe the
atomic processes underlying the transport of the mobile species in the glass composi-
tion. The main challenge to face in order to apply standard MD approaches to model
ion migration in silicate glasses has to do with the infrequent nature of the hopping
events that compose the diﬀusive process.38,39,194 It is noted that transport properties,
such as diﬀusion coeﬃcients and activation energies for diﬀusion, usually are obtained
experimentally by tracer diﬀusivity measurements in temperatures between 450 - 750
K, with annealing times varying from 30 minutes, at the higher temperatures, to 90
days, at the lower temperatures. However, in a computer simulation, the phase space
can be sampled for annealing time ranging from hundreds of picoseconds to hundreds
of nanoseconds, depending on the available computational resources. Therefore, the
molecular dynamics simulations are performed at higher temperatures than that of 300
K, in order to accelerate the statistical sampling, and hence observe a considerable ionic
diﬀusion during the relatively short simulation time. Nevertheless, the selected tem-
peratures to model the mobility of the ions in the glass structure are below the glass
transition temperature, and thus no signiﬁcant structural changes are anticipated to
occur at these conditions, ensuring that the ions still diﬀuse in an essentially silicate
network, whose average conﬁguration matches with the corresponding at 300 K con-
ﬁguration. Consequently, the comparison between the experimental measurements and
the computational derived data is not straightforward. It is noted that computational
modelling of ionic diﬀusion is used to analyse the trends in the behaviour of the ions,
and hence characterise qualitatively their mobility within the glass network.
The mean squared displacement (MSD) contains information about the atomic dif-
fusivity of the individual species in the glass structure, and it is a measurable quantity
which relates directly to the underlying motion of the molecules. The MSD measures







〈|~ri(t)− ~ri(t = 0)|2〉 (2.67)
where ~ri(t) − ~ri(t = 0) is the vector distance travelled by an atom i during some time
intervals of length t, and the squared magnitude of this vector is averaged over many
such time intervals and over all the atoms of the jth species in the simulated glass
structure.
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The self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient, Dj , for speciﬁc particles of type j, is one of the most
important properties used to study the dynamics in silicate glasses, which can be cal-









Hence, the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient is obtained from the slope of the linear regime of the
MSD plotted as function of the simulation time.199,207,208 It is noted that the Green-
Kubo integral of the velocity autocorrelation function is another approach to estimate
the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient of an ion in the simulated glass structure.34
The diﬀusion coeﬃcients are found to vary considerably with temperature, and
this variation can be approximated in terms of an Arrhenius behaviour, through the
equation:198
lnD(T ) = lnD0 − Ea
kBT
(2.69)
where T is the temperature, D0 is the pre-exponential factor, kB is the Boltzmann's
constant and Ea is the activation energy for diﬀusion. Therefore, based on the calcu-
lation of diﬀusion coeﬃcients at several temperatures an Arrhenius type plot can be
constructed, and hence the activation energy barrier that an ion must overcome to mi-
grate between two sites, is obtained by linear regression between the natural logarithm
of diﬀusion coeﬃcient and the reciprocal temperature.207,208
2.8.6 Excited state & Luminescence
The excited state of the simulated glass structures was modelled, using ground-state
density functional theory methods, by calculating the system in a triplet state, with
promotion of an electron from the top of the valence band into the bottom of the
conduction band. In that case, the lowest energy excited state of the modelled system
is determined by restricting its electronic structure to the lowest energy triplet state.
The conﬁguration of the triplet state was then found by minimising the total energy
of the system with respect to the atomic positions. It is noted that this approach has
been followed in other computational modelling studies of relevant structures,209211 as
it is known that after singlet excitation, excitons quickly convert into the lower triplet
state.
The ∆SCF (Delta-SCF) method212,213 is used in order to calculate the excitation
and luminescence energies in the glass models. This approximation corresponds to a
density functional method, closely resembling standard DFT, with the only diﬀerence
being that in ∆SCF approach one or more electrons are placed in higher lying Kohn-
Sham orbitals,214,215 instead of placing all electrons in the lowest possible orbitals, as one
does when calculating the ground state energy within standard DFT based methods.
Hence, the ∆SCF method corresponds to the diﬀerence of two self-consistent ﬁeld
calculations by subtracting the energy between two states of the same geometry. Thus,
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the excitation energy is calculated as the diﬀerence between the total energies of the
glass structure in the ground singlet and the lowest triplet state at the geometry of
the ground singlet state. Subsequently, the luminescence corresponds to the vertical
triplet-singlet transition at the geometrical conﬁguration of the relaxed triplet state.
The luminescence energy is calculated as the diﬀerence between the total energy of the
fully relaxed triplet state and the total energy of the ground singlet state at the triplet
geometric structure.

3 | Glass transition temperature,
structure and electronic properties
of mixed alkali borosilicate glass
3.1 Introduction
Alkali borosilicate glasses of various compositions have a multitude of practically im-
portant applications, ranging from utensils in the kitchen to the vitriﬁcation of high level
nuclear wastes, which is accounted for by their simplicity of synthesis, good chemical
durability, low melting temperatures, high chemical stability, low thermal expansion,
mechanical strength, good insulation properties, and a number of other technologically
and technically important aspects.85,103,216 These properties are usually determined by
the structural features of the glass, speciﬁcally the polymerisation of the silicate net-
work and the boron local environments, which in turn are strongly correlated to the
composition of the glass sample.
One of the most complex aspects related to the structure of borosilicate glasses is
the multiple coordination environments possible for boron within the glass network, as
both 3- and 4-coordinated B atoms may be present simultaneously, in the form of BO3
triangles and BO4 tetrahedra respectively.86 The ratio of these two local geometries is
mainly related to the temperature and the glass composition. High temperatures, which
correspond to a molten structure, tend to stabilise the BO3 formation as compared to the
tetrahedral geometry. At room temperature, which corresponds to the glass structure
at 300 K, this ratio (3- to 4- coordinated) depends on the speciﬁc value of the melting
temperature, the cooling rate from the melt (in other words, the degree to which the
high temperature structure has been "frozen in"), the melting pressure and the molar
composition of the glass.217219 In particular, it has been observed that increasing the
cooling rate leads to a decrease to the proportion of the 4-coordinated B, whereas high
pressures cause an increase of the BO4 tetrahedra within the glass structure.218,219
A number of structural models have been proposed based on experimental data,
aimed at understanding the change in the fraction of 3- and 4- coordinated boron in
alkali borosilicate glasses.220222 However, these models are inadequate for the descrip-
tion of the data from glass compositions with high concentration of alkali oxides. Dell
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et al. used 11B solid-state NMR and Raman spectroscopy to investigate extensively
the structural properties of alkali borosilicate glasses, in order to extend the domain of
applicability of the existing structural models.223 Based on their experimental measure-
ments, they developed and established a structural model, which hereafter is referred to
as Y BD (Yun-Bray-Dell), able to describe the modiﬁcation of the glass structure when
alkali cations are added to the system and the mechanism of creation of non-bridging
oxygen atoms within the glass network. Two parameters are introduced, K = SiO2B2O3 and
R = A2OB2O3 , which determine the relevant structural features of the glass. It is noted that
increasing K and/or R is equivalent to increasing SiO2 and/or the alkali oxide content
respectively, or decreasing the boron oxide content in each ratio.
In the Y BD model, four distinct regions are deﬁned to predict the proportion of 3-
and 4-coordinated boron, as well as the fraction of the bridging oxygen atoms, as a func-
tion of the glass composition. The ﬁrst region is for compositions with R < 0.5, in which
the additional oxygen from the alkali oxide (A2O) enters the borate network exclusively,
enhancing the formation of BO4 tetrahedra. Thus, the BO3 units are transformed to
BO4 with the alkali cations acting as charge compensators. The second regime is for
0.5 ≤ R ≤ R0, where R0 = 12+ 116K is the threshold composition, in which the extra oxy-
gen continues to form 4-coordinated B atoms, which are connected to SiO4 tetrahedra,
and open reedmergnenite-like structures are formed on intermediate length scales. The
third section is for R0 < R ≤ R1, where R1 = 12 + 14K, in which the additional alkali
cations are assumed to enter the polymerised silicate glass network starting to act as
network modiﬁers, and hence, forming non-bridging oxygens. Thus, no further increase
in the fraction of the 4-coordinated boron atoms occurs. The ﬁnal, fourth region, is for
R1 < R ≤ R2, where R2 = 2 + K, and corresponds to the upper limit of the model,
in which the added A2O is presumed to be proportionally shared between the silicate
and borate network, leading to a decrease in the number of 4-coordinated B within the
glass structure.
Manara et al. assigned certain bands of the Raman spectra measured for sodium
borosilicate glasses at diﬀerent temperatures to medium-range order structures, and
they proposed a revision of the Y BD model.224,225 In their studies, the peaks around
580 cm−1 and 630 cm−1, which are two of the main features in the 550−850 cm−1
frequency range, were designated to breathing models of borosilicate reedmergnenite-
like and danburite-like rings respectively. It is noted that a reedmergnenite-like ring is
made up from one BO4 tetrahedron and two SiO4 tetrahedra, while a danburite-like
ring includes two BO4 and two SiO4 tetrahedra. In practise, this revision of the Y BD
model modiﬁes the threshold composition R0 for the second region to R0 = 12 +
1
2NK,
where N ranges between 5 and 6. Recently, Roderick et al. reported also a detailed
analysis about the variations in density and boron coordination environments observed
for a series of alkali borosilicate glasses with increasing R.226
As described in section 1.3, mixed alkali borosilicate glasses have long been preferred
for the immobilisation of high level nuclear waste due to the fact that these compos-
itions meet many requirements for an eﬀective nuclear waste-form. However, in order
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to acquire the desirable glass properties related to the immobilisation process, an un-
derstanding of the chain which connects composition−structure−property relationships
is crucial. While there have been many modelling studies of glasses in recent years,
only a handful have concerned alkali borosilicate glass compositions,227229 which, al-
though these are limited to small compositional ranges, can demonstrate the ability of
molecular dynamics simulations to reproduce the changes observed in the glass struc-
ture with composition. It is noted that the main reason that the modelling of mixed
alkali borosilicate glasses has been rather limited is related to the diﬀerent coordination
environments of B atoms within the glass network, which makes the development of a
reliable interatomic potential an arduous task.
In this thesis, a combination of classical and ab initio MD simulations, together
with static electronic structure calculations, are presented for lithium sodium borosilic-
ate glasses with pre-deﬁned compositions, which are of importance of IHI-corporation
nuclear waste vitriﬁcation program. In the ﬁrst part of the analysis a method to calcu-
late the glass transition temperature is presented and evaluated through the comparison
with the experimental data. In the second part of the analysis a systematic investiga-
tion into the structural and electronic properties of four glass compositions is presented
by ﬁxing the concentration of Li2O and Na2O oxides and varying the SiO2B2O3 content of
the glass sample.
3.2 Computational details
In the ﬁrst part of the simulations presented in this chapter, four glass compositions
were modelled using periodic boundary conditions in order to investigate the eﬀect of
the addition of several oxides with speciﬁc concentration on the calculation of the glass
transition temperature of the glass sample. The starting conﬁguration was a pure SiO2
glass, which then was doped, initially, with 23.8 % mol Li2O and, afterwards, with 5.8 %
mol Na2O. In the ﬁnal stage, 27.4 % mol B2O3 was introduced in the glass composition,
resulting in the mixed alkali borosilicate glass that corresponds to a simpliﬁed nuclear
waste glass of interest for the vitriﬁcation facility of IHI at Rokkasho in Japan. The
total number of atoms in the pure silicate glass and in the models with the alkali oxides
is 1536, whereas in the simulated structure that the boron oxide was added is 1816.
The atoms were placed randomly in a cubic simulation box with imposed constraints to
avoid un-physically small interatomic distances, and the cell size was calculated from the
experimental density provided by IHI for each structure. The various glass compositions
in terms of the oxides combination, the number of atoms of each species and the density
for every simulated structure are shown in Table 3.1. It is noted that the four modelled
systems thereafter referred as S, SL, SLN and SLNB, from the SiO2 to the lithium
sodium borosilicate glass composition respectively.
The pairwise potential model 2.61 described in section 2.7 was employed for the
calculations. The Coulomb interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation
method151 with a precision of 10−6. The cut oﬀ for the short-range interactions was
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Table 3.1: The combination of the four diﬀerent oxides in the modelled systems in terms
of molar compositions (in %), the number of atoms of each type and the experimental
density (in g/cm3). The total number of atoms in the ﬁrst three models is 1536, while
in the mixed alkali borosilicate glass is 1816.
System SiO2 Li2O Na2O B2O3 Si O Li Na B ρ
S 100 0 0 0 512 1024 0 0 0 2.20
SL 76.2 23.8 0 0 390 902 244 0 0 2.28
SLN 70.4 23.8 5.8 0 360 872 244 60 0 2.47
SLNB 52.4 13.4 6.8 27.4 268 1060 138 70 280 −
set to 10 Å. The DL_POLY classic package230 was used for the molecular dynamics
simulations and the velocity Verlet algorithm was applied for the integration of the
equations of motion with a timestep of 1 fs.
The glass structures were generated using a melt-and-quench approach, and the
NPT ensemble was applied to allow the volume of the simulation box to change. The
Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat have been used to control the temperature and
pressure ﬂuctuations with relaxation constants 0.1 and 0.5 ps respectively. The initial
conﬁguration was heated up gradually in steps of 100 K with a 60 ps MD run at each
temperature. The molten structure was equilibrated at 4000 K using ﬁrst the NPT
and then the NV E ensembles with 600 ps MD run in total, in order to ensure that
the structure was well equilibrated at this temperature. The system was subsequently
cooled, using a uniform stepwise process, with temperature decrements of -5 K and 60
ps NPT runs at each temperature, until the temperature of the system reached 300
K. It is noted that during the ﬁrst 2000 steps of each quench run the velocity was
scaled every timestep in order to equilibrate the structure at the speciﬁc temperature.
A further 200 ps NPT run was carried out at 300 K, followed by a 200 ps NV E run
in order to equilibrate the structure. The quench scheme took place in 740 steps and
corresponds to a cooling rate of ≈ 0.1 K/ps, while the total simulation time was ≈ 50
ns.
It is noted that the melt-and-quench approach is the standard method to form a
glass, which, however, can add some noise in the calculation of the glass transition
temperature. Therefore, for every chemical composition, the conﬁguration obtained
from the melt-and-quench was reheated from 300 K up to 1500 K with a heating rate of
≈ 0.1 K/ps and the V (T ) plot is constructed in order to calculate the glass transition
temperature with the method described in section 2.8.1. This procedure was repeated
ﬁve times and the Tg was averaged over these attempts in order to obtain a virtually
independent calculation of the glass transition temperature for every modelled system.
The S glass composition was cooled down from the melt with faster cooling rates,
speciﬁcally with 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 K/ps, in order to investigate how the simulated
cooling rate can inﬂuence the calculation of both the glass transition temperature and
the density of the glass structure.
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Based on the SLNB composition, in the second part of the simulations presented
in this chapter, a series of four lithium sodium borosilicate glasses, of the composition
(SiO2)52.4+27.4−x · (Li2O)13.4 · (Na2O)6.8 · (B2O3)x, with x = 25, 20, 15, 10, was mod-
elled using periodic boundary conditions. The modelled systems based on the four x
values of the boron oxide concentration hereafter referred as SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15
and SLNB10 respectively. The starting conﬁgurations were generated by placing atoms
randomly in a cubic simulation box with imposed constraints to avoid un-physically
close separations. The total number of atoms in the SLNB25 glass is 224 (35 Si, 18 Li,
8 Na, 32 B and 131 O), in the SLNB20 glass is 218 (38 Si, 18 Li, 8 Na, 26 B and 128 O),
in the SLNB15 glass is 210 (42 Si, 18 Li, 8 Na, 18 B and 124 O), and in the SLNB10
glass is 204 (45 Si, 18 Li, 8 Na, 12 B and 121 O).
Classical MD simulations with the modelling conditions and the melt-and-quench
scheme described above were performed in order to generate the amorphous structures.
For each composition, the ﬁnal glass structure at 300 K was then used as an input
conﬁguration for two consecutive ab initio BOMD simulations. The structure was equi-
librated with a 10 ps NPT BOMD run, and the CSV R thermostat and barostat were
applied with relaxation constants 0.1 and 1.0 ps respectively. A subsequent BOMD run
of 10 ps, with the NV T ensemble and the CSV R thermostat, was carried out, as a
production run, to sample the trajectories every 2 steps and collect the data for the
structural analysis. The electronic structure was described by the DFT Kohn-Sham
formulation,164 as implemented in the CP2K code,181 using the GGA with the PBE
exchange-correlation functionals,171 and in the calculations, all the atomic species were
represented using a double− ζ valence polarised (DZV P ) Gaussian basis set231 in con-
junction with the GTH pseudopotential.187 The plane-wave cut oﬀ was set to 700 Ry
and the MD timestep was 1 fs. The density of the simulated glass compositions was
estimated by performing a cell optimisation using variable cell BOMD with a timestep
of 1 fs and a convergence threshold of 0.1 kbar for the components of the stress tensor.
The electronic structure of the glass models was calculated with a ﬁxed volume geo-
metry optimisation of the relaxed structure obtained from the variable cell calculations,
and the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) optimiser was applied to minim-
ise the forces on atoms to within 40 pN (2.5 x 10−2eV Å−1). The hybrid functional
PBE0_TC_LRC, described in section 2.4.3, was also used for separate geometry op-
timisations of the glass structures, as the inclusion of the Hartree-Fock exchange will
provide a more accurate calculation of the band gap.
3.3 Results of calculations & Discussion
3.3.1 Glass transition temperature
The glass transition temperature was measured for the simulated glass compositions
in order to understand how the inclusion of the two alkali oxides (Li2O and Na2O)
and the second network former (B2O3) will aﬀect the glass transition of the pure SiO2
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glass sample. The volume−temperature diagram for the SLN glass composition and
the method applied to calculate the glass transition temperature, are shown in ﬁgure
3.1. From linear regression on the V (T ) data in the glass and melt state respectively,
the glass transition temperature was estimated from the intersection of the two straight
lines. It is noted that similar approach was followed to calculate the glass transition
temperature for every modelled system.
Figure 3.1: Volume−temperature plot constructed for the lithium sodium silicate glass
model (SLN composition). The glass structure retrieved from the melt-and-quench was
heated up to 1500 K with a heating rate of ≈ 0.1 K/ps. The change of the slope is
an indication of the transition from the solid to the liquid state, and hence the glass
transition temperature is estimated from the intersection between the glass and melt
state.
The results (average values) from the calculation of the glass transition temperature
along with a measure of variability (standard deviations) for every simulated composi-
tion are reported in Table 3.2, together with the comparison to the relevant experimental
measurements for the same molar compositions by IHI. As it was expected, the addit-
ives into the pure SiO2 glass bring down the glass transition temperature of the glass
sample. The presence of more than one alkali oxides in the glass composition leads to
a larger decrease of the glass transition temperature, while the subsequent addition of
the boron oxide results in a further reduction of the calculated temperature. It is noted
that the glass transition temperatures predicted in the simulations presented in this
chapter are over-estimated for each modelled composition. Nevertheless, the computer
simulated values are in very good quantitative agreement with the experimental meas-
urements from the IHI glass structures, which corresponds to a suﬃcient validation for
the method followed to estimate the glass transition temperature in this thesis.
The density of the simulated glass compositions was also calculated based on the
ﬁnal volume at 300 K, which corresponds to the outcome equilibrated structure from
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Table 3.2: Calculated glass transition temperature (mean value and standard error of the
mean) for the four simulated glass compositions and comparison with the experimental
data provided by IHI.
Composition Tg (K) from MD Tg (K) from IHI
S 1973 ± 3 1942
SL 744 ± 4 717
SLN 725 ± 4 702
SLNB 569 ± 3 −
the melt-and-quench protocol followed to generate the glass models, and the results
are shown in Table 3.3. It is noted that, for every chemical composition, the simulated
density is under-estimated by ≈ 3 % with respect to the experimental measurement from
the IHI glass structures. However, it can be observed that there is the same systematic
trend in the variation of the experimental and calculated densities from the S to SLN
composition. The cause of the diﬀerence between the calculated and the experimental
values probably lies in the accuracy of the interatomic potential used to generate the
amorphous structures in this study.
Table 3.3: Calculated density for the four simulated glass compositions and comparison
with the experimental data provided by IHI.





In order to investigate the impact of the cooling rate on the calculation of the glass
transition temperature and the amorphous density, test simulations with diﬀerent cool-
ing rates were performed for the pure SiO2 composition, and the results are presented in
Table 3.4. Six faster cooling rates, which varied from 1 to 25 K/ps, were applied for the
quench of the structure starting from the same equilibrated conﬁguration at the melt.
It can be observed that the glass transition temperature decreases as the quenching
from the melt becomes slower, whereas the density of the glass structure decreases as
the cooling is more rapid. Consequently, this behaviour indicates a dependence of the
calculated values for the glass transition temperature and the glass density on the sim-
ulated cooling rate. Such kind of observations are in agreement with previous computer
simulation study reported by Vollmayr, Kob and Binder,192 in which their analysis
reveals that the glass properties show a relatively small, but nevertheless noticeable
dependence on the cooling rate with which the glass was generated.
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Table 3.4: Calculated glass transition temperature and density for the pure SiO2 glass
using six diﬀerent cooling rates for the quench procedure starting from the same molten
equilibrated structure. The experimental values of the glass transition temperature and
glass density for this composition are 1942 K and 2.2 g/cm3 respectively.







3.3.2 Pairwise radial distribution functions & coordination numbers
The local atomic structure of the individual components within the four simulated
compositions was investigated through the pairwise radial distribution functions, g(r).
The ﬁrst peak of the g(r) gives information about the ﬁrst coordination shell of the
atomic species in the glass models. Si atoms are the main network formers in the
continuous random network of the silicate glasses,20 and their local environment in
the simulated glasses were analysed though the gSi−O(r), shown in ﬁgure 3.2 for every
composition. In all 4 simulated glass conﬁgurations Si was found to be ≈ 94% 4-fold and
≈ 6% 5-fold coordinated to oxygen atoms with an average Si−O interatomic distance of
1.62 Å in the SLNB10 and 1.64 Å in the SLNB15, SLNB20 and SLNB25 compositions.
The typical measurements from the literature for the Si−O bond length are 1.58−1.64
Å for a broad range of compositions,12,232 while in borosilicate glasses this distance was
measured experimentally233 as 1.60 Å and with classical MD simulations234 1.58 Å.
Figure 3.2: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the silicon−oxygen interatomic dis-
tances in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. The Si−O bond length
was calculated 1.62 Å in the SLNB10 composition and 1.64 Å in the rest three glass
models, while the average coordination number is 4 in every simulated glass structure.
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The boron atoms have also the role of the network formers in the polymerised
network of the borosilicate glasses. The local environment around B was analysed
through the pairwise radial distribution functions, gB−O(r), shown in ﬁgure 3.3 for each
simulated composition. The average B−O interatomic distance was measured 1.38 Å,
1.42 Å, 1.39 Å and 1.41 Å in the SLNB10, SLNB15, SLNB20 and SLNB25 glass models
respectively. The average oxygen coordination numbers were found to be 3.33, 3.26, 3.31
and 3.23 for the SLNB10, SLNB15, SLNB20 and SLNB25 simulated glasses respectively.
It was observed that in every composition the calculated coordination number is ≈ 3.3,
indicating 3-fold coordination environment for the B atoms within the glass structures.
The B−O bond length was measured experimentally to be 1.38 Å and 1.47 Å for 3- and
4-coordinated B atoms respectively.235 A previous modelling study reported an average
interatomic distance of 1.41 Å, while the corresponding oxygen coordination number was
estimated 3.5, in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses of similar molar concentrations.234
Figure 3.3: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the boron−oxygen interatomic dis-
tances in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. The B−O bond length
was calculated 1.41 Å in SLNB25, 1.39 Å in SLNB20, 1.42 Å in SLNB15 and 1.38 Å in
SLNB10, while the average oxygen coordination number was ≈ 3.3 in every simulated
composition.
The average interatomic distances between silicon and boron atoms were calcu-
lated in the simulated glass structures from the pairwise radial distribution functions,
gB−Si(r), shown in ﬁgure 3.4 for each composition. The B−Si distances were meas-
ured as 2.84 Å, 2.86 Å and 2.87 Å in SLNB25, SLNB20 and SLNB15 glass models
respectively, whereas the relevant distance in SLNB10 composition was calculated as
2.69 Å. It was observed that within the polymerised borosilicate network of the simu-
lated glass structures, B and Si are able to approach closer to each other in the SLNB10
composition in comparison to the other three glasses.
The local atomic structure of the two alkali ions was examined in the simulated glass
structures through the pairwise radial distribution functions, gLi−O(r), shown in ﬁgure
3.5, and gNa−O(r), shown in ﬁgure 3.6 for Li and Na cations respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the boron−silicon interatomic dis-
tances in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. The B−Si bond length
was calculated 2.69 Å in SLNB10, 2.87 Å in SLNB15, 2.86 Å in SLNB20, and 2.84 Å
in SLNB25. B and Si atoms in SLNB10 glass model are in closer distances than that
in the rest three simulated compositions.
The average oxygen bond lengths for the lithium ions were calculated as 1.91 Å in
SLNB10 and SLNB25 glass models, 1.90 Å and 1.95 Å in SLNB15 and SLNB20 com-
positions respectively. The average oxygen coordination number around Li atoms was
found to be 4 in SLNB10 glass and ≈ 3.6 in the other three simulated compositions,
indicating a 4-fold coordination geometry for lithium within the glass structures. Ex-
perimental and modelling studies in lithium silicate glasses reported 4-coordinated Li
atoms and an Li−O interatomic distance of 1.96 - 2.10 Å,7,198 while a previous model-
ling study in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses reported an average Li−O interatomic
distance of 2.07 Å, with an average oxygen coordination number 3.5.234
Figure 3.5: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the lithium−oxygen interatomic
distances in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. The Li−O bond
length was measured 1.91 Å in SLNB25 and SLNB10 compositions, 1.95 Å in SLNB20
and 1.90 Å in SLNB15, while the average oxygen coordination number was calculated ≈
4 in every simulated glass structure.
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For the sodium cations the average Na−O bond length was computed as 2.38 Å in
SLNB25 composition, 2.34 Å in SLNB15, and 2.35 Å in SLNB10 and SLNB20 glass
models. The average oxygen coordination numbers around Na cations were found to
be 6.2 in SLNB10 and SLNB15 compositions, 6.1 in SLNB20, and 5.5 in SLNB25
showing that sodium ions are mainly 6-fold coordinated to oxygen atoms within the glass
structures. The Na−O interatomic distance was calculated in borosilicate glasses as 2.2
- 2.55 Å experimentally233 and 2.82 Å in a previous modelling study234 of similar molar
compositions. In previous modelling studies, an average oxygen coordination number
of 6 was reported for Na cations in sodium silicate glasses, while an average oxygen
coordination number of 8 was reported in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses.198,232,234
Figure 3.6: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the sodium−oxygen interatomic
distances in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. The Na−O bond
length was measured 2.38 Å in SLNB25, 2.35 Å in SLNB20 and SLNB10, and 2.34 Å
in SLNB15, while the average oxygen coordination number was calculated ≈ 6 in every
glass model.
The average oxygen interatomic distances and the corresponding average oxygen
coordination numbers for Si, B, Li and Na atoms in the four simulated lithium sodium
borosilicate glass structures are summarised in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
Table 3.5: Average oxygen interatomic distances for silicon, boron, lithium and sodium
atoms in the SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated glass structures. The
bond lengths correspond to the ﬁrst peak position of the respective pairwise radial distri-
bution functions for each species.
Composition Si−O (Å) B−O (Å) Li− (Å) Na−O (Å)
SLNB25 1.64 1.41 1.91 2.38
SLNB20 1.64 1.39 1.95 2.35
SLNB15 1.64 1.42 1.90 2.34
SLNB10 1.62 1.38 1.91 2.35
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Table 3.6: Average oxygen coordination numbers, CN, for silicon, boron, lithium and
sodium atoms in the SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated glass compos-
itions.The coordination numbers were calculated from the integration of the ﬁrst peak of
the respective g(r) for each species.
Composition CNSi−O CNB−O CNLi−O CNNa−O
SLNB25 4.03 3.23 3.58 5.53
SLNB20 4.04 3.31 3.63 6.12
SLNB15 4.06 3.26 3.64 6.22
SLNB10 4.06 3.33 4.04 6.21
3.3.3 Bond angle distributions
The bond angle distribution, g(θ), provides further information about the local geo-
metry of the ﬁrst coordination shell of each atomic species within the simulated glass
structures.
The O−Si−O bond angle distributions, gOSiO(θ), are shown in ﬁgure 3.7 for every
simulated composition. The maximum of the distribution is located at 108.5◦ in the
SLNB25, SLNB20 and SLNB15 glasses, while the relevant peak in the SLNB10 glass
is located at a slightly smaller angle, 107.5◦. It can be observed that the value of the
O−Si−O bond angle in every chemical composition is in good agreement with the value
of the perfect tetrahedron (109.5◦), which together with the ≈ 94% 4-fold coordinated
Si atoms indicates the formation of SiO4 tetrahedra in the simulated glass structures.
The "shoulder" peak in the gOSiO(θ) at ≈ 90◦ corresponds to the small proportion of
5-fold coordinated Si atoms found in the simulated glass structures.
Figure 3.7: Oxygen−silicon−oxygen bond angle distributions in SLNB25, SLNB20,
SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated compositions. The peak of the distributions is located
at angles close to the tetrahedral angle (109.5◦), which indicates the tetrahedral local
geometry for Si atoms in their ﬁrst coordination shell within the four simulated glass
structures.
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The connection between the SiO4 tetrahedra within the glass network can be ana-
lysed through the Si−O−Si bond angle distributions, gSiOSi(θ), shown in ﬁgure 3.8 for
each composition. According to the relevant distributions, the Si−O−Si bond angle
between the tetrahedron linkages is about 128.5◦ in SLNB20 glass, 127.5◦ in SLNB15
glass, and 132.5◦ in SLNB25 and SLNB10 simulated compositions. In a pure SiO2 glass
this angle is 150◦, but the addition of the alkali oxides usually leads to decrease of the
Si−O−Si bond angle in the silicate network.
Figure 3.8: Silicon−oxygen−silicon bond angle distributions in SLNB25, SLNB20,
SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated compositions. The peak of the distributions is located
at angles ≈ 130◦, while in pure SiO2 glass this angle is 150◦.
The O−alkali−O bond angle distributions, gOLiO(θ) and gONaO(θ), for the two
alkali cations in the four simulated glass compositions are shown in ﬁgures 3.9 and 3.10
for Li and Na respectively.
Figure 3.9: Oxygen−lithium−oxygen bond angle distributions in the simulated lithium
sodium borosilicate glasses. Two peaks can be identiﬁed in every glass model, while a
third peak is also revealed in SLNB25 and SLNB15 compositions.
For Li cations the distributions extend from 60◦ to 180◦ in every chemical compos-
ition. In all four lithium sodium borosilicate glasses there are two peaks, the ﬁrst at
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about 70◦ and the second at about 100◦, while in SLNB25 and SLNB15 glasses a third
peak can be identiﬁed, which corresponds to ≈ 120◦ and 112◦ O−Li−O angles respect-
ively. It can be observed that the intensity of the peaks, which correspond to larger
O−Li−O angles, is stronger than that of the peak, which correspond to the smaller
angle. The values of these angles are relatively close to the tetrahedral angle, which,
together with the average oxygen coordination number of ≈ 4 for the Li cations in the
glass models, indicates that there is formation of "frustrated" LiO4 tetrahedra within
the glass structures.
For Na cations the O−Na−O bond angle distributions extend from 40◦ to 180◦ for
each simulated glass. In SLNB10 and SLNB25 compositions there are two main peaks,
which are located at ≈ 60◦ and 90◦. In SLNB15 and SLNB20 glasses a peak at ≈ 60◦
is also revealed, but the second main peak in these distributions is appears at larger
angles, at ≈ 110◦ and 130◦ respectively. The values of the O−Na−O angles obtained
from the g(θ) functions, together with the 6-fold coordinated Na ions found in the glass
models, suggest that the sodium cations tend to form octahedra in the simulated glass
structures.
Figure 3.10: Oxygen−sodium−oxygen bond angle distributions in SLNB25, SLNB20,
SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated glass structures. In every composition the g(θ) function
shows two main peaks, indicating the formation of sodium octahedra within the glass
structures.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the O−boron−O bond angle distributions, gOBO(θ), for B
atoms in the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate compositions. In SLNB25,
SLNB20 and SLNB15 glass models, the O−B−O g(θ) functions exhibit one clear peak
at 117.5◦, 118.5◦ and 119.5◦, which along with the average oxygen coordination number
of ≈ 3.3, indicate that B ions have a preference to form BO3 triangles within the glass
structures. In SLNB10 glass model the relevant g(θ) bond angle distribution has a
large width, including O−B−O angles from 108◦ to 120◦, revealing a more ﬂexible local
geometry for B ions within this simulated structure. The average oxygen coordination
number of ≈ 3.3 in the SLNB10 composition suggests, along with the gOBO(θ), that
the boron atoms form tetrahedra, as well as triangles, in the modelled system.
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Figure 3.11: Oxygen−boron−oxygen bond angle distributions in the four simulated lith-
ium sodium borosilicate glass structures. In SLNB25, SLNB20 and SLNB15 compos-
itions boron atoms are present in planar (g(θ) ≈ 120◦) local geometry, whereas in
SLNB10 glass they show more ﬂexible local environments.
The connection between the BO3 triangles and the SiO4 tetrahedra within the boro-
silicate glass network can be examined through the B−O−Si bond angle distributions,
shown in ﬁgure 3.12 for every modelled composition. In SLNB10 and SLNB20 glasses
the B−O−Si bond angle between the relevant linkages is about 124.5◦, while in SLNB15
and SLNB25 these angles are located at 132.5◦ and 134.5◦ respectively. Two examples
of the linkages between the SiO4 tetrahedra and the BO3 triangles within the simulated
glass structures, resulting in a 3-member ring formation in the SLNB10 composition,
and a 5-member ring formation in the SLNB25 glass model, are illustrated in ﬁgure
3.13.
Figure 3.12: Boron−oxygen−silicon bond angle distributions in the four simulated lith-
ium sodium borosilicate glass structures. In SLNB25 and SLNB15 compositions the
peaks of the distributions are at angles of ≈ 133-135◦, whereas in SLNB10 and SLNB20
glass models the peaks of the distributions are at angles of ≈ 125◦.
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Figure 3.13: Atomistic structures of (a) 3-member ring formation in SLNB10 simu-
lated glass structure, which is consisted of two SiO4 tetrahdera and one BO3 triangle;
(b) 5-member ring formation in SLNB25 composition, which is made up of two SiO4
tetrahdera and two BO3 triangles.
3.3.4 Density of the glass structures
The calculated densities of the four simulated lithium sodium borosilicate glass struc-
tures, obtained following the approach outlined in section 3.2, were 2.36 g/cm−3, 2.39
g/cm−3, 2.41 g/cm−3, and 2.44 g/cm−3 for the SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15 and SLNB10
glass models respectively. For the exact compositions of the modelled systems in this
chapter there are no experimental density measurements available, however, the pre-
dicted densities are in good agreement with experimental densities for lithium sodium
borosilicate glasses of similar molar compositions, which range between 2.43 - 2.47
g/cm3.226
3.3.5 Electronic density of states
The electronic structure calculations show a HOMO-LUMO Kohn-Sham band gap of 4
eV, 3.9 eV, 3.7 eV, and 3.6 eV for the SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15 and SLNB10 simulated
glasses respectively. Experiments have not yet determined the values of the band gap
in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses. However, a comparison between the calculated
values for the compositions studied in this chapter and values from modelling studies for
diﬀerent glasses can be performed. Previous calculations using DFT obtained a band
gap of 5 - 5.3 eV for pure amorphous SiO2,236,237 whereas for sodium silicate glass238 a
band gap of 3.2 eV, and for lithium silicate glass239 a band gap of 3.4 eV were predicted.
A recent study reported a band gap of approximately 3 eV for sodium borosilicate glass
with high Na2O concentration.240 The narrowing of the band gap has been associated
to the addition of impurities in the pure glass,241243 and the presence of the Li and Na
atoms is also probably responsible for the calculated values retrieved for the simulated
compositions presented in this thesis.
It is well known that standard DFT calculations substantially under-estimate the
band gaps, both for semiconductors and insulators,167 and the inclusion of the Hartree-
Fock exchange will provide a more accurate prediction. For this reason, calculations
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with a nonlocal functional were also performed in order to compare, not only the values
of the band gap, but also the behaviour between the diﬀerent modelled systems. The
electronic structure calculations with the hybrid functional reveal a band gap of 6.1 eV,
5.8 eV, 5.7 eV and 5.6 eV for the SLNB25, SLNB20, SLNB15 and SLNB10 glass models
respectively. It can be observed that PBE predicts the band gaps in the range of 3.6 - 4
eV, while PBE0 estimates the band gaps between 5.6 - 6 eV, from SLNB10 to SLNB25
composition. Even though the diﬀerence is 2 eV between the two calculations, the two
functionals predict the same trend in the behaviour of the band gap. As the SiO2B2O3 ratio
increases, in other words the B2O3 concentration decreases in the composition, the band
gap of the simulated glass structure gets slightly narrower. The calculated values of the
band gap for the four glass models using the two diﬀerent functionals are presented in
Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Calculated HOMO-LUMO band gap for the four simulated lithium sodium
borosilicate glass structures, using a standard (PBE) and a nonlocal (PBE0) functional.
An energy diﬀerence of ≈ 2 eV was observed in the calculated values with the two
diﬀerent functionals for each glass model. Nevertheless, the same qualitative trend was







The total electronic density of states (DOS) for the SLNB25 and SLNB10 glass
models are shown in ﬁgure 3.14. In the same ﬁgure is also shown the projection of the
DOS onto atomic states of the diﬀerent species (PDOS), which allows the identiﬁcation
of the separate contributions to the total density. The total electronic density of states
reveals two valence bands below the Fermi level. The lower energy band is between
-25 and -18 eV and it shows a double peak structure. The peak at E ≈ -24 eV is
associated with Na sharp features, while the peak at E ≈ -21 eV is mainly composed
of O 2s states, and part of it can be assigned to electronic states of Si and B atoms,
which have at least one non-bridging oxygen atom, since this peak is absent in fully
connected networks such as pure SiO2 and B2O3. These observations are in agreement
with a previous modelling study in sodium borosilicate glass,240 as well as with studies
in lithium and sodium silicate glasses.238,239,243 The second valence band is between -11
and 0 eV and it is dominated by O 2p states. Bonding states involving Si sp3 and O
2p states, as well as hybridised 2s and 2p orbitals of B atoms, also contribute to this
energy band. The top of the valence band in silicate and borosilicate glasses is usually
formed by lone pair non-bridging oxygen 2p states.236,244 It is clear that the contribution
from the Si and B states in the total electronic density of states, both in valence and
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conduction bands, depends on the SiO2B2O3 content in the simulated glass structure.
Figure 3.14: Total (DOS) and partial (PDOS) electronic density of states of the (a)
SLNB25 and (b) SLNB10 glass models. In the simulated composition with the low B2O3
content the band gap is narrower by ≈ 0.5 eV than that of the glass with the high B2O3
concentration. In addition, the contribution of the B states in the DOS is diﬀerent with
respect to the SiO2B2O3 ratio.
3.4 Summary & Conclusions
In this chapter the results from two sets of simulations using classical and ab initio tech-
niques, were presented in order to study the glass transition temperature, the structural
features and the electronic properties of lithium sodium borosilicate glasses with com-
positions related to nuclear glasses of interest for the vitriﬁcation of nuclear wastes
program of IHI in Japan.
In the ﬁrst set of calculations, a computational method to estimate the glass trans-
ition temperature in mixed alkali borosilicate glass was implemented, and the very good
agreement with the experimental data conﬁrms the validity of the model and approxim-
ations used in this work. The inclusion of the Li2O and Na2O oxides in the pure SiO2
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glass leads to a decrease in the glass transition temperature, while the further doping
with the B2O3 oxide decreases the glass transition temperature down to around 600 K.
In the second set of calculations, detailed information about the local atomic struc-
ture around the network formers, Si and B atoms, and the two alkali cations, Li and
Na, was obtained from the simulations of four lithium sodium borosilicate compositions
with varying the SiO2B2O3 content and ﬁxed molar composition of the two alkali oxides. The
calculated results for the geometry and the density of the simulated glass structures are
in good agreement with previous modelling and experimental studies in borosilicate and
alkali borosilicate glasses of similar compositions.
In addition, in this chapter the ﬁrst electronic structure calculations of mixed alkali
borosilicate glasses are presented. A standard and a hybrid density functional theory
approach were applied and both reveal a slight dependence of the band gap on the SiO2B2O3
ratio. It was observed that by decreasing the B2O3 concentration the band gap in the
simulated glass structure gets narrower.

4 | Local atomic structure of molyb-
denum in nuclear waste glasses
4.1 Introduction
Molybdenum is found in high concentrations in high level nuclear waste and it is known
to have low solubility in borosilicate glasses.103 The formation of the yellow phase
(described in section 1.3) during the vitriﬁcation process for the immobilisation of the
nuclear waste is highly undesirable and, therefore, it is imperative to suppress the
crystallisation of the molybates during melt cooling.
The molybdenum structural environment in inactive nuclear waste glasses has been
investigated using extended X-ray absorption ﬁne structure spectroscopy (EXAFS)245
and X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy (XANES)246 probing Mo−K
edge. The analysis suggests that Mo cations tends to form [MoO4]2− molybdate groups
which are not directly connected to the borosilicate network, and it is proposed that the
molybdate tetrahedra are located in depolymerised regions (i.e. non-bridging oxygen
atoms rich regions) of the glass structure surrounded by cation modiﬁers, both alkali
and alkaline-earth ions. This speciﬁc environment of the Mo species and its complex
structure are thought to be responsible for the low solubility of Mo in the glass net-
work.247 The prevailing oxidation state of the Mo cations in these borosilicate glass
compositions is 6+, and the presence of crystalline molybdates may arise from the fact
that when nuclear glasses are prepared under oxidising (O2) or neutral (air atmosphere)
conditions, molybdenum mainly occurs in this particular oxidation state (Mo6+).
However, other oxidation states, such as Mo3+, Mo4+ and Mo5+, may be present
under more reducing conditions or appear transiently as a result of the concentration
ﬂuctuations at the processing conditions. These species would inevitably create other
structural elements, which would have diﬀerent types of bonding to the glass network.
Diﬀerent oxidation states, known as redox states, in commercial bulk glass compositions
have been studied before,248 however, the eﬀects of redox states on nuclear waste glasses
have received much less attention so far.
Previous experimental studies demonstrated that the segregation rate of the crystal-
line phases, and hence the solubility of molybdenum, can be inﬂuenced by the chemical
composition of the glass host. For instance, MAS NMR and Raman spectroscopy stud-
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ies247,249 revealed that when B2O3 concentration increases, Na cations move from their
sites near non-bridging oxygen atoms to preferentially bind to BO4 tetrahedra. This
modiﬁcation of the distribution of the Na cations within the glass led to a modiﬁcation
in the nature of molybdate crystals formed during melt cooling, as the volume frac-
tion of CaMoO4 crystals became larger while the volume fraction of Na2MoO4 became
smaller.
It is crucial to design glasses in which the formation of the molybdate crystals
is suppressed in order to maximise the waste disposal eﬃciency. In this thesis, ab
initio Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulations are performed in order to
model the local atomic structure of molybdenum in lithium sodium and calcium sodium
borosilicate glasses and investigate the eﬀect of ionic and covalent components on the
glass structure and the formation of the crystallisation precursors. The structural motifs
of the molybdenum short-range ordering provide a direct insight on the yellow phase
formation and evaluate the solubility of Mo cations in the simulated nuclear glasses.
The results from the BOMD simulations are compared to experimental data and the
structural eﬀects determined by the inclusion of the molybdenum cations in the glass
structures are also discussed in the context of the bond valence model.
4.2 Computational details
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations have previously been used, with some con-
siderable success, to model the structural properties of pure silica and alkali silicate
glasses,243,250253 as well as, sodium borosilicate glass240 and bio-active phosphate
glasses.254257 This approach enables accurate modelling of many-body systems and
it can account for switching chemical bonds in the modelled structure. It is noted that
reliable atomistic models of nuclear glasses are very limited in the literature, as clas-
sical MD simulations are hampered by the lack of reliable force ﬁelds able to describe
the complex interactions in multicomponent borosilicate glass compositions.258 Hence,
BOMD, despite being computationally expensive, as compared to classical MD, is the
computational method of choice in this chapter, to eﬃciently probe the various hetero-
geneous local environments found in nuclear waste glasses and provide insight into the
solubility of Mo cations from the atomistic level.
Two systems with composition (SiO2)57.5 · (B2O3)10 · (Na2O)15 · (CaO)15 · (MoO3)2.5
and (SiO2)57.3 · (B2O3)20 · (Na2O)6.8 · (Li2O)13.4 · (MoO3)2.5, which thereafter referred
as BNCM and BNLM respectively, were modelled using periodic boundary conditions.
The molar composition of the BNCM glass is based on nuclear waste glass compositions
that have been previously studied experimentally.249 In order to investigate the eﬀect
of the chemical nature and composition of the glass host on the local atomic structure
of Mo and its solubility in the borosilicate glass network the molar composition of B2O3
is increased, the concentration of Na2O is decreased and the CaO is substituted with
Li2O, resulting in the BNLM composition. It is noted that the BNLM glass is based on
the SLNB20 borosilicate glass studied in the chapter 3 of this thesis, and corresponds
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to a good candidate for the purpose of this study, as the SiO2 concentration is the
same, the B2O3 is double, the Na2O is almost half and the Li2O is at similar levels
with respect to the molar compositions of the individual oxides in the BNCM glass.
The concentration of MoO3 is the same in both glasses in order to avoid eﬀects due to
compositional dependence of the molybdenum.
The starting conﬁgurations were generated by placing atoms randomly in a cubic
simulation box with imposed constraints to avoid un-physically close separations. The
total number of atoms in the BNCM glass is 202 (38 Si, 12 B, 20 Na, 10 Ca, 2 Mo and
120 O), while in the BNLM glass it is 226 (38 Si, 26 B, 8 Na, 18 Li, 2 Mo and 134 O). The
densities were calculated for the mixed alkali alkaline-earth and mixed alkali borosilicate
glasses before the addition of the MoO3, following the approach described in section 3.2
in this thesis. For the calcium sodium borosilicate glass structure, the calculated value of
the density was 2.59 g/cm3, which is in very good agreement with the experimental value
(2.62 g/cm3).259 For the exact composition of the simulated mixed alkali borosilicate
glass in this study there are no experimental density measurements available, however,
the calculated density of this glass composition (2.39 g/cm3) is in good agreement
with experimental densities (2.43 - 2.47 g/cm3) for lithium sodium borosilicate glasses
of similar molar composition.226 The densities of the modelled Mo-containing nuclear
waste glasses, BNCM and BNLM, were not obtainable experimentally, nor available via
glass property modelling databases. Hence, the eﬀect on the density of incorporating
Mo to the two glass compositions was estimated by performing a cell optimisation using
variable cell BOMD with a timestep of 1 fs and a convergence threshold of 0.1 kbar for
the components of the stress tensor, and the simulation cell sizes, 13.61 Å and 13.90
Å for BNCM and BNLM respectively, were chosen to match the calculated densities of
the two modelled systems.
The BOMD simulations were carried out using the CP2K code.181 The electronic
structure was treated through the DFT Kohn-Sham formulation164 using the GGA with
the PBE exchange-correlation functionals.171 The Gaussian basis set employed for all
the atomic species was a double− ζ basis set with polarisation functions (DV ZP )231 in
conjunction with the GTH pseudopotential.187 The plane-wave cutoﬀ was 700 Ry and
the MD timestep was 2 fs. The glass structures were generated using a melt-and-quench
approach. The canonical ensemble was applied and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat chain,
with a relaxation constant 0.1 ps, was chosen to control the temperature ﬂuctuations.
For each composition, the initial conﬁguration was heated up at 2300 K with a 25
ps BOMD run to ensure that the system was melted and well equilibrated at this
temperature. The molten structure was subsequently cooled using a stepwise process,
consisting of a series of nine NV T BOMD runs of 10 ps each, with target temperatures
set to 2000 K, 1800 K, 1600 K, 1400 K, 1200 K, 1000 K, 800 K, 600 K and 300 K. At 300
K the structure was further equilibrated for 10 ps, followed by a ﬁnal BOMD production
run of 10 ps, to sample the trajectories at every step and collect the structural data.
This computational scheme corresponds to a total simulation time of 135 ps and a
nominal cooling rate of around 20 K/ps.
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Cooling rates of this order of magnitude have been used in previous simulation
studies, using ab initio molecular dynamics,240,255257,260,261 in order to prepare accurate
structural models of glasses that are in agreement with experimental results. It is noted
that the ﬁxed volume approach for the melt-and-quench process will generate a glass
structure with high ﬁnal pressure in the cell. In general, ﬁxing the simulation cell
volume to match the target-glass density throughout the melt-and-quench is a robust
approach, employed and well tested in prior modelling studies in order to obtain models
representative of the experimental structures. It also avoids complications due to the
volume ﬂuctuation and, thus, reduces equilibration time, which is particularly important
in resource demanding DFT simulations. However, this approach results in residual
pressure and stress. Energy minimisation, geometry optimisation and cell optimisation
calculations were performed in the ﬁnal glass structure at 300 K in order to calculate
the residual pressure in the glass models and determine its eﬀect on the ﬁnal cell volume
of the simulated structures. The results shown in Table 4.1 indicate that relaxation of
the cell has an eﬀect on the density of the BNCM glass but the diﬀerence is comparable
to the DFT error, while almost no diﬀerence in the ﬁnal glass volume after relaxation
for the BNLM composition was observed. Consequently, this residual pressure does not
aﬀect the quality of the calculations, since the eﬀect of the cell relaxation is small on
the volume of both glass compositions.
Table 4.1: Calculation of the pressure and the volume of the cell for the two simulated
glass structures before and after relaxation.
Type of calculation Residual pressure (kbar) Cell volume (Å3)
BNCM BNLM BNCM BNLM
Energy minimisation -17.75 -4.57 2715.87 2687.36
Geometry optimisation -8.68 -2.98 2715.87 2687.36
Cell & geometry optimisation 0.05 0.04 2671.59 2678.48
During the melt of the modelled systems a small drift in the total energy was re-
corded. The structures were melted and equilibrated with a 25 ps BOMD run and an
increase of ≈ 5 eV in the total energy was observed over this period of time for both
compositions (4.81 eV and 5.35 eV in BNLM and BNCM glasses respectively). In order
to validate the performance of the timestep that used for the simulations, the initial
conﬁguration of the BNLM composition was heated up at the same temperature (2300
K) with a 20 ps AIMD run using 1 fs as timestep, and an increase of ≈ 4 eV was observed
in the total energy over this period of time in this case. Although, a smaller timestep
leads to a decrease in the drift of the total energy, this does not diﬀer greatly from the
one observed with the 2 fs, as in higher temperatures the narrowing of the band gap
causes a drift in the kinetic energy which cannot be avoided. It is noted that the choice
of the timestep is related to the whole melt-and-quench protocol and the relatively high
value of 2 fs that used for the BOMD simulations is compensated with the slow cooling
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rate applied to generate the glass structures.
4.3 Results of calculations & Discussion
4.3.1 Short-range order of network formers
Silicon and boron atoms have the role of the network formers in the polymerised network
of the nuclear glasses.20 The local environments around Si and B were analysed through
the pairwise radial distribution functions, g(r), shown in ﬁgure 4.1 for the BNLM glass.
In both glass compositions, Si was found to be 96% 4-coordinated and 4% 5-coordinated
to oxygen atoms with an average Si−O interatomic distance of 1.64 Å. The typical
measurements from the literature for the Si−O bond length are 1.58 - 1.64 Å for a broad
range of silicate glasses, and speciﬁcally in borosilicate glasses, Cormier et al.233 reported
a Si−O interatomic distance of 1.60 Å. The average B−O interatomic distance was
calculated 1.40 Å and 1.41 Å in the BNCM and BNLM simulated glasses respectively,
while the average coordination number was 3.4 for both glass compositions. However,
further analysis of the glass models shows that B ions have two diﬀerent coordination
environments within each glass structure. 3- and 4-coordinated B ions were found to
exist simultaneously in both glasses in the form of BO3 triangles and BO4 tetrahedra
respectively. Majérus et al.235 measured the B−O bond length in nuclear glasses 1.38
Å and 1.47 Å for 3- and 4-coordinated B atoms respectively.
Figure 4.1: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the network former−oxygen in-
teratomic distances for Si and B atoms in the simulated lithium sodium borosilicate
nuclear glass (BNLM composition). It is noted that, the g(r) functions are almost in-
distinguishable for the BNCM and BNLM glass models.
It is also noted that the calculated results presented in this thesis are in very good
agreement with a previous modelling study in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses, as
Connely et al.234 reported for Si and B similar interatomic distances, 1.58 Å and 1.41
Å for Si−O and B−O respectively, and coordination numbers 4 and 3.5 for Si and
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B respectively. A recent ﬁrst principles simulation study reported also 7.5% 5-fold
coordinated Si for sodium borosilicate glass.240
The O−Si−O bond angle distribution, g(θ), shown in ﬁgure 4.2 for the BNLM glass,
provides further information about the ﬁrst coordination shell of Si atoms in the glass
structure. The peak of the distribution is located at 108.5◦, close to the tetrahedral
angle (109.5◦), which is indicative of the formation of near perfect SiO4 tetrahedra in
the simulated glass structure. The O−B−O g(θ) for both compositions are shown also
in ﬁgure 4.2, and reveal further details about the structure of the B environment in the
two glass models. In BNCM glass, the O−B−O g(θ) exhibits two almost equivalent
peaks at 110.5◦ and 121.5◦, which along with the average coordination number of 3.4
indicate that B ions have ﬂexible local environment within the BNCM glass forming
triangles and tetrahedra. On the contrary, in BNLM glass the O−B−O g(θ) has only
one peak at 110.5◦, which suggests that B ions have a stronger preference for tetrahedral
local environment in the lithium sodium borosilicate (BNLM) glass model. However, it
is noted that the large width of the g(θ) in BNLM glass, along with the coordination
number of 3.4, indicate that the modelled system contains also distorted, i.e., non-planar
3-coordinated B ions.
Figure 4.2: Oxygen−network former−oxygen bond angle distributions for Si atoms in
BNLM glass, and for B atoms in BNCM and BNLM compositions. Tetrahedral local
geometry for Si atoms in their ﬁrst coordination shell within the BNLM glass. Boron
is present in planar (g(θ) ≈ 120◦) and tetrahedral (g(θ) ≈ 109.5◦) environments within
both glass structures. It is noted that, the O−Si−O g(θ) are indistinguishable for the
BNLM and BNCM glass models.
4.3.2 Short-range order of Ca, Li and Na
Structural analysis for the short-range ordering of the alkali and alkaline-earth cations
was also performed through the pairwise radial distribution functions, g(r), shown in
ﬁgure 4.3. The average oxygen interatomic distances for the three cations are Ca−O =
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2.30 Å, Li−O = 1.94 Å and Na−O = 2.34 Å and 2.39 Å in the BNCM and BNLM sim-
ulated glasses respectively, while the average oxygen coordination numbers around Ca,
Li and Na ions were found to be 5.8, 4.1 and 5.6 (in BNCM)/6.7 (in BNLM) respect-
ively. A previous modelling study in lithium sodium borosilicate glasses234 reported
an average Li−O interatomic distance of 2.07 Å with an average oxygen coordination
number 3.5, while a neutron diﬀraction study in lithium silicate glasses7 reported 4-
coordinated Li atoms and an Li− O interatomic distance of 1.99 Å. The Na−O bond
length was calculated in borosilicate glasses 2.2 - 2.55 Å by Cormier et al.,233 and 2.82
Å by Connelly et al.234, with an average oxygen coordination number for Na cations
8 in both studies. Finally, Michel et al.259 measured the Ca−O interatomic distance
2.35 Å in nuclear glass compositions. Overall, the calculated values of the bond lengths
and oxygen coordination numbers, presented in this thesis, for the alkali and alkaline-
earth cations in the two modelled compositions are in very good agreement with prior
experimental and modelling studies from the literature.
Figure 4.3: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the alkaline-earth (Ca)−oxygen and
the alkali (Na and Li)−oxygen interatomic distances in the BNCM and BNLM simulated
compositions. The Na−O bond length is slightly longer in the BNLM glass than that in
the BNCM glass.
The O−cation−O bond angle distributions, g(θ), shown in ﬁgure 4.4 for the two
simulated glass compositions, further highlight the structure of the coordination shell
of Ca, Li and Na ions and give information about the connection of the cations with the
oxygen species within the glass structures. A peak in the g(θ) at ≈ 90◦ is due to the
bonding between the cation and two non-bridging oxygen atoms (NBO−cation−NBO)
belonging to diﬀerent chains of tetrahedra in the borosilicate network. A peak in the
g(θ) at ≈ 60◦ originates from the linkages of the cation to two bridging oxygen atoms
(BO−cation−BO) or one bridging and one non-bridging oxygen (BO−cation−NBO)
belonging to the same tetrahedron.256,262
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Figure 4.4: Oxygen−cation−oxygen bond angle distributions for Ca, Na and Li cations
in the BNCM and BNLM simulated glass structures. Na and Ca cations have an octa-
hedral geometry in their ﬁrst coordination shell within both glass compositions, while Li
cations form LiO4 tetrahedra in the BNLM glass.
In O−Ca−O g(θ) function there is one main peak located at 83.5◦, which indicates
that the distribution is dominated by the NBO−Ca−NBO contribution. The combined
information of the average oxygen coordination number (≈ 6.0) together with the peak
at the g(θ) (at ≈ 90◦) suggests that the ﬁrst coordination shell of the Ca ions has a
strong preference for the octahedral geometry in the BNCM glass. The O−Li−O g(θ)
function feature two peaks located at 68.5◦ and 106.5◦. The intensity of the second
peak is stronger than that of the ﬁrst peak and its value is quite close to the tetrahedral
value. Hence, together with the 4-coordinated Li ions found in the BNLM composition,
this suggests that there is formation of LiO4 tetrahedra in the glass structure. In
O−Na−O g(θ) functions there are also two peaks, which are located at 58.5◦/86.5◦ and
57.5◦/99.5◦ in the BNCM and BNLM compositions respectively. The Na cations tend
to form octahedra in both glass structures, but the connection of the cation with the
oxygen species changes. The intensity of the ﬁrst peak for the g(θ) function in the
BNLM glass is stronger than that of the respective peak in the BNCM composition,
which indicates that Na cations have a stronger preference to connect with two bridging
oxygen atoms or one bridging and one non-bridging oxygen of the same SiO4 and/or
BO4 tetrahedron within the BNLM glass.
The average oxygen interatomic distances and the corresponding oxygen coordin-
ation numbers for Si, B, Ca, Li and Na in the BNCM and BNLM simulated glass
structures are summarised in Table 4.2.
4.3.3 Local environments of Mo
The local environment around the Mo cations was characterised in the BNCM and
BNLM compositions using the pairwise radial distribution functions, gMo−O(r), shown
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Table 4.2: Average oxygen interatomic distances and average oxygen coordination num-
bers for the network formers (Si and B), and the alkaline-earth (Ca) and alkali (Li and
Na) cations in the BNCM and BNLM simulated glass structures. The bond lengths cor-
respond to the ﬁrst peak position of the respective pairwise radial distribution functions,
while the coordination numbers were calculated from the integration of this peak for each
species.
Bond length (Å) Coordination number
Atom pair BNCM BNLM BNCM BNLM
Si−O 1.64 1.64 4.04 4.04
B−O 1.40 1.41 3.4 3.4
Ca−O 2.30 − 5.8 −
Li−O − 1.94 − 4.1
Na−O 2.34 2.39 5.6 6.7
in ﬁgure 4.5. The ﬁrst peak of the distribution function gives information about the
ﬁrst coordination shell of the Mo cations in the two nuclear glasses modelled in this
thesis. It can be observed that in BNCM composition the g(r) has one clear peak
which corresponds to an average bond length Mo−O = 1.75 Å, whereas in BNLM
glass the g(r) exhibits two distinct peaks in the ﬁrst coordination shell. The strongest
peak corresponds to a Mo−O bond length of 1.75 Å, as in the BNCM glass structure,
and the other sharp peak corresponds to a Mo−O bond length of 1.94 Å. The average
oxygen coordination number around the Mo cations was found to be 4.0 and 4.2 for
the BNCM and BNLM glasses respectively, and thus, the molybdenum ions are mainly
4-fold coordinated to oxygen atoms in the simulated glass structures.
Figure 4.5: Pairwise radial distribution functions for the molybdenum−oxygen in-
teratomic distances in the BNCM and BNLM simulated compositions. The maxima
at 1.75 Å coincide for the two glass models. In BNLM glass the g(r) manifests a second
peak in the ﬁrst coordination environment located at 1.94 Å.
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It is noted that the same cutoﬀ, 2.2 Å, which corresponds to the local minima of
the distributions, was used to calculate the integral of the ﬁrst peak of the Mo−O g(r)
for each glass model, in order to avoid dependence on the cutoﬀ to the calculation of
the coordination number and be able to make a comparison between the two modelled
compositions. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the selected value for the cutoﬀ,
the same analysis for larger cutoﬀ was performed, and no signiﬁcant changes for the
calculated coordination numbers was observed, as for 2.7 Å cutoﬀ, which corresponds
to the value g(r) goes to zero, the coordination numbers were found to be 4.1 and 4.3
for the BNCM and BNLM glasses respectively. Hence, the local minimum value that
was used for the calculations covers with success the whole ﬁrst coordination shell for
both structures and is suﬃcient for the calculation of the coordination numbers.
The bond angle distribution, g(θ), can provide further information about the struc-
ture of the ﬁrst coordination shell of the Mo cations. The O−Mo−O g(θ) function for
the BNLM composition is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.6, and it can be seen that there is one
main peak located at 102.5◦, which has the higher intensity in the distribution and is rel-
atively close to the value of the perfect tetrahedron (109.5◦). The combined information
of the average oxygen coordination number and the g(θ) indicates that the coordination
environment of Mo cations in the simulated nuclear glasses has a strong preference to
tetrahedral geometry, resulting in the formation of MoO4 molybdate tetrahedra.
Figure 4.6: Oxygen−molybdenum−oxygen bond angle distribution in the BNLM simu-
lated glass structure. The distribution shows three peaks and one shoulder. The main
peak corresponds well to the tetrahedral coordination, and hence the Mo cations have
a preference to the tetrahedral local geometry in their ﬁrst coordination shell, forming
MoO4, in agreement with experimental data.
The calculated values, presented in this thesis, for the local atomic structure of Mo
cation in the two simulated compositions are in very good agreement with EXAFS and
XANES studies in nuclear borosilicate glasses.104,246,247 The EXAFS data acquired from
high level nuclear waste glasses with similar compositions245 reveal an analogous picture
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for the molybdenum local environment, as these data demonstrate that Mo cations are
4-coordinated to oxygen with an average Mo−O interatomic distance of 1.76 - 1.78 Å,
which leads to the formation of MoO4 tetrahedrally coordinated species.
The values of bond length, coordination number and bond angle for the Mo cation
in the BNCM and BNLM simulated glass structures are summarised in Table 4.3. It is
noted that the molar composition of MoO3 (2.5 %) in the two simulated glasses corres-
ponds to 2 Mo atoms for ≈ 200 atoms simulation cell. Consequently, due to the small
number of Mo cations in the periodic cell, the amount of data is insuﬃcient for accurate
statistical representation of the local atomic structure of Mo. Nevertheless, these results
are suﬃcient in order to distinguish between diﬀerent types of Mo local environment. In
addition, the results of the simulations are in very good agreement with experimental
data, which validates the accuracy of the calculations for the two glass models and,
therefore, these structures are treated as representative for the purpose of this study. It
is also noted that accumulating reliable statistics for such systems requires either a large
number of simulations and/or simulations of large system. However, modelling of dis-
ordered systems containing low concentration dopants is computationally demanding,
as ab initio molecular dynamics simulations are very expensive, and only the available
computational resources limit the size of the glass models.
Table 4.3: Analysis of the molybdenum ﬁrst coordination shell, through the bond length,
coordination number and bond angle, and comparison between the two simulated glass
structures.
Composition Mo−O (Å) Coordination number O−Mo−O (◦)
BNCM 1.75 4 103.5
BNLM 1.75 & 1.94 4.2 102.5
The MoO4 tetrahedral formation within the glass structure, and also its connection
with the other species in the BNCM composition, is shown in ﬁgure 4.7. The atomistic
structure reveals that the molybdate tetrahedron is located in a region surrounded by
alkali (Na) and alkaline-earth (Ca) cations and it is not linked directly to the borosilicate
network. This speciﬁc structural position within cationic domains and the absence of
connectivity with the polymerised glass network explains the low solubility of Mo in
nuclear waste glasses and the possible phase separation of a yellow phase consisting of
sodium or calcium molybdates.
The local environment of the Mo cation in the BNLM glass model is shown in
ﬁgure 4.8. For the 4-coordinated Mo cation, two of the Mo−O bonds are due to the
ﬁrst peak in the g(r), which corresponds to a shorter interatomic distance, whereas
the two other bonds correspond to the second peak at the larger interatomic distance.
This picture conﬁrms that for average Mo−O interatomic distances of ≈ 1.75 - 1.78
Å, the molybdate tetrahedra do not link to network formers within the glass structure.
However, the longer Mo−O bond lengths, which are possible in the BNLM composition,
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Figure 4.7: Tetrahedral coordination environment of the Mo cation and location within
the glass network in the calcium sodium borosilicate (BNCM) simulated composition.
The MoO4 tetrahedron is surrounded by Na and Ca cations, there is no connectivity
with the borosilicate network and the molybdate unit is linked to the rest of the host
lattice via the ionic bonds only. Light gray ball is Mo, blue ball is Si, green ball is B,
light blue ball is Ca, yellow ball is Na and red ball is O.
enable the MoO4 tetrahedron to connect with Si and B atoms and incorporate, partially,
into the borosilicate glass network.
4.3.4 Validation of the Mo−O− linkages
The bond valence model263 was used to further investigate the Mo−O− linkages with
the network formers and the alkali and alkaline-earth cations in the BNCM and BNLM







where R0 = 1.907 Å is the bond valence parameter for an oxidation state of 6+ for
the Mo cation, d(Mo − O) is the molybdenum−oxygen interatomic distance and b is
a constant (b = 0.37 Å).264,265 According to this model, the sum of the bond valences
relative to an oxygen atom must be less than or equal to the theoretical value of 2.0
valence units.
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Figure 4.8: Tetrahedral local environment of the Mo cation and connection with the other
species in the lithium sodium borosilicate (BNLM) simulated glass structure. The MoO4
tetrahedron is located closer to the network formers (Si and B atoms), and the longer
Mo−O bonds enable the partial connection of the molybdate unit with the polymerised
network of the glass. Light gray ball is Mo, blue ball is Si, green ball is B, orange ball is
Li, yellow ball is Na and red ball is O.
The Mo−O−Si linkage in ﬁgure 4.8 corresponds to Mo−O = 1.97 Å and, based on
the equation 4.1, the bond valence is SMo−O = 0.84 v.u.. The sum of the bond valences
for this particular oxygen is SMo−O + SSi−O = 1.84 v.u. < 2.0 v.u., assuming that
for the 4-coordinated Si atom the bond valence is SSi−O = 1.0 v.u..266 The Mo−O−B
linkage in ﬁgure 4.8 corresponds to Mo−O = 1.92 Å and the relative bond valences
are SMo−O = 0.98 v.u. and SB−O = 0.77 v.u. for the 3-coordinated B atom,266 which
results in a sum of the bond valences 1.75 v.u. < 2.0 v.u.. In both cases, the Pauling's
stability rules267 are fulﬁlled, as the sum of the bond valences is less than 2.0 v.u. for
the oxygen between Mo and Si or B respectively, and therefore the speciﬁc oxygen atom
will not be over-bonded. Consequently, the molybdenum−oxygen linkages with the
network formers are not forbidden within the glass network of the BNLM composition
for the larger Mo−O interatomic distances, which are possible in the ﬁrst coordination
shell of Mo cations in this glass model.
For the two shorter Mo−O bonds (1.73 Å) in ﬁgure 4.8 the calculated bond valence
is SMo−O = 1.61 v.u.. The molybdenum−oxygen linkages with Si and B in these cases
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are forbidden as the sum of the bond valences would be 2.61 and 2.38 v.u. respectively,
which are much larger than 2.0 v.u. for the oxygen between the cations. In such
a situation the oxygen atom would be over-bonded, so for these shorter interatomic
distances the oxygen from the Mo−O bond is connected to an alkali cation (Li or Na).
In the BNCM composition the calculated SMo−O bond valence for the average Mo−O
interatomic distance (1.75 Å) also results in a sum of bond valences larger than 2.0
v.u. for the oxygen atom, which leads again to forbidden connections with the network
formers within the glass structure, and results in an MoO4 tetrahedron isolated from
the polymerised network.
The mean of the SMo−O bond valences for the 4-coordinated Mo cation can be also
used to estimate the oxidation state, and based on this approach, the Mo cation in
the BNCM glass was found to have an oxidation state +6, whereas Mo in the BNLM
composition has a redox oxidation state, +5. Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra
of alkali borosilicate nuclear waste glasses, containing 1% mol MoO3, melted under re-
ducing conditions,268,269 demonstrate that at least partial reduction of the oxidation
state of Mo cations has occurred. Moreover, ESR studies in calcium sodium borosilic-
ate glasses246,268271 have revealed that even under oxidising conditions some of the
molybdenum is present as Mo3+ or Mo5+.
4.3.5 Eﬀect of glass composition on Mo local environments
The alkali and alkaline-earth cations have a multiple role within the borosilicate net-
work as they can act as network modiﬁers20 and charge compensators.245 Classical MD
simulations in alumino-borosilicate glasses show that most of the Na cations charge
compensate network forming Al or B atoms. These calculations have been recently
improved by a combination of MD and reverse Monte Carlo calculations based on wide
angle X-ray scattering.233
In the two nuclear glasses modelled in this thesis, the Ca and Li cations exhibit
diﬀerent coordination environments within the simulated glass structures, while Na
cations seems to have diﬀerent role in the BNCM composition than that in the BNLM
glass.
In BNCM glass Na and Ca cations have a pure network modifying role. The boro-
silicate network is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed as the cations break the bonds between the
Si/B and O atoms, and the alkali and alkaline-earth cations tend to cluster within
the glass structure, forming the domains in which the molybdate tetrahdron prefers to
locate (see ﬁgure 4.7). In addition, the B atoms are mainly 3-coordinated within the
BNCM glass and, hence, the crystalline molybdate units will form as a result of the
higher availability of modiﬁer cations in presence of majority 3-coordinated boron, as
the only charge compensating cations that can be found around the MoO4 tetrahedron
to stabilise its negative charge are Na and Ca ions.
On the contrary, in BNLM composition the tetrahedral local geometry for the B
atoms is more favourable within the glass structure. In this glass model the Na−O bond
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length elongates (from 2.34 Å in BNCM to 2.39 Å in BNLM) and the Na cations move
from positions near non-bridging oxygen atoms to positions near BO4 tetrahedra to act
as charge compensators. Consequently, the number of Na cations able to compensate
the MoO4 tetrahedra strongly decreases, and the depolymerised regions in which the
MoO4 units are usually located become depleted in Na when the B2O3 concentration
increases and the Na2O decreases. The Li cations, according to their ﬁrst coordination
environment, seems to act as pseudo-network formers within the BNLM glass structure,
and thus, the replacement of CaO for Li2O oxide leads to less depolymerisation of the
borosilicate network, allowing the MoO4 tetrahedron to approach closer to Si and B
atoms and, hence, increasing in that way the possibility of incorporation.
It is noted that the results presented in this thesis are consistent with previous
experimental studies of sodium calcium borosilicate nuclear glasses containing MoO3, in
which, structural investigations by MAS NMR and Raman spectroscopy247,249 revealed
that increasing the B2O3 concentration in the composition of the glass strongly modiﬁes
the distribution of Na cations within the glass structure, which leads to an evolution of
the nature of molybdates that can crystallise during melt cooling.
4.4 Summary & Conclusions
In this chapter two models of nuclear waste glasses with diﬀerent molar compositions
were studied by means of ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, in order to invest-
igate the dependence of the Mo local environment on the chemical nature and molar
composition of the nuclear glass.
Detailed information about the local atomic structure around the network formers
(Si and B atoms) and the alkali (Li and Na) and alkaline-earth (Ca) cations was ob-
tained from the calculations, and the results are in very good agreement with previous
modelling and experimental studies in borosilicate glasses, providing a good validation
for the simulated glass structures in this thesis.
The Mo cations were found to exist in a tetrahedral environment forming almost
perfect MoO4 in both glass models. The position of the ﬁrst peak in the Mo−O pair-
wise radial distribution function is at 1.75 Å for both compositions. However, in the
BNLM glass the g(r) manifests a second sharp peak in the ﬁrst coordination shell, which
corresponds to a larger interatomic distance, 1.94 Å, resolving a qualitatively diﬀerent
type of Mo bonding with the neighbouring oxygen atoms.
Detailed structural analysis demonstrated that the MoO4 tetrahedron exhibit diﬀer-
ent structural positions within the glass network in the BNCM and BNLM compositions,
coupled also with the electronic state of the Mo species. In BNCM composition the
MoO4 unit is isolated from the borosilicate glass network and is located in a depolymer-
ised region of the glass structure surrounded by alkali and alkaline-earth cations. The
shorter Mo−O bonds in this simulated structure results in +6 oxidation state for the
Mo cation, which is indicative for the crystallisation of the molybdate tetrahedron. In
contrast, in BNLM composition the MoO4 tetrahedron is located closer to the network
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formers and there is connectivity of the molybdate unit with the polymerised glass net-
work. The longer Mo−O bonds in BNLM glass result in a redox state, Mo+5, at room
temperature for the molybdenum in this composition, which enables the connection of
the MoO4 tetrahedron with the borosilicate glass network. Thus, reducing the valency
of the Mo cation could both eliminate the formation of the isolated alkali/alkaline-earth
molybdates and increase the solubility of Mo cation in the borosilicate glass network
by reducing the ﬁeld strength around the cation.
Atomistic simulations are able to provide atomistic pictures of the glass structures
and detailed insight into compositional-atomic structure relationships. In the two nuc-
lear waste glasses modelled in this thesis, it seems that the stability of the Mo cation
in the polymerised glass network is correlated to the glass composition. The structural
data from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, together with the bond valence
model, suggest that increasing the B2O3 concentration, decreasing the Na2O concen-
tration and replacing of CaO for Li2O oxide will decrease the tendency to form yellow
phase within the glass structure and, hence, enhance the solubility of Mo cation in the
glass network.272
5 | Structure and ionic diﬀusion of
alkaline-earth ions in mixed cation
silicate glasses
5.1 Introduction
Amorphous silica doped with alkali and alkaline-earth ions is used for various applica-
tions and forms the basis for a wide range of commercially available products, including
window glasses, solid electrolytes and glasses used for nuclear waste disposal. The addi-
tion of ions aﬀects the structural, dynamical and transport properties of the host silica
glass and, thus, enables tailoring of its characteristics to a diverse range of applications.
The structure of sodium calcium silicate glass has been modelled using molecular
dynamics for several concentrations of the cation impurities.198,232,273 The Ca species
were found to modify the silica structure in a similar way to Na. The coordination
number of Ca is about six, while the O−Ca−O bond angle distribution shows that
its coordination polyhedron is a reasonably regular octahedron. A combination of the
bond length data and the bond angle distribution suggests that the modiﬁer cations
are connected to BO of a single SiO4 tetrahedron, while the NBO are preferentially
bonded to Ca rather than to Na ions due to its larger ﬁeld strength. The medium-
range order of these glass structures remains unchanged and seems to be unaﬀected
by the molar composition of the sodium and calcium oxides. Mixed alkali/alkaline-
earth silicate glasses containing Na, Ca and Sr for several molar compositions have been
studied using neutron diﬀraction, reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modelling and vibrational
spectroscopy techniques.274 The local environments of Ca and Na were again similar
in these modelled systems, whereas the short-range order of Sr was diﬀerent from the
other cations, probably due to its slightly larger ionic radius. In addition, the structural
analysis highlights that the replacement of Ca by Na opens up the glass structure, which
was attributed to the fact that the Ca2+ ions are replaced by twice as many Na+ ions.
Experimental research has revealed that mixed alkali/alkaline-earth silicate glasses
exhibit mixed cation eﬀects, which are manifested in the diﬀusion of the both alkali and
alkaline-earth cations. For example, in sodium calcium silicate glasses, the mobility of
both Na and Ca increases when CaO is partially substituted by Na2O. The increase
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in the number of cation sites leads to the structure modiﬁcation described above and
results in the formation of additional diﬀusion pathways. In turn, this enhances diﬀusion
of both Na+ and Ca2+ ions, since Ca2+ ions may make use of the empty Na+ sites.
In other words, Na+ ions stimulate diﬀusion of the Ca2+ ions. Consequently, when an
alkali and an alkaline-earth ion are mixed together, a kind of inverse mixed mobile ion
eﬀect occurs, referred to as "the mixed alkali/alkaline-earth anomaly".275 It is noted
that Ca2+ ions seems to be less mobile that Na+ ions due to the higher ﬁeld strength
of their bond with the oxygen atoms within the glass structure. In silicate glasses
containing an alkali and several alkaline-earth cations, for instance Na, Ca and Sr, a
mixed alkaline-earth eﬀect, similar to the mixed alkali eﬀect, is found, such that the
mobility of the alkaline-earth ions is lower in the mixed composition than in the single
alkaline-earth glass.47
The most interesting compositions in terms of the anomalous mobilities of the
alkaline-earth ions are A2O−2MO−4SiO2, in which A is an alkali and M is an alkaline-
earth cation. A combination of experiments, such as radio tracer diﬀusion techniques,
dynamic mechanical loss spectroscopy and conductivity measurements, gives a thorough
picture of the alkaline-earth diﬀusion in these mixed cation glasses.36,276279 These meas-
urements reveal a distinct correlation between the alkaline-earth cation mobility and the
ratio of the alkaline-earth cation radius to that of the alkali cation. The alkaline-earth
ions are more mobile if this ratio is close to unity, i.e. when the alkali and alkaline-earth
ions in the glass structure are of similar size. In spite of extensive experimental studies,
understanding of atomic scale processes resulting in the enhancement or suppression of
the alkaline-earth cation diﬀusion is lacking and modelling studies have been limited
to RMC modelling of compositions with particular combinations of the cations (Na/Ca
and Na/Sr silicate glasses).274
In this thesis, classical MD simulations are used to investigate the mixed cation
eﬀects observed experimentally in A2O−2MO−4SiO2 compositions in order to under-
stand the eﬀect of the type of the cations on the structural, vibrational and transport
properties of the alkaline-earth ions in the glass structure. Detailed analysis of the
short- and medium-range order, as well as of the short-time dynamical behaviour, of
the alkaline-earth cations is presented. The mobility of the alkaline-earth ions is ex-
amined through the calculation of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients and, hence, the activation
energy for diﬀusion of the cations is evaluated in each simulated structure. The results
from the MD simulations are compared to experimental data and they are also discussed
in the context of a theoretical model proposed by Kirchheim in order to describe the
trends in the mobility of the alkaline-earth ions in the simulated glasses.
5.2 Computational details
A series of nine mixed cation silicate glasses of the composition A2O−2MO−4SiO2 with
all possible combinations of A = Li, Na, K and M = Ca, Sr, Ba, was modelled using
periodic boundary conditions. The total number of atoms of each type was: A = 494, M
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= 494, Si = 987 and O = 2715, and it was kept the same in every glass in order to avoid
compositional dependence and focus on the eﬀect of the type of the alkaline-earth cation
on the calculating properties. The atoms were placed randomly in a cubic simulation
box with imposed constraints to avoid non physically small interatomic distances, and
the cell size was calculated from the experimental density for each structure.276279 The
various glass compositions in terms of the alkali/alkaline-earth cations combination, the
density and the simulation box size for every modelled structure are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: The combination of the alkali and alkaline-earth cations in the
A2O−2MO−4SiO2 composition, experimental density of each glass and the correspond-
ing simulation box size of the modelled systems. The total number of atoms in each
structure is 4690.










The pairwise potential model developed by Pedone et al.197 (see equation 2.62)
and described in section 2.7 was employed for the calculations. The DL_POLY classic
package230 was used for the MD simulations and the velocity Verlet algorithm was
applied for the integration of the equations of motion with a timestep of 1 fs. The
Coulomb interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation method151 with a
precision of 10−6. The cut oﬀ for the short-range interactions was set to 8 Å.
The glass structures were generated using a melt-and-quench approach. The ca-
nonical ensemble was applied to keep the density of the simulated glass close to the
experimental value. The Berendsen thermostat was used to control the temperature
ﬂuctuations with a relaxation constant 0.1 ps. The system was heated up gradually in
steps of 500 K with a 25 ps MD run at each temperature. The molten structure was
equilibrated at 6500 K using ﬁrst the NV T and then the NV E ensembles with 400
ps MD run in total in order to ensure that the structure was well equilibrated at this
temperature. The system was subsequently cooled using a uniform stepwise process,
with temperature decrements of -200 K and 60 ps NV T runs at each temperature, until
the temperature of the system reached 300 K. A further 200 ps NV T run was carried
out at 300 K, followed by a 200 ps NV E run in order to equilibrate the structure
and collect the data for the structural analysis. This quench scheme corresponds to a
cooling rate of ≈ 3 K/ps and the total simulation time was about 3 ns. The atomic
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trajectories were collected every 50 steps during the last 40 ps of the ﬁnal NV E run and
the structural data were averaged over these 800 conﬁgurations. It is noted that for the
calculation of the velocity auto-correlation functions the trajectories were saved every
timestep (40000 conﬁgurations) to obtain suﬃcient data for the short-time dynamical
behaviour of the alkaline-earth cations and, hence, determine the vibrational density of
states of the simulated glasses.
The ionic diﬀusion of the alkaline-earth ions was analysed in the temperature range
of 1000-1600 K. For every chemical composition, the conﬁguration obtained from the
melt-and-quench was reheated from 300 K to a speciﬁc temperature within the above
range and equilibrated for 200 ps using the NPT ensemble so as to relax internal
stresses. The Berendsen barostat and thermostat with relaxation constants 0.4 ps were
used, and the timestep of the MD simulations was 2 fs. The NPT run was followed by
a 2 ns production run using the NV T ensemble with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The
atomic trajectories were stored every 50 steps (0.1 ps) and these were used to determine
the diﬀusivity of the alkaline-earth ions within the simulated glasses. The MSD of the
alkaline-earth cations was calculated through the equation 2.67 and the self-diﬀusion
coeﬃcients were obtained through the Einstein relation (see equation 2.68). Based on
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient at each temperature, the activation energy barriers for diﬀusion
were extracted from an Arrhenius type plot by using the equation 2.69.
5.3 Results of calculations & Discussion
5.3.1 Short-range order
The local atomic structure of the alkaline-earth ions was scrutinised in order to under-
stand how the type of the cation aﬀects its arrangement within the glass network. It
is noted that the three alkaline-earth species (Ca, Sr and Ba) act as network modiﬁ-
ers: they break the Si−O bonds and, thus, interrupt the continuous random silicate
network. The local environment around the alkaline-earth ions was investigated in the
glass structures in which Na is the alkali component, through the pairwise radial distri-
bution functions, g(r), shown in ﬁgure 5.1. The ﬁrst peak of the g(r) gives information
about the ﬁrst coordination shell of the alkaline-earth cations in the simulated glasses.
The average oxygen bond lengths for the three alkaline-earth modiﬁers are Ca−O =
2.32 Å, Sr−O = 2.64 Å and Ba−O = 2.83 Å, as highlighted in ﬁgure 5.1. Reverse Monte
Carlo modelling in Na/Ca and Na/Sr silicate glasses with the same molar composition
shows similar results.274 In that study, the Ca−O and Sr−O distances were found to
be 2.25 and 2.6 Å respectively, in very good agreement with the calculations presented
in this thesis.
From the cation−cation g(r), shown in ﬁgure 5.2, the Ca−Ca, Sr−Sr and Ba−Ba
nearest neighbour distances are determined as 3.44, 3.78 and 3.99 Å respectively. The
study of the local atomic structure for the three alkaline-earth ions in the simulated glass
structures reveals a clear systematic change in the cation−oxygen and cation−cation
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Figure 5.1: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the M−O distances for the three
alkaline-earth ions (M = Ca, Sr and B) in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 compositions. The
average oxygen bond length elongates as the size of the alkaline-earth cation increases
in the simulated glass structure.
distances in the ﬁrst coordination shell as a function of the ionic size of the alkaline-earth
cation, highlighting a correlation with the type of the alkaline-earth ion.
Figure 5.2: Pairwise radial distribution functions of the M−M distances for the three
alkaline-earth ions (M = Ca, Sr and B) in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 glasses. The
cation−cation interatomic distance becomes longer as the size of the alkaline-earth ion
increases in the simulated composition.
The oxygen ions, based on the connection with the Si network former and the alkali
and alkaline-earth network modiﬁers, can be separated in three diﬀerent types. The
O ions bonded to two Si, i.e., Si−O−Si, were labelled as bridging oxygens, BO, those
bonded to only one Si and one of the network modiﬁers, i.e., Si−O−Li/Na/K/Ca/Sr/Ba
structural motifs, were considered as non-bridging oxygens, NBO, and those bonded to
no Si but only to alkali and/or alkaline-earth cations were regarded as free oxygens, FO.
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Representative examples of each type are shown in ﬁgure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The three types of oxygen bonding in the simulated glass structures. Bridging
oxygen: bonded to two Si atoms, non-bridging oxygen: bonded to one Si and one of the
network modiﬁers and free oxygen: bonded to two alkali and/or alkaline-earth cations.
The coordination analysis of the oxygen ions in the Na-containing glass structures,
shown in ﬁgure 5.4, reports that the percentage of the NBO is ≈ 54%, of the BO is ≈
46% and of the FO is ≈ 0.3% in every simulated glass structure. The concentration
of the NBO was found to be very high in the glass models, mainly due to the high
concentration of the modiﬁer cations, both alkali and alkaline-earth species, in the
compositions. The presence of the cation modiﬁers cause these terminations in the
continuous silicate network, which form diﬀusion pathways for the alkali and alkaline-
earth ions within the glass network. It is noted that the percentage of the NBO, BO
and FO was almost the same in every simulated glass structure, which indicates that
the bonding of the O ions with the other species in the structure is unaﬀected by the
size of the alkaline-earth modiﬁer, demonstrating no correlation with the type of the
alkaline-earth ion.
Figure 5.4: Coordination analysis of the oxygen atoms in the Na-containing simulated
glasses. The type of bonding of the O atoms with the other species within the glass
models remains the same upon the presence of diﬀerent alkaline-earth cation.
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The average oxygen coordination numbers around the alkaline-earth ions, calculated
from the integral of the ﬁrst peak of the cation−oxygen g(r) in ﬁgure 5.1, were found to
be 6.2, 6.5 and 6.8 for Ca, Sr and Ba respectively. It is observed that they have similar
values and hence the alkaline-earth ions are 6 - 7-fold coordinated, by 4.5 - 5.0 to NBO
and 1.5 - 2.0 to BO. However, further analysis of the coordination environment of the
alkaline-earth ions results in distributions of the coordination numbers which range from
4 to 9 for each cation and they are shown in ﬁgure 5.5 for the alkaline-earth cations in
the Na-containing glass models. Ca shows a strong preference for 6-fold coordination
having a well-deﬁned peak and a narrow distribution, while Sr and Ba, on the contrary,
have broader distributions. The diﬀerent behaviour of the cations suggests that the ﬁrst
coordination shell of the Ca ions is tightly bound, with a preference for the octahedral
geometry, whereas Sr and Ba are quite ﬂexible in their coordination environment and
both of them show a similar tendency to adopt 7-fold coordinated environment. It is
also noted that amongst the diﬀerent alkaline-earth ions, Ba has the highest proportion
of 8-fold oxygen coordination. The bigger cations are able to pack more anions around
them which possibly explains the larger coordination number, and thus demonstrates a
correlation between the coordination number and the type of the alkaline-earth ion.
Figure 5.5: Distributions of the oxygen coordination numbers for the three alkaline-
earth ions in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 simulated glasses. Ca ions are 6-fold coordinated
to oxygen atoms, while Sr and Ba cations show higher ﬂexibility and a similar tendency
to 7-fold coordination.
The average oxygen coordination number of Ca in sodium calcium silicate glasses
have been reported by previous modelling studies to be 5.8 - 6.2,232 in very good agree-
ment with the calculated value in this thesis. The coordination numbers of both Sr and
Ba in silicate glasses are in the range of 6 - 8. These values are consistent with the
oxygen coordination number distributions for Sr and Ba reported in ﬁgure 5.5.
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The bond angle distribution, g(θ), can provide further information about the struc-
ture of the coordination shell of the alkaline-earth ions. Figure 5.6 illustrates the
O−M−O (oxygen−alkaline-earth−oxygen) g(θ) functions for Ca, Sr and Ba in the simu-
lated compositions with the same (Na) alkali content. For every cation, the distribution
extends from 40◦ to 180◦ and there are two main peaks, the ﬁrst at about 50◦ - 60◦
and the second at about 75◦ - 85◦. The exact values of the two peaks in the O−M−O
g(θ) for each alkaline-earth cation are reported in Table 5.2. The strongest peak is
due to the bonding between the alkaline-earth ions and two non-bridging oxygen atoms
belonging to diﬀerent chains of tetrahedra in the glass network, while the weaker, ﬁrst,
peak originates from the linkage of the cations to two bridging oxygen atoms or one
bridging and one non-bridging oxygen belonging to the same tetrahedron.199,256,262
Figure 5.6: O−M−O bond angle distributions of the three alkaline-earth ions (M = Ca,
Sr and Ba) in Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 compositions. For every cation the BAD exhibits
two peaks and their positions are correlated with the type of the alkaline-earth ion in the
simulated glass structure.
Table 5.2: Positions of the two peaks in the bond angle distributions of the three alkaline-
earth cations in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 simulated glasses.




As the size of the alkaline-earth cation increases, in the sequence Ca < Sr < Ba,
the two peaks in the g(θ) move to lower values and the intensity of the ﬁrst peak
becomes stronger than that of the second peak. This indicates that the Ca distribution
is dominated by the NBO−Ca−NBO contribution and only very few Ca cations were
found linking to oxygen atoms belonging to the same SiO4 tetrahedron. The connection
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of the cation with the oxygen species changes as the size of the alkaline-earth ion becomes
larger. The Ba cation seems to prefer to connect with two bridging oxygen ions or one
bridging and one non-bridging oxygen of the same tetrahedron and its coordination
environment shows higher ﬂexibility. The analysis of the bond angle distributions of
the three cations shows a dependence on the type of the alkaline-earth ion.
From previous classical MD simulations in sodium calcium silicate glasses contain-
ing 70-75 mol% SiO2 232 and calculations in 45S5 bio-glasses,262 as well as from Car-
Parrinello MD simulations in multicomponent silicate glasses,256 the O−Ca−O bond
angle distribution features two peaks at about 60◦ and 90◦, while the corresponding
values from the simulations reported in this thesis are 59.5◦ and 83.5◦ respectively.
5.3.2 Medium-range order
The eﬀect of the type of the alkaline-earth cation on the medium-range order was
characterised through the ring size distributions, which were determined for the Na-
based silica glasses containing Ca, Sr and Ba and they are shown in ﬁgure 5.7. The
ring size distributions reveal that in every simulated structure the 5-member ring is
dominant, while rings with 4 to 8 network formers are also quite frequent and there are
some larger rings with up to 15 Si members. It is noted that the weight to 4-member
rings in the Ca-glass is slightly larger than that in Sr-glass, while the opposite was
found for the 5-fold rings. Overall, the combined weight of the 4-, 5-, and 6-fold rings
is approximately equal in the compositions containing Ca and Sr. For comparison, the
weights of the 5-, 6-, and 7-fold rings in Ba-containing model are noticeably smaller
than those in Ca- and Sr-containing glasses, pointing to a weak dependence of the ring
size distribution on the size of the alkaline-earth ions. Consequently, the medium-range
order does not change signiﬁcantly upon the diﬀerent type of the alkaline-earth ions, as
a 5-fold ring is the most frequent in each case, where also a broad ring size distribution
and large rings were observed.
The results presented in this thesis are consistent with previous modelling studies in
sodium calcium silicate glasses with 70-75 mol% SiO2,198,232,273 where the medium-
range order of these structures is unaﬀected by the molar composition of the Na
and Ca oxides. Moreover, a speciﬁc structure from these studies with composition
15Na2O−10CaO−75SiO2 shows a tendency to 5-fold rings, which is in excellent agree-
ment with the calculated value from the ring size distribution of the equivalent glass
structure (Na2O−2CaO−75SiO2) simulated in this thesis. It is also noted that the
existence of large rings is consistent with the high concentration of NBO (≈ 54% as
calculated above) in the simulated glasses, which disrupt the continuous −Si−O−Si−
network and, thus, make the number of available rings smaller and their size larger.280
Similar results in sodium aluminosilicate glasses201 and in magnesium-doped sodium
calcium silicate glasses199 have been reported in previous simulation studies.
Polyhedral connectivity between SiO4 tetrahedra is another way to characterise
medium-range order in the glass conﬁgurations. All the Si atoms were 100% 4-coordinated
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Figure 5.7: Ring size distributions in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 simulated compositions
for M = Ca, Sr and Ba. The lines are included to guide to the eye. Inset: Atomistic
structure of a 5-Si member ring, which is the prevailing ring formation within the glass
structures.
by O atoms in their ﬁrst coordination shell and the connections between SiO4 and SiO4
tetrahedron were found to be all through corner sharing in the simulated glasses. No
edge sharing was observed and the connection is totally independent from the glass
molar composition which means that the type of the alkaline-earth ion does not aﬀect
the connection of the tetrahedra. Figure 5.8 illustrates the corner sharing connection
between the SiO4 tetrahedra and also how the alkali and alkaline-earth cations are
distributed among these tetrahedra.
Figure 5.8: Formation of SiO4 tetrahedra in the Na2O−2CaO−4SiO2 simulated glass,
corner sharing connections between the diﬀerent tetrahedra and distribution of the alkali
and alkaline-earth cations within the glass network. Blue ball is Si, red ball is O, yellow
ball is Na and light blue ball is Ca.
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5.3.3 Short-time dynamics and vibrational properties
The partial velocity auto-correlation functions for the Na2O−2CaO−4SiO2 glass struc-
ture at 300 K are shown in ﬁgure 5.9(a). The minimum in the VACF corresponds to
the average time needed for the velocity of the ions to be reversed.255 It can be seen
that for Si and O reversals of the velocity are taking place at ≈ 0.02 ps, while the
oscillations of the VACFs are fast and they are almost in phase during the whole time
period, which suggests that the two atoms are strongly correlated, as a result of the rigid
intra-tetrahedral vibrations.207,255 For the alkali and alkaline-earth cations the VACFs
reveal only one deep, broad, minimum, which indicates that the relevant reversal of
their atomic velocities is happening later in time, and speciﬁcally at 0.1 ps and 0.08 ps
for Na and Ca respectively.
Figure 5.9: (a) Velocity auto-correlation functions of the individual species and (b)
Partial and total vibrational density of states in the Na2O−2CaO−4SiO2 simulated glass
at 300 K. The vibrational spectrum of the glass is calculated from the Fourier transform
of the corresponding VACFs.
The vibrational spectrum of the simulated glass can be calculated from the Fourier
transform of the VACFs, through the equation 2.66, and hence the partial and total vi-
brational density of states of this composition are shown in ﬁgure 5.9(b). The strongest
peak of the spectrum is located at the low frequency end, approximately at 100 cm−1,
and all the diﬀerent species that constitute this glass conﬁguration contribute to this
peak. The two peaks located in higher frequencies are mainly due to Si and O con-
tributions. The peak at ≈ 850 cm−1 can be related to Si−O bond stretching, while
the broad peak between 450 and 750 cm−1 can be assigned to the rocking and bending
vibrations between the SiO4 tetrahedra.207,255 It is noted that the network modiﬁers,
both alkali and alkaline-earth cations, do not show any high frequency characteristics.
The partial velocity auto-correlation functions of the three alkaline-earth ions in the
Na-containing glass structures at 300 K are shown in ﬁgure 5.10(a). The oscillation
of the VACF for all the alkaline-earth ions is slow and each of the distributions have
only one deep, broad minimum. However, it can be observed that as the size of the
alkaline-earth ion increases the minimum of the function is located later in time and also
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gets broader. Hence, the average time between reversals of the velocity of the alkaline-
earth ions occurs at 0.08 ps, 0.14 ps and 0.2 ps for Ca, Sr and Ba respectively, and
this is consistent with the larger cations needing more time to reverse their direction of
motion within the glass network. Consequently, there is a clear correlation between the
short-time dynamical behaviour and the type of the alkaline-earth ion.
Figure 5.10: (a) Velocity auto-correlation functions and (b) vibrational density of states
of the three alkaline-earth ions (Ca, Sr and Ba) in the Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 composi-
tions at 300 K. The VACF of every cation exhibits only one deep and broad minimum,
while the corresponding partial VDOS shows only low frequency peak. The short-time
dynamical behaviour and the vibrational properties of the alkaline-earth ions depend on
the size of the cation.
Similar behaviour for the network modifying cations has been reported in 45S5 bio-
active glasses by Du et al..207 In addition, 0.08 ps was the value calculated by Tilocca
for the average time between reversals of the velocity for Ca ions in sodium calcium
bio-active glass,255 which matches very well with the calculated value in the simulated
composition in this thesis.
The partial vibrational density of states of the diﬀerent alkaline-earth ions for the Na-
glass conﬁgurations, obtained from the respective velocity auto-correlation functions,
are shown in ﬁgure 5.10(b). The alkaline-earth cations do not show any high frequency
characteristics and each of them exhibit only one low frequency peak, which shifts to
lower frequencies and gets narrower as the alkaline-earth ion gets bigger. It is noted
that the lower frequencies for larger ions are attributed to their higher mass and weaker
bonding with the oxygen atoms, and therefore the vibrational properties are aﬀected
by the type of the alkaline-earth ion.
Pedone et al.198 have reported a similar trend in the behaviour of the alkali ions
in silicate glasses with 70-75 mol% SiO2 from molecular dynamics simulations. In
addition, experimental studies of far infra-red spectra revealed a band, named "cation
mode", which is related to the interaction of the alkali ions with the NBO in the glass
structures.281 In this band the dependence of the frequency on the network former is
negligible, but there is a strong correlation between the frequency and the type of the
alkali cation, as observed for the alkaline-earth ions from the simulations in this thesis.
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5.3.4 Transport properties
The diﬀusion coeﬃcients, D, of the three alkaline-earth ions were calculated in every
glass conﬁguration by measuring the mean square displacement for several temperatures.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the MSD of the alkaline-earth ions at 1600 K, plotted as a function
of the simulation time, for the Na-containing systems. The non-linear portion of the
MSD behaviour, corresponding to the initial ballistic regime, was neglected in each case
and, therefore, the ﬁrst 20 ps of the atomic motion are not considered for the calculation
of the ion's diﬀusion. Nevertheless, the long trajectories stored in the MD simulations
(2 ns production run) ensure that the ion will be in a regime that the MSD exhibits a
linear relationship with time. Hence, the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of the three cations
were quantitatively calculated through the equation 2.68, by ﬁtting the linear region of
the MSD of the ions, at temperatures 1000 K, 1200 K, 1400 K and 1600 K, for all the
compositions modelled in this thesis.
Figure 5.11: Mean square displacement as a function of the simulation time for the three
alkaline-earth ions (Ca, Sr and Ba) in Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 compositions measured at
the temperature of 1600 K. The initial ballistic regime of the atomic motion is not
considered for the calculation of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The 2 ns trajectory that was
sampled during the MD simulations ensures that the MSD of each ion will exhibit a
linear relationship with time.
The activation energies for diﬀusion, Ea, were calculated for each alkaline-earth ion
in the simulated glasses from the Arrhenius plots of variation of the diﬀusion with
temperature. Figure 5.12 shows the Arrhenius type behaviour for the temperature
dependence of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients of the three alkaline-earth ions, as calculated in
the Na-based glass models. The activation energy barriers for diﬀusion were calculated
for the alkaline-earth ions, in each simulated glass structure, from linear regression of the
data, and the results are presented in Table 5.3. The simulated values are also compared
with the relevant experimental measurements in the same molar compositions.279
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Figure 5.12: Natural logarithm of the calculated self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients as a func-
tion of the reciprocal temperature for the three alkaline-earth ions (Ca, Sr and Ba) in
Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 glasses. The activation energy barriers for diﬀusion were determ-
ined for all the cations by linear regression of the Arrhenius type plots in every simulated
composition.
The diﬀusion activation energies of the alkaline-earth ions predicted in the simula-
tions presented in this thesis follow the same trend as the experimental data but diﬀer
numerically. In general, discrepancies between computational and experimental results
have three sources: insuﬃciently valid models, inaccuracies of simulations as such, and
the diﬀerence between the measurement process and the computing algorithms aiming
to obtain the same property. However, it is noted that the numerical discrepancy with
the experimental measurements observed in this thesis is of the same order of magnitude
as found in other simulations198,199,207 and, therefore, the latter two factors are mainly
responsible for this diﬀerence, and can be attributed to the generic challenges of classical
interatomic potentials in simulating temperature activated processes. Indeed, for the
force ﬁelds employed in classical MD simulations the position of the minimum and the
curvature of pairwise potentials near the minimum can be relatively well parametrised,
but this is not generally the case for the proﬁle of the potential away from the minimum.
Hence, even though classical potentials provide a good description of the glass struc-
tural characteristics, they are not necessarily able to perform equally well in modelling
transport properties. Unfortunately, this source of errors is diﬃcult to eliminate and, as
was mentioned in section 2.8.5, computational studies of ionic diﬀusion usually focus on
the analysis of the trends of the calculated properties in order to extract a qualitative
representation of the behaviour of the ions.
In order to validate the accuracy of the calculated results, the diﬀusion activation
energies were compared to computationally derived data, albeit reported for other glass
compositions. For example, the calculated diﬀusion activation energies for Ca2+ and
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Table 5.3: Calculated diﬀusion activation energies of the alkaline-earth ions in the sim-
ulated A2O−2MO−4SiO2 glasses and comparison with experimental data for the same
compositions. The standard deviation of the calculated Ea is ± 0.0045 eV.
Composition Alkaline-earth ion Ea (eV) Ea (eV)
M simulated202 experimental279
Ca2+ 1.05 1.76
Li2O−2MO−4SiO2 Sr2+ 1.11 1.97
Ba2+ 1.17 2.18
Ca2+ 1.03 1.95
Na2O−2MO−4SiO2 Sr2+ 1.06 2.07
Ba2+ 1.09 2.35
Ca2+ 1.05 2.12
K2O−2MO−4SiO2 Sr2+ 0.99 1.89
Ba2+ 0.92 1.49
Sr2+ (0.8 eV) in 45S5 bio-active glass, as predicted by Du and Xiang with MD simula-
tions,207 agree well with the calculated values presented in this thesis. The activation
energies for diﬀusion of the alkali ions were also calculated in the nine simulated com-
positions, and the results are presented in Table 5.4. In Na2O−2CaO−4SiO2 glass the
diﬀusion activation energy of the Na+ was calculated 0.77 eV, which is in very good
agreement with previous simulations by Pedone et al., where the activation energy bar-
rier for diﬀusion of sodium ions was reported 0.74 eV, in sodium calcium silicate glasses
with diﬀerent molar compositions.198
Table 5.4: Calculated diﬀusion activation energies of the alkali ions in the simulated
glasses. The standard error in the calculated values of Ea is ± 0.0012 eV.










Figure 5.13 illustrates the dependence of the diﬀusion activation energies of the
alkaline-earth diﬀusion on the ratio of the alkaline-earth ions to alkali ions radii. It
can be observed that when the sizes of the alkali and alkaline-earth ions are similar,
i.e., rMrA ≈ 1, the diﬀusion activation energy of the alkaline-earth ion, in a series of
compositions with the same alkali content, reaches a minimum value. If the alkaline-
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earth ions are smaller than the alkali ions ( rMrA < 1), as it is the case for the compositions
in which A = K, the activation energy for diﬀusion of the alkaline-earth ions decreases
linearly as the rMrA ratio increases. Conversely, in the case of
rM
rA
> 1, (i.e., for glasses
with A = Li or Na), the diﬀusion activation energy of the alkaline-earth cations increases
linearly as the rMrA ratio increases. It is noted that the diﬀusion activation energy for the
smallest alkaline-earth ion (Ca2+) is almost independent of the radii of the three alkali
atoms, whereas the activation energy of the largest alkaline-earth cation (Ba2+) changes
by as much as 30%. This suggests that the transport properties of each particular species
can be controlled by the appropriate choice of the chemical composition.
Figure 5.13: Calculated self-diﬀusion activation energies of the alkaline-earth ions (M
= Ca, Sr and Ba) in A2O−2MO−4SiO2 glasses with A = Li, Na and K plotted as
a function of the alkaline-earth ions to alkali ions radii ratio. The activation energy
barrier for diﬀusion of the alkaline-earth ions decreases linearly as the cations radii
ratio approaches unity. For compositions in which rMrA > 1 the Ea of the alkaline-earth
ions increases linearly as the ratio increases, whereas for glasses in which rMrA < 1, the
Ea of the alkaline-earth cations decreases linearly as the ratio increases.
This speciﬁc behaviour of the diﬀusion activation energy of the alkaline-earth ions
can be well described using linear relationships with the respective rMrA radii ratios for
the Li-, Na-, and K-containing simulated glasses:
Ea = 0.17× rM
rLi
+ 0.86
Ea = 0.19× rM
rNa
+ 0.73 (5.1)
Ea = −0.52× rM
rK
+ 1.41
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It is noted that the ionic radius of each of the cations was determined from the values
tabulated by Shannon,282 based on the calculated oxygen coordination numbers of the
modiﬁer cations in the simulated glass structures. In particular, the ionic radius of
the 4-fold coordinated Li in the structures is 0.59 Å. Na and Ca ions were found to be
6-fold coordinated, which corresponds to the ionic radii of 1.02 and 1.00 Å respectively,
while K, Sr and Ba were 7-fold coordinated, giving ionic radii of 1.46, 1.21, 1.38 Å,
respectively, for these ions.
A theoretical model proposed by Kirchheim is able to describe this interesting mixed
cation eﬀect observed in the diﬀusion activation energy of the alkaline-earth ions in the
simulated compositions.283 In this model the activation energy for diﬀusion is related
to the electrostatic interaction between the cations and the non-bridging oxygen atoms
and the elastic deformation of the glass network induced by the diﬀusing cations, and
two diﬀerent cases are discussed.
The ﬁrst case is for radii ratios rMrA > 1, in which the elastic interaction between
the glass network and the alkaline-earth ions has the most eﬀect on the mobility of the
cations.283 Smaller alkali ions in the structure lead to a reduced mesh size of the sil-
icon/oxygen glass network and, therefore, larger alkaline-earth ions have larger network
deformations associated with their jumps. The atomic packing density can help to in-
terpret the inﬂuence of the elastic interactions on the mobility of the alkaline-earth ions.
The glass atomic packing density, Cg,284 is deﬁned as the ratio between the minimum











B), ρ is the density
of the glass structure, N is the Avogadro number, rA and rB are the ionic radii, fi
is the molar fraction and Mi is the molar mass. This formula was used for every
oxide in the simulated glasses, SiO2 , A2O (A = Li, Na and K) and MO (M = Ca,
Sr and Ba) in order to estimate the packing density of each glass model. It is noted
that for the ionic radii of the atomic species were used the same values as above, and
the eﬀective volume of the glass is the one that corresponds to the ﬁnal equilibrated
structure, which is the outcome of the melt-and-quench scheme followed to generate the
glasses. Consequently, the relative fractional free volume (FFV ) is calculated, knowing
the glass packing density, based on the expression: FFV = 1 − Cg,284 and the results
for the six simulated glass structures, in which the alkaline-earth ions are larger than
the alkali ions, are presented in Table 5.5.
It can be seen that in compositions with the same alkali content, the mesh size of the
glass network decreases as the size of the alkaline-earth cation increases, and as a result
of this, the diﬀusion activation energy of the alkaline-earth cation increases and, thus,
the mobility of the ion is reduced. It is highlighted that the larger the alkaline-earth
ion, the more its mobility is reduced by narrowing the network.
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Table 5.5: Fractional free volume of the Li- and Na-containing simulated glass struc-
tures, where the alkaline-earth ions are larger than the alkali ions, i.e. rMrA > 1.







The second case is for radii ratios rMrA < 1, in which the smaller alkaline-earth ions are
able to approach negatively charged non-bridging oxygen atoms more closely than the
alkali ions and, therefore, occupy low energy conﬁgurations in the glass structures.283
This is the case in the K-containing simulated glasses, where the relevant average in-
teratomic distances of the cations with the oxygen atoms were determined from the ﬁrst
peaks of the corresponding pairwise radial distribution functions, and the results are
shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Alkaline-earth (M)− and potassium−oxygen interatomic distances in the
three K-based simulated compositions, where the alkaline-earth ions are smaller than the
alkali ion, i.e. rMrA < 1.




It can be observed that the three alkaline-earth ions are located closer than the
potassium ion to the oxygen atoms in these simulated compositions. The larger the size
diﬀerence is between the alkaline-earth ion and the potassium ion, the larger the energy
diﬀerence and, consequently, the larger the diﬀusion activation energy, which leads to
a decreased mobility of the alkaline-earth ion in the glass structure.
5.4 Summary & Conclusions
In this chapter classical MD simulations were carried out for A2O−2MO−4SiO2 glass
compositions in order to investigate the dependence of the structural, vibrational and
transport properties on the size of the alkaline-earth ion, along the series Ca < Sr <
Ba.
Detailed information about the local atomic structure around the alkaline-earth ions
was obtained from the calculations, and a systematic change in the character of the ﬁrst
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coordination shell was observed as the alkaline-earth ion gets larger, demonstrating
a strong correlation between the size of the alkaline-earth ions and their short-range
ordering. The interatomic distances of the cations with the oxygen atoms, as well as
the alkaline-earth−alkaline-earth distances become larger, while also the connection of
the alkaline-earth ion with the oxygen species is diﬀerent within the glass network, as
the smallest Ca tends to link with two non-bridging oxygen atoms, whereas the larger
Ba seems to prefer linkages with two bridging oxygen atoms. In addition, the Ca ions
have a strong preference for octahedral geometry, whereas both Sr and Ba cations are
more ﬂexible in their geometrical arrangement within the glass structure, indicating that
the alkaline-earth ions are able to set tighter constraints on their local environment as
their size decreases. On the contrary, the medium-range order of the simulated glasses
is almost unaﬀected by the size of the alkaline-earth ion as the ring size distribution
does not change signiﬁcantly upon the presence of diﬀerent alkaline-earth cation in the
composition.
Modelling of the short-time dynamical behaviour reveals a connection with the size
of the alkaline-earth ion in the simulated glass structures, as the larger alkaline-earth
cations require more time to reverse their velocities, and hence the direction of their
motion within the glass network. The calculation of the vibrational density of states in
the modelled systems illustrates that all the alkaline-earth cations contribute to lower
frequencies, but as the size of the alkaline-earth ion increases the vibrational frequencies
are shifted to lower values and the frequency distribution gets signiﬁcantly narrower.
The mobility of the alkaline-earth ions in the simulated glasses was quantiﬁed by
calculation of their self-diﬀusion, and the results from the modelling of the ionic diﬀusion
of the cations are in a qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. The
classical MD simulations were able to demonstrate the distinct correlation between the
diﬀusion activation energy and the cations radii ratio and validate the higher mobility of
the alkaline-earth ions in glasses with higher similarity of the cation size between alkali
and alkaline-earth ions. In glass compositions in which the alkaline-earth ion is larger
than the alkali ion an asymmetric linear increase in the diﬀusion activation energy was
observed. As the size of the alkaline-earth ion increases the packing density of the glass
structure increases and, consequently, the glass network gets narrower, which causes an
increase to the activation energy for diﬀusion, and thus the alkaline-earth ion mobility is
reduced. In glass compositions in which the alkaline-earth ion is smaller than the alkali
ion a linear decrease in the activation energy for diﬀusion was observed. As the size of
the alkaline-earth ion increases the diﬀerence in the size of the cations decreases, and
the diﬀusion activation energy decreases, which results in a more mobile alkaline-earth
ion in the glass structure.

6 | Excited states and luminescence
in sodium silicate glass
6.1 Introduction
Sodium silicate glasses of various compositions are an important class of material that
form the basis of glasses for many practical applications, and theoretical understanding
of their structure and optical properties is important fundamentally, as they are among
the most widely used materials in contemporary optics.41,112,130,285 Photo-luminescence
is a particularly useful and sensitive tool for studying the electronic energy states in
glasses with short-range order.114,115 Sodium silicate glasses are known to luminesce
under ultraviolet and X-ray irradiation in a wide range of temperatures, and Mackey
et al. have shown that they exhibit UV luminescence with a maximum at 3.5 eV.286
Trukhin et al.122 have measured the excitation spectra, the kinetics and the degree of
polarisation of luminescence in high-purity sodium silicate glasses under excitation with
ultraviolet light with photon energies exceeding 5.5 eV, as shown in ﬁgure 6.1. Their
study revealed that the luminescence spectrum has a broad asymmetric band with a
maximum luminescence energy of 3.4 eV, analogous to the one in Mackey's study, and
they concluded that the luminescence is caused by the intrinsic anisotropic structural
motif in the glass, labelled L-centre, which is also responsible for the fundamental
absorption edge of these glass compositions. This luminescence can be caused also by
the decay of unstable colour centres as a result of thermo-stimulated processes,286 or
tunnelling recombination of electron and hole centres.122,287
The ﬁrst model of the energetic structure and electronic processes in sodium silicate
glasses was proposed by Mackey et al..286 The main assumption of this model is that the
top of the valence band of the glass is determined by the electron states of non-bridging
oxygen atoms, whereas the sodium ion states form the bottom of the conduction band.
According to this model, X-ray irradiation produces intrinsic electron and hole colour
centres in the defects present in the sample before irradiation, and the subsequent
luminescence is caused by the electron recombination with the hole centre. Moreover,
this study established that the electron centres can be easily bleached by illuminating the
glass with light corresponding to their absorption band (1 - 3 eV), but the hole centres
are more stable and cannot be bleached by illuminating in their absorption band. It is
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Figure 6.1: A schematic of energy diagram corresponding to the ground and excited
state for localised states in sodium silicate glass. The vertical transition from the relaxed
ground state to the excited state corresponds to an energy ≥ 5.5 eV. After an inter-
system crossing and geometry relaxation, the system is in the triplet state, and the
luminescence corresponds to the vertical triplet-singlet transition.
also noted that Siegel reported similar results in sodium silicate glass structures.121
The simpliﬁed structural model of the L-centre, shown in ﬁgure 6.2(a), is based on
Mackey's proposition286 that the lowest conduction band of the alkali silicate glasses
is due to the alkali s-orbital. The L-centre can be viewed122,123 as a quasi-molecular
complex consisting of an O atom with single coordination to a Si atom and a Na
cation located in the close environment, and can be represented as structural fragment
3O−Si−O−− Na+ of the vitreous glass network. In this model, the low energetic
transitions are explained in terms of an electron transfer from a non-bridging oxygen
atom to a sodium ion. The ground state of the L-centre corresponds to ionic bonding
between the NBO and the Na ion and is a singlet state, S0.113 The excited L∗-centre
corresponds to covalent bonding between these atoms and has both singlet S1 and a
lower triplet T1 state. The light excitation results in the S0 → S1 optical transition,
while the photo-luminescence is attributed to the T1 → S0 transition, as highlighted
in ﬁgure 6.1. These transitions correspond to the electron transport between localised
s-orbitals of the Na ion and 2p-states of the NBO atom.
The quasi-molecular nature of the electronic transitions explains the sensitivity of
the L-centre properties towards structural disorder, and it can be used to characterise
the short-range order of the glass structure.113 The ionisation of an electron from Na0
leads to creation of a hole centre, H+1 and, hence, the structure of the trapped-hole centre
can be represented as 3O−Si−O0− Na+, with a strong Na ion displacement with respect
to the NBO. The capture of an electron on the L-centre and the Na0 displacement from
the NBO explains the electron centre, E−1 , creation, and thus, the structure of the
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Figure 6.2: (a) The proposed structural model of the L-centre: a quasi-molecular complex
which can be represented as a sodium cation in the vicinity of a non-bridging oxygen
atom. (b) The extended L-centre model: a cluster of sodium cations located near an
ordinary L-centre.
trapped-electron centre can be derived as 3O−Si−O−− Na0. The creation of H+1 and
E−1 centres at diﬀerent distances interprets the rich picture of luminescence kinetics
under diﬀerent pulse durations of excitation light, as well as the formation of colour
centres. An electron released thermally or optically from the E−1 centre recombines with
the H+1 centre and, hence, the excited state of the centre is restored. In addition, the
recombination of E−1 and H
+
1 centres may occur by the electron tunnelling mechanism.
The L-centre model, in its simpliﬁed version, explains qualitatively many eﬀects
in sodium silicate glasses, however, it is not able to explain the disappearance of lu-
minescence polarisation at low temperatures.116,288 This lost-memory eﬀect has been
associated to the short-range structure around the L-centre within the glass, and it can
be explained in terms of an extended L-centre model, shown in ﬁgure 6.2(b) for sodium
silicate glass,113 which assumes that clusters of Na ions are located at positions around
the 3O−Si−O−− Na+. Each sodium ion belongs to one or another L-centre. At low
temperatures, an electron from an initial Na atom can transfer to a nearest ion and can
be stabilised there.
More recent results of the photoluminescence analysis suggest that alkali silicate
glasses have at least two types of L-centres, L1 and L2, which are strongly dissimilar
in their spectral and kinetic characteristics,113,289,290 and this was explained by the
fact that the micro-structure of the glass contains fragments with diﬀerent degrees of
disorder in the environment of the L-centre. In addition, the distribution of the alkali
cations in alkali silicate compositions is inhomogeneous within the glass structure, and
therefore the observed centres may occupy local regions that are depleted in alkali
cations. Stationary exciton-like states appear in optical absorption bands of L-centres
during the steady-state optical excitation, and the radiative relaxation of these states
is accompanied by the luminescence at 3.0 - 3.5 eV and by electron emission.113,291
However, in spite of extensive experimental studies, no atomistic calculations of the
L-centres have been performed so far to investigate the proposed qualitative models
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and shed light on their atomistic structures. In this thesis, the geometric and electronic
structures of localised states in a sodium silicate glass are investigated by means of
classical and ab initio simulations. The properties of the ground L- and excited L∗-centre
states, as well as the luminescence energies were calculated, together with the properties
of the electron E−1 and hole H
+
1 centres. The results from the ab initio calculations are
compared to the experimental data, and they demonstrate the correlation between the
local atomic structure of these centres and the short-range order of the simulated glass.
6.2 Computational details
The calculations presented in this chapter make use of both classical force ﬁelds and
density functional theory. Classical MD simulations were used initially to generate
sodium silicate glass models, and DFT calculations were performed afterwards to char-
acterise the electronic structure, model the excited state and calculate the excitation
and luminescence energies of these models.
6.2.1 Classical MD simulations
The structures of 20 sodium silicate glasses of the composition Na2O−3SiO2 were gen-
erated using classical MD simulations with periodic boundary conditions. The total
number of atoms in each periodic cell is 192 with Na=26, Si=51 and O=115. The
atoms were placed randomly in a cubic simulation box, with a cell size calculated from
the experimental density,292 with imposed constraints to avoid un-physically close sep-
arations. The pairwise potential model developed by Pedone et al.197 (see equation2.62)
and described in section 2.7 was employed in the calculations. The DL_POLY clas-
sic package230 was used for the MD simulations and the velocity Verlet algorithm was
applied for the integration of the equations of motion with a timestep of 1 fs. The
Coulomb interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation method151 with a
precision of 10−5, and the cut oﬀ for the short-range interactions was set to 6 Å.
The glass structures were generated using a melt-and-quench approach, and the
canonical ensemble was applied to keep the density of the simulated glass close to the
experimental value. The Berendsen thermostat with a relaxation constant 0.1 ps, was
used to control the temperature. The system was heated up gradually in steps of 100
K with a 60 ps MD run at each temperature. The molten structure was equilibrated
at 6000 K using ﬁrst the NV T and then the NV E ensembles with 400 ps MD run in
total, in order to ensure that the structure was well equilibrated at this temperature.
The system was subsequently cooled down to 0 K, using a uniform stepwise process,
with temperature decrements of -50 K and 60 ps NV T run at each temperature. It is
noted that, this quench scheme corresponds to a cooling rate of ≈ 0.8 K/ps, while the
total simulation time was about 11 ns. The ﬁnal structure was equilibrated for 200 ps
with the NPT ensemble so as to relax internal stresses, and the Berendsen barostat and
thermostat were used with relaxation constants 1.0 ps and 0.1 ps respectively. A further
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200 ps NV E run was carried out to collect the data and perform the structural analysis.
The atomic trajectories were collected every 10 steps during the last 40 ps of the ﬁnal
NV E run, and the structural data were averaged over these 4000 conﬁgurations. The
accuracy of the model was validated by the comparison of the structure of the simulated
glass with the available experimental structural data, while also test simulations were
performed in order to investigate the dependence of the structural properties on diﬀerent
periodic cell sizes.
6.2.2 DFT calculations
The output glass structure from the melt-and-quench approach was used as an input
conﬁguration, for each glass model, to further optimise the geometry using densty func-
tional theory, as implemented in the CP2K code, and to calculate their electronic struc-
tures.181 In these calculations, all the atomic species were represented using a double− ζ
valence polarised (DZV P ) Gaussian basis set231 in conjunction with the GTH pseudo-
potential,187 while the plane-wave cut oﬀ was set to 1000 Ry. The hybrid functional
PBE0_TC_LRC,178 described in section 2.4.3, was used in all calculations presented
in this chapter, and it is noted that the inclusion of the Hartree-Fock exchange provides
an accurate calculation of the band gap and also a good description of the localised
states of the L-centre in the sodium silicate glass models. The computational cost of
the nonlocal functional calculations was reduced by using the auxiliary density matrix
method (ADMM),179 described in section 2.4.3.
The excited state of an L-centre is known to quickly convert into the triplet state.113
The lowest triplet excited state in the relaxed glass structures was modelled, following
the approach described in section 2.8.6, using a ground-state DFT method by placing the
system in the triplet state, which promotes an electron from the top of the valence band
into the bottom of the conduction band. The geometry of the triplet state was obtained
by minimising the total energy of the system with respect to the atomic positions, while
the excitation and luminescence energies were calculated using the ∆SCF method,
described in section 2.8.6. Hence, the excitation energy corresponds to the diﬀerence
between the total energies of the glass structure in the ground singlet and the lowest
triplet state at the geometry of the ground singlet state, while the luminescence energy
is determined from the diﬀerence between the total energy of the fully relaxed triplet
state and the total energy of the ground singlet state at the triplet state geometry.
The electron E−1 and hole H
+
1 centres were modelled by injecting an extra electron
and hole, respectively, in the relaxed ground state glass structure and minimising the
energy with respect to the atomic coordinates. The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) optimiser was applied in all the geometry optimisations, performed for the
calculations presented in this chapter, to minimise the forces on atoms to within 40 pN
(2.5 x 10−2eV Å−1).
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6.3 Results of calculations & Discussion
6.3.1 Ground state glass structure
In all 20 simulated glass conﬁgurations obtained using classical MD, Si is fully 4-
coordinated to oxygen atoms with an average Si−O interatomic distance of 1.62 Å.
The typical measurements from the literature for the Si−O bond length are 1.58−1.64
Å for a broad range of silicate glasses.12,232 A neutron diﬀraction study293 in glass
compositions with 22 and 31% mol Na2O concentrations, reported an Si−O interatomic
distance of 1.62 Å, in excellent agreement with the calculated value in the, similar, mod-
elled composition in this thesis. The maximum of O−Si−O bond angle distribution is
located at 108.5◦ and it is in good agreement with the value of the perfect tetrahedron
(109.5◦), which together with the fully 4-coordinated Si atoms indicates the formation of
almost perfect SiO4 tetrahedra in the simulated glass structures. According to the rel-
evant distribution, the Si−O−Si bond angle between the tetrahedron linkages is about
145.5◦, while in pure SiO2 glass this angle is 150◦. It is noted that usually the addition
of impurities leads to decrease of the Si−O−Si bond angle in the silicate network.
The average Na−O bond length is 2.37 Å, while the average oxygen coordination
number around Na ions was found to be 5.8. The Na−Na nearest neighbour distance
calculated 3.14 Å and analysis of the local environment around the sodium cations
demonstrates that most Na ions have at least 1 or 2 Na ions in nearest neighbours
positions, with some having 3 and 4 Na, as shown in ﬁgure 6.3. Hence, the Na cations
shows a high preference to associate with other Na cations within the glass structure,
therefore there is an inhomogeneous distribution of Na ions inside the glass, with Na
ion clusters with a range of sizes, characteristic of a micro segregation process. These
results are in accordance with the modiﬁed continuous random network model, and
also agree well with neutron diﬀraction293 and EXAFS3 data as well as with previous
modelling studies in sodium silicate glasses,12,198,232 in which the Na−O and Na−Na
bond lengths were calculated 2.30 − 2.38 Å and 3 − 3.3 Å respectively, in compositions
similar to the one modelled in this chapter.
Simulations for larger periodic cells, containing up to 12288 atoms, were performed in
order to validate the accuracy of the calculated Na−O and Na−Na interatomic distances
in the small simulated structure and investigate their dependence on the size of the
modelled system. Based on the results shown in Table 6.1, it can be observed that
there is a lack of signiﬁcant size eﬀect on the average interatomic distances, as they
seem to be unaﬀected by increasing the number of atoms in the simulation box.
To study the distribution of L-centre structures and excitation energies 20 periodic
glass models of 192 atoms each were used in this chapter. The glass structures obtained
using the classical force ﬁeld, were further optimised using DFT. The results shown
in Table 6.2 demonstrate that the changes to the geometric parameters of the glass
structure following the geometry relaxation are insigniﬁcant, with interatomic distances
remaining within 0.02 Å of the original values. This illustrates the quality of interatomic
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Figure 6.3: Sodium aggregation with other sodium atoms in a glass model of the
Na2O−3SiO2 composition. The sodium coordination number around the sodium atoms
was calculated from the integral of the ﬁrst peak of the Na−Na g(r), and a cutoﬀ 4.7
Å, which corresponds to the local minima of this peak, was used in order to take into
account all the Na local environments within their ﬁrst coordination shell. Hence, a
picture of the Na arrangements around other Na atoms within the glass network can be
obtained. It can be observed that the Na cations have a heterogeneous distribution within
the simulated glass structure.
Table 6.1: Sodium−oxygen and sodium−sodium bond lengths as a function of the size of
the glass model. The respective interatomic distances remain almost unaﬀected across
the size ranges, maintaining similar values.






potentials used for the classical MD simulations to generate the amorphous structures.
It is noted that the size and number of these glass models were determined by computer
resources available for spin-polarised DFT calculations using a nonlocal functional and
the obtained statistics should be suﬃcient for qualitative conclusions.
The electronic structure calculations show an average HOMO-LUMO Kohn-Sham
band gap of 5.3 ± 0.4 eV. The total and partial electronic density of states of one
of the glass models is shown in ﬁgure 6.4. The bottom of the conduction band is
due to the sodium ion states, whereas the electron states of non-bridging oxygen atoms
determine the top of the valence band. This is in good agreement with Mackey's286 main
assumption that the lowest conduction band of the alkali silicate glasses is due to the
alkali s-orbital and the structural model of the L-centre was based on this proposition.
The calculated band gap is much lower than that of pure amorphous SiO2 (9 eV) due
to the Na conduction band, and it agrees well with the optical absorption edges of
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Table 6.2: Comparative structural analysis between the glass structure obtained from the
melt-and-quench approach using the classical force ﬁeld and the relaxed neutral structure
after the DFT optimisation.
Calculated property Glass from classical MD DFT relaxed ground state
Cell size (Å) 13.75 13.82
Si−O (Å) 1.62 1.62
CNSi−O 4 4
O−Si−O (◦) 108.5 109.5
Si−O−Si (◦) 145.5 147.5
Na−O (Å) 2.37 2.36
CNNa−O 5.8 5.5
Na−Na (Å) 3.14 3.12
Si−Na (Å) 3.41 3.36
Si−Si (Å) 3.17 3.15
about 6 eV for sodium silicate glasses reported by Mackey et al.286 and Siegel121. In
addition, Murray and Ching294 calculated the band gap at 4.6 eV for Na2O−2SiO2 glass
compositions, and it is expected that the band gap of the system would decrease with
increasing the Na2O content.
Figure 6.4: (a) Electronic density of states of a Na2O−3SiO2 glass model and contri-
bution of the individual atomic species. (b) The top of the valence band is due to the
oxygen 2p states and the bottom of the conduction band is due to the 3s Na ion states.
6.3.2 Excited state & luminescence energy
The excited state of the simulated glass structure was modelled, using ground-state
DFT, by calculating the system in a triplet state. An average 5.6 ± 0.3 eV optical ex-
citation energy was obtained from the 20 glass models, which is in very good agreement
with the experimental studies,122,123 where high-purity sodium silicate glasses were ex-
cited with ultraviolet light with photon energies exceeding 5.5 eV. The spin density
distribution of the triplet excited state of one of the glass models is shown in ﬁgure 6.5.
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As expected for a disordered system,112 the excited state is not fully delocalised within
the periodic cell but it is rather localised on several (typically 2 or 3) Na ions and 1 to
3 oxygen ions, forming the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence
band, respectively. It can be observed that, the atomistic structure exposed by this ex-
cited state is that of an L-centre. However, in the 20 simulated glass structures studied
in this chapter, the L∗-centre structure appears to be more complex than the simple
3O−Si−O−− Na+ structure, with several Na+ ions and O− ions usually involved.
Figure 6.5: Spin density distribution of the triplet excited state before relaxation in one
of the Na2O−3SiO2 glass models. The electron shows a preference of localisation between
3 Na cations within the simulated glass structure. The spin density iso-value is 0.002.
Yellow ball is Si, blue ball is Na and red ball is O.
Further analysis on the excited states revealed that two types of L-centre structures
after vertical excitation, shown in ﬁgure 6.6, can be qualitatively distinguished in the
modelled systems: type-1 have compact Na ion clusters consisting of 3 ions separated by
≈ 3.6 Å, and type-2, where the separation between Na ions is ≈ 4.8 Å on average. It is
noted that due to the relatively small number of Na atoms in the simulated periodic cell,
these results may be prone to ﬂuctuations, and thus insuﬃcient for describing all possible
structures. Nevertheless, these modelled structures can be treated as representative for
the purpose of the study in this chapter.
The relaxed structure of the L∗-centre was determined by minimising the total en-
ergy of the excited system with respect to the atomic coordinates. The typical spin
density distribution of the relaxed triplet excited state is shown in ﬁgure 6.7, and it can
be seen that it is qualitatively similar to the one after the vertical excitation. However,
the character of ionic relaxation diﬀers in diﬀerent glass structures, as in type-1 struc-
tures relatively small (≤ 0.1 Å) displacements of Na and O ions from their original sites
were observed, whereas in type-2 structures there are very large displacements, often
approaching 1.0 Å. It is noted that these excited states can be considered as relaxed
triplet excitons in alkali silicate glasses, as reported by Trukhin.111
The luminescence energies were calculated as the energy diﬀerence of the ground
state (singlet) in the geometry of the relaxed triplet excited state and the relaxed triplet
state. Following the two diﬀerent pictures of the excited state, the calculated lumin-
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Figure 6.6: Atomistic structure and spin density distribution in the two types of L-centre
structures observed in the 20 Na2O−3SiO2 glass models. Type-1 (left panel) corresponds
to a compact cluster of 3 Na ions with average Na−Na interatomic distances of ≈ 3.6
Å, and type-2 (right panel), which corresponds again to a cluster of 3 Na ions but with
much larger separations between the cations. The iso-value of spin density is 0.002.
Figure 6.7: Spin density distribution of the relaxed triplet excited state in one of the
Na2O−3SiO2 glass models. The electron and hole components are indicated with e−
and h+ respectively. The electron is fully localised amongst 3 Na cations and the hole
is also well localised in one non-bridging oxygen atom. The iso-value of spin density is
equal to 0.002. Yellow ball is Si, blue ball is Na and red ball is O.
escence energies in the 20 sodium silicate glass models show two trends, which are
directly related to the two types of the excited state. In the 60% of the glass samples
(12 structures), in which L-centres have type-1 structures, the luminescence energy was
calculated within the range of 2.7−3.3 eV, whereas in the remaining 8, type-2 L-centres,
the calculated luminescence energies were in the range of 1.0−1.7 eV.
The calculated luminescence energies of the ﬁrst group are in good agreement with
the experimental values in sodium silicate glasses, which are known to exhibit a wide
luminescence spectrum with the maximum at 3.4 eV.122,286 In addition, the values of
this range agree well with the luminescence spectra of sodium silicate glass with the
same molar composition (Na2O−3SiO2) reported by Zatsepin et al..290 It is noted that
these spectra, as well as those shown in Ref.111, exhibit red tails extending down to 2.0
eV.
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6.3.3 Atomistic relaxation in L∗-centres
In order to investigate how the changes in the geometry for the relaxed triplet excited
state with respect of the geometry of the relaxed ground state aﬀect the luminescence
energies, the atomic displacements for the three component species (Na, O and Si) were
calculated in the 20 simulated glass structures. The average calculated displacements of
these species, together with the calculated luminescence energies for every glass model,
are shown in Table 6.3, and it can be observed that the lower luminescence energies
correspond to larger displacements of Na and O atoms for the singlet-triplet transition.
For the type-1 L-centre structures, which are associated with the higher values of the
luminescence energy, the atomic displacements are on average considerably smaller. The
local atomic structure of the type-2 excited state diﬀers, on average, from that of the
ground state by ≈ 0.18 Å displacement of the Na cations, whereas the local atomic
structure of the type-1 excited state diﬀers from that of the ground state by ≈ 0.06 Å
displacement of the Na cations.
Table 6.3: Average displacement, d, between the geometry of the relaxed excited state
and the geometry of the relaxed ground state for Na, O and Si atoms in the 20 simulated
glass structures and comparison with the calculated luminescence energies, EL.
Glass EL (eV) dNa (Å) dO (Å) dSi (Å)
1 3.3 0.04 0.04 0.03
2 3.2 0.09 0.05 0.03
3 3.2 0.04 0.04 0.03
4 3.2 0.06 0.04 0.02
5 3.2 0.04 0.03 0.03
6 3.1 0.04 0.05 0.04
7 3.1 0.06 0.08 0.06
8 3.0 0.05 0.03 0.03
9 2.9 0.08 0.04 0.02
10 2.9 0.08 0.06 0.04
11 2.8 0.05 0.06 0.05
12 2.7 0.07 0.07 0.05
13 1.7 0.11 0.06 0.04
14 1.7 0.25 0.12 0.09
15 1.6 0.14 0.08 0.06
16 1.6 0.13 0.07 0.05
17 1.3 0.17 0.06 0.04
18 1.2 0.10 0.07 0.05
19 1.1 0.20 0.13 0.11
20 1.0 0.19 0.10 0.07
Further analysis on the glass sample #14 from Table 6.3, which exhibits the largest
average displacement for the Na atoms, was carried out, in order to investigate how the
displacements of the atoms within the simulated structure are related to the electron
and hole localisation in the excited state. The displacements of all the 192 atoms of
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the glass structure between the atomic conﬁgurations of the relaxed ground state and
the relaxed excited state are illustrated as a function of the distance of each atom from
the centre of mass of the L-centre structure in ﬁgure 6.8. It can be seen that three Na
atoms have displacements of ≈ 1.0 Å, which are signiﬁcantly larger than the average
Na displacement (0.25 Å) in this glass structure. The spin density distribution of the
triplet excited state is also shown in the inset of the ﬁgure 6.8, and the three Na cations
that experienced the largest displacements are those that taking part in the localisation
of the electron component. The individual displacements of the atomic conﬁguration
for the three Na cations are also highlighted in the same ﬁgure.
Figure 6.8: Atomic displacements for Na, O and Si atoms between the geometry of the
relaxed ground state and the geometry of the relaxed excited state, in a type-2 excited
state (glass #14 in Table 6.3), as a function of the distance of each atom from the
centre of mass of the L-centre. Encircled are the displacements of the three Na ions
most involved in the exciton (e− − h+) localisation. Inset: Spin density distribution and
atomistic structure of the localised excited state. The direction of the arrows corresponds
to the direction of the motion from the relaxed ground state to the relaxed excited state.
The iso-value of spin density is equal to 0.002. Yellow ball is Si, blue ball is Na and red
ball is O.
In order to further examine the topology of the L-centre in this glass model and
investigate how the atoms have moved in the relaxed excited state after the transition
from the relaxed ground state, the xy and xz plane of the L-centre structure are il-
lustrated in ﬁgure 6.9, combined with the direction of the motion of the atoms. The
diﬀerence in the interatomic distances between the relaxed ground state and the relaxed
excited state for these atoms is noted in Table 6.4.
The distance between Na1 and Na2 becomes notably shorter in the relaxed excited
state (from 5.46 Å to 3.74 Å) and the electron component gets localised in the close
vicinity of these cations. The third sodium ion (Na3) that is participating in this cluster
moves further away from the non-bridging oxygen atom in which the hole component
is well localised. It is noted that 3.7 Å is a characteristic interatomic distance between
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Figure 6.9: Atomic displacements in the type-2 L-centre structure in the glass model
#14, and schematic representation of the electron−hole pair localisation in the relaxed
excited state. (a) xy and (b) xz plane of the atomic conﬁguration and displacement of all
the relevant atoms. The arrows indicate the direction of motion from the relaxed ground
state to the relaxed excited state.
Table 6.4: Comparison of the interatomic distances for the atoms forming the triplet
exciton in the glass structure #14, in the relaxed ground state and the relaxed excited
state.
Interatomic distance (Å)




the ions, as measured in small Na clusters,295 which may explain the character of this
relaxation. The Na−O bond elongates from 2.23 Å to 3.02 Å, while also the Si−O bond
was stretched slightly from 1.57 Å to 1.64 Å.
6.3.4 E−1 and H
+
1 centres
An extra electron was added to the relaxed ground state and the geometry of each of
the modelled systems was then re-optimised. The electronic structure of the 20 glass
models exhibits a state located below the conduction band minimum, and the electronic
density of states of one of the simulated glasses, in which an electron traps, is shown in
ﬁgure 6.10. This state corresponds to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and it can be seen that it is mostly due to the Na ion states. The average position of
this state, from the 20 glass models, is ≈ 1.2 eV below the bottom of the conduction
band and ranges from 0.8 to 1.5 eV, indicating a relatively shallow electron trap. These
results agree well with Mackey's study,286 in which they assumed that the electron
centres in sodium silicate glass are relatively stable at low temperatures and can be
easily bleached by illuminating the glass with 1 - 3 eV light.
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Figure 6.10: Electronic density of states of a Na2O−3SiO2 glass model with a trapped
electron. The extra electron occupies, on average, a state at ≈1.2 eV below the bottom
of the conduction band. This state is the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) and the Na
ions are mainly responsible for this state.
Hence, it is expected the extra electron to be localised on Na cations. The analysis
of the spin density distribution, for the 20 simulated glass structures, reveals a concept
analogous to the one that was observed above for the localisation of the electron com-
ponent in an excited L-centre state. The extra electron is localised amongst a cluster
of three Na cations within the glass structure, and an example of E−1 centre formation
in one of the glass models is shown in ﬁgure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Spin density distribution of an electron trap, E−1 , in one of the
Na2O−3SiO2 glass models. The extra electron (e−) is well localised on a cluster of Na
ions within the simulated glass structure. The spin density iso-value is 0.002. Yellow
ball is Si, blue ball is Na and red ball is O.
A hole was added to each neutral system and the total energy of the system was
minimised with respect to its atomic coordinates. The analysis of the spin density distri-
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bution, in the 20 glass models, leads to a similar observation with the hole component
localisation in an excited L-centre state. The hole is well localised on a single non-
bridging oxygen atom, and an example of H+1 centre formation in one of the simulated
glass structures is shown in ﬁgure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Spin density distribution of a hole trap, H+1 , in one of the Na2O−3SiO2
glass models. The extra hole (h+) is well localised on a non-bridging oxygen atom. The
spin density iso-value is 0.002. Yellow ball is Si and red ball is O.
6.4 Summary & Conclusions
In this chapter 20 models of sodium silicate glasses with composition Na2O−3SiO2
were studied by means of classical and ab initio modelling, in order to investigate the
atomistic and electronic structures of the localised states in this glass composition and
compare them with the existing models from the literature. Detailed information about
the local atomic structure around Si and Na was obtained from the calculations, and the
results are in very good agreement with previous modelling and experimental studies
for the short-range ordering in sodium silicate glasses, providing in that way a good
validation for the quality of the simulated glass structures.
The calculated excitation energy is in very good agreement with the experimental
values and the excited state can be viewed as a relaxed triplet exciton, in which both
electron and hole are well localised on a cluster of Na cations and on a single non-
bridging oxygen atom respectively. Two diﬀerent types of L-centre structures were
identiﬁed for the excited state after vertical excitation, one consisting of tight clusters
of Na ions and another where the Na−Na distances are larger. However, it is noted that
due to the small number of Na cations in each glass model, the statistics obtained from
the simulated glass structures in this chapter does not allow for a deﬁnitive conclusion
about whether there is a whole continuum of Na cluster structures in the glass or these
are limited to types 1 and 2.
The nature of ionic relaxation diﬀers in the two types of L∗-centre states, as re-
latively small displacements of Na ions were calculated in type-1 structures, whereas
very large displacements for the cations were quantiﬁed in type-2 structures, strongly
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aﬀecting the luminescence energy. The calculated luminescence energies for type-1 L-
centre structures are in good agreement with those corresponding to the maximum of
the experimental luminescence spectrum, suggesting that such structures prevail in the
real glass samples, while other simulated structures give luminescence energies at the
red tail of the spectrum, which has been measured experimentally down to around 2
eV.111,290 It is noted that the calculated results sample only the lowest triplet excita-
tions and the corresponding relaxed exciton states, and that higher excitations could
also contribute to the observed luminescence spectrum. Moreover, the transitions with
lower energies are likely to be quenched non-radiatively.
The calculations of the individual E−1 and H
+
1 centres are consistent with the results
from the excited states, in terms of the character of the localisation of the electron
and hole traps in the glass models, and they are also in agreement with Mackey's
model,286 which suggests that X-ray irradiation creates electron and hole colour centres
in the defects present in the glass structure before irradiation. The shallow trapping
levels for both electrons and holes lie adjacent to the conduction and valence bands
respectively. The electron trapping states are characteristic of the sodium ions, while
the hole trapping states are characteristic of the non-bridging oxygen atoms, and it is
highlighted that these states are intrinsic to the glass structure.
The calculated results presented in this chapter support the model proposed in pre-
vious studies113,116,122,123,286 that the optical parameters of the L-centre are determined
by the interaction of the excited electron with several sodium cations, and shed light on
the extended L-centre model, which describes the localised exciton states of electronic
excitations in sodium silicate glasses. It was observed that, the electron localisation is
mostly restricted to an interstitial cavity and the vicinity of three or four neighbouring
sodium ions, and the diﬀerent kinds of local arrangements of Na cations that can be
found in a sodium silicate glass create a spectrum of diﬀerent localised states. The
broad range of the calculated values of luminescence energy reﬂects the existence of
inequivalent local atomic structures for the sodium cations in the glass models, and
the calculations presented in this thesis allow the identiﬁcation of structural motifs
responsible for particular luminescence energies.
7 | Synopsis & Outlook
In this thesis, a variety of computational modelling techniques have been used to invest-
igate the structural, dynamical and electronic properties of a number of multicomponent
silicate glasses related to several applications, extending from microelectronics to nuc-
lear waste immobilisation.
Mixed alkali borosilicate glasses have long been used for the immobilisation of high
level nuclear waste, as they fulﬁl many criteria required for an eﬀective nuclear waste-
form. Atomic scale computer simulations were performed in chapter 3, in order to
examine several lithium sodium borosilicate glasses relevant to the experimental com-
positions from IHI. In the ﬁrst part of the simulations a suitable computational method
to calculate the glass transition temperature in glasses with pre-deﬁned molar compos-
itions was implemented and the results were compared with the experimental values
of the IHI structures. The glass transition temperature of the simulated mixed alkali
borosilicate glass was calculated at ≈ 600 K. In the second part of the simulations four
glass systems were modelled and a detailed structural analysis of the short-range order
is presented for each atomic species in the glass structure. In addition, the electronic
properties of the glass models were discussed and how these are related to molar com-
position and the diﬀerent structural units. A narrowing of the band gap was observed
as the concentration of the B2O3 is decreased in the glass composition. These invest-
igations of the relationship between the chemical composition and the glass transition
temperature and the structural features of the glass will help the industrial collaborator
in Japan to interpret their experimental data and proceed with rational design of new
glasses.
Experimental studies in nuclear waste glasses show that molybdenum is an element
with low solubility in the glass composition and during the vitriﬁcation alkali and/or
alkaline-earth molybdate crystals are formed, which cause signiﬁcant disruption to the
process of immobilisation of the nuclear waste. Consequently, there is a necessity to
design glasses in which formation of these molybdate phases is suppressed in order
to maximise the waste disposal eﬃciency. In chapter 4 the ﬁrst ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations in high level nuclear waste glasses were performed. A calcium
sodium borosilicate glass and a lithium sodium borosilicate glass were doped with mo-
lybdenum, in order to model its local atomic structure within the two diﬀerent compos-
itions and investigate the eﬀect of ionic and covalent components on the glass structure
and the formation of the crystallisation precursors. The coordination environments of
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Mo cations and the corresponding bond lengths calculated from the glass models gen-
erated in this thesis are in excellent agreement with experimental observations. In the
lithium sodium borosilicate glass the Mo cation was found to be in a redox state, and the
analysis of the ﬁrst coordination shell reveals two diﬀerent types of molybdenum host
matrix bonds, demonstrating that the molybdate tetrahedron can be connected with
the borosilicate network in a way that inhibits the formation of crystalline molybdates.
Such understanding of how the chemical nature and molar composition of the nuclear
waste glass aﬀect the local atomic structure of Mo and its solubility within the glass
network is invaluable in design of nuclear waste glasses with controlled segregation of
the undesirable yellow phases.
This project on the formation of crystalline molybdates in borosilicate glasses could
be carried forward in future work by using the two glass structures generated in this
work to investigate the migration of Mo cations in the two nuclear glass models. In
order to study the dynamical behaviour of the Mo cation, an estimation of the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient in the liquid state, the amorphous state and at the vitriﬁcation temperature
could be performed, and the three diﬀerent regimes would give the opportunity to exam-
ine how structural diﬀerences between the liquid and the corresponding glass obtained
upon cooling are related to diﬀusivity of Mo cations. In addition, simulations of lar-
ger systems containing more molybdenum atoms would provide more reliable statistics
and a more accurate prediction of the local environments of the Mo cations within the
simulated glass structures.
It is worth mentioning that even though these kind of calculations are computation-
ally demanding within the ab initio level, the advances in computer architecture and
algorithms have meant that atomistic simulations that were challenging twenty years
ago are now routine, and there is no reason why this trend should not continue. A de-
velopment of a reliable classical potential for the B−O and Mo−O interactions, based
on the Pedone potential model 2.62, even though it corresponds to a diﬃcult task, could
be another route to tackle these kind of computational problems.
Previous experimental studies of the diﬀusivity of alkaline-earth ions in mixed al-
kali alkaline-earth silicate glasses of the composition A2O−2MO−4SiO2 reveal a distinct
correlation between the alkaline-earth cation mobility and the ratio of the alkaline-earth
cation radius to that of the alkali cation. It has been observed that the alkaline-earth
ions are more mobile when the alkali and alkaline-earth ions in the glass structure are
of similar size. In chapter 5 the ﬁrst atomistic calculations for glasses of this chem-
ical composition were performed, in order to understand the eﬀect of the nature of
the cations on the mobility of the alkaline-earth ions within the glass network. The
short-range order of the glass structure was found to be inﬂuenced by the size of the
alkaline-earth cation, whereas the medium-range order was almost unaﬀected by the
type of the cation. In addition, even though all the alkaline-earth cations contribute
to lower vibrational frequencies it was observed that there is a shift to smaller fre-
quencies and the vibrational density of states distribution gets narrower as the size of
the alkaline-earth cation increases in the glass structure. The experimentally observed
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diﬀusion activation energies of the alkaline-earth ions were qualitatively reproduced in
the classical molecular dynamics simulations performed in this thesis. An asymmetrical
linear behaviour in the diﬀusion activation energy with increasing size diﬀerence was
observed, and the alkaline-earth ions are more mobile in cases that the ratio of the
alkaline-earth cation radius to that of the alkali cation is close to unity. Atomistic sim-
ulations with empirical methods are able to provide detailed structural information of
the simulated glass compositions, and the understanding of how the network modiﬁer
cations in complex silicon glasses aﬀect the local atomic structure and mobility of ionic
species is critical in design of glasses with controlled atomic transport properties.
This part of the project could be extended in future work by an analysis of the
trajectories in the glass models to investigate the mechanism of diﬀusion of the alkaline-
earth ions on the atomic scale, and the identiﬁcation of the atomic displacements that
constitute a step of diﬀusion. The work presented in this thesis was focused on the type
of the cations in the glass structure, therefore, a continuation of this study could possibly
be to model the local atomic structure and the mobility of the alkali and alkaline-earth
ions in mixed cation silicate glasses with varying the molar composition of the alkali
(A2O) and alkaline-earth (MO) oxide, in order to examine how the structural and
transport properties of the glass depend on the relevant concentration of the two oxides
in the glass structure.
Previous experimental studies of the ground and electronically excited states of so-
dium silicate glasses have been interpreted in terms of the so-called L-centre model
describing the short-range order in the glass structure. In chapter 6 the ﬁrst atomistic
calculations of the L-centres were performed to investigate the proposed models and
shed light on their atomistic structures. Ab initio calculations of the electronic and
geometric structures of localised states in sodium silicate glass were performed, and
the atomistic and electronic structures of the ground L- and excited L*-centre states
were calculated, together with the electronic properties of the electron E−1 and hole
H+1 centres. The results conﬁrm that the lowest triplet excited states in sodium silic-
ate glass are associated with clusters of sodium ions and non-bridging oxygen atoms.
The predicted luminescence energies are correlated with the short-range order of these
clusters, and the calculated values are in good agreement with the experimental data.
The results obtained in this thesis demonstrate how, combined with the spectroscopic
data, theoretical simulations can serve to reveal the local structure of oxide glasses.
The next step on this study could be to investigate the main features of the ele-
mentary processes characterising electron and hole trapping sites in lithium, potassium
and magnesium silicate glasses, as well as in mixed alkali alkaline-earth silicate glass
(for example in sodium calcium silicate glass). The same approach, combining classical
molecular dynamics simulations with static density functional theory calculations could
be followed to provide an insight into the trapping of the electrons and holes and the
mechanism of trapping in such structures. This study would enable the investigation
of the behaviour of the diﬀerent cations, and the examination of the impact of mixing
cations in the glass composition.
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In a nutshell, atomistic simulations oﬀer the possibility of a complete structural
description of a glass and they are able to deepen the interpretative levels obtained from
the experiments. In particular, molecular dynamics, which gives an exact description
of Boltzmann's statistical mechanics, provides a means to closely mimic the process by
which glass is formed in the laboratory, yielding not only the positions and connectivities
of every atomic species in the solid state, but also dynamic information, which can
be directly compared to experimental measurements. Thus, an understanding of the
compositional−glass structure relationships could be used to improve the long-term
glass properties in the vast majority of the technological applications.
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